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SENATE BILL ACTIONS REPORl

A NNUAL REPORT WITH H.R.S. DEPT. DISCLOSING CERT AIN FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS, ETC. AM ENDS 395.12. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/02/77 SENATE IljTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AN D REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES, COHMERCE -SJ 0 0288
05/09/77 SEr-j�TE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEN D. BY HEALTH ANO
REHABILITATIVE SER VICES
05/ 1 l /77 SENATE ND� REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00364
05/25177 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANT ED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00502
Oo/03/77 S ENATE DIED IN COHHITTEE ON CO M MERCE
S 1243 GENERAL BILL BY TRAS�
(IDENTICAL H 21191
AGRI. C CONSUMER SERVICES DEPT.; PROVIDES C ORRECT NUHBER OF DIVISIONS;
PERMITS P UBLICATION OF BULLETIN S BY ADMINISTRATION D IV.; INCLUDES
CONSUME R SERVICES DIV• C FOREST RY DIV. WITHIN DEPT.; CREATES MGT.
SY STEMS B UREAU C P�BLIC FAIRS C EXPOSI TIONS BUREAU IN ADMINISTRATION
DIV, AMENDS CH. 570, EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/20/77.
05/02/77 SENATE IHTRODUCED, REFERRED TO �GRICULT URE, GOVERN MENTAL
OPERATIONS -SJ 002B8
05/09/77 S EN,;TE COHH. REPORT : FAVORABLE BY AGRICULTURE
05/10/71 SEr-jATI: NP� REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00365
05123111 srn4TE COMM. REPORT: FAVORAB LI:, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
GOVERNMEN TAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00500
O -SJ 00649
05/31177 SENATE PASSED; YEAS 35 NAYS
Ob/01177 HOUSE R�CEIYED, PLACED O N CALENP�R -HJ 00946
06/02117 HOUSE S UBSTITUTED FOR H 2ll9j RFAD SECON D TIME; READ THIRD
I -HJ 01149
TJHE; PAS SED; YEAS 105 NAYS
06/13/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICER S ANO PRE SENTED TO GCVERNOR
06/20/77
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHApT ER NO . 77-289
S 124't GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, P. AND OTHERS (SIMILAR CS/H 1787)
(CSl PUBLIC FINANCING/HOUSING; CREATES FLA. HOUSING FINANCE A UTHORITY
LAW; AUTHORIZES CREATION OF HOUSIN G FINANCE AUTHORITIES BY ORDINANCE;
PROVIDES FOR FUNCTIONS Of SUCH AUTHORITIES TO ALLEVIATE SHORT AGE OF
HOUSING t CAPITAL fOR INVEST MEN T IN HOUSING, ETC. E FFECTIVE DATE:
10/01/77.
05/02/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAI RS, FINANCE, TAXAT ION AND CLAIMS
-SJ 00288
05/11/77 SENATE COMH. REPORT: C/S BY C OM MERCE; NOW REFERRED TO
ECONOMIC, CO MMUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIR S -SJ 00361,
05/ lo/17 SENA TE COMM. REPORT: FAVOR ABLE WITH AMEND. BY ECONOMIC,
COMMUNITY A NO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/17177 SENATE NOW REFERRED TO FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00403
05/20/77 SENATE WITHDRAW N FROM FINANCE 1 TAXATJON AND CLAIMS -SJ 00462;
PLACED ON CALEN D AR
05 /31177 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CA LENDAR -SJ 00621; C/S READ
FIRS T TIME; IDEN./SI M. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAIP ON
TABLE UNDER RULE, IDEN1/SJH,/COMPAR E BILL PASSED, REFER
TOH 1787 (VETOED BY GOYERN0R-06/18/J7l -SJ 00672
S 1245 GENERA L BJLL BY THOMAS 1 J.
PUBLIC OFFICERS
& EMPLOYEES; RE GROUP INSURAl'jCE; AU TrORIZES ST,;TE
0
GDYER1'jMENT UNITS TO PRDYIDE GROUP I NSURANCE FOR THEIR OF FICERS t
EMPLOYEES, �MENDS l[Z.G8. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECCHING LAW.
COT-jTINUEO ON NE�T PAGE
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1 '1 state and local governrr.ental units to provide assistance to

2 ::.eet the need fo:- housing .
{5)

�

The provisions of this act are fou:'ld and declared

�, tv l::-e :'lecessary a:'ld i:'I the public interest as a matter of
,I le;islati�e dete:�inacion.

·1

:1I

a

Section 3.
(ll

Definitio:'ls .--As used in thi� act:

1.41

MArea of opera�ior.M �ea:,s the area within the

11.43/1

t.c::ico:i.:!l t:.cunCari�s a: �he cci.l:ity to: which the housing

fi�a��e ��ttority is created, a�d any area outside th�

li I ��e a??roval �ay be a general approval or an approval O:'lly for

I
�.: !
15 1

S?ecified �ualifyir.g housir.g developments or only for a
S?ecifi�d r.�rr.ber of �ualifying housing develop�ents.
(2)

"Do:'lds· means any bo:'lds, notes, debentures,

I' I ir.�eri� certificates, or other evidences of fi:'lancial

-,

11! ir.cebtear.ess iss�ed by a housing finance authority under and

:� ! p�:s:.:ant to t:1is act.
:, I
( 3)
"Housing finance authority• means a housing

!

...._,_

� !inar.ce a�t�ority created pursuant to �ection 4 of this act.
i
21:
·aousing Ccvelop�cnt� �e�ns any residential
( 4)

n; b.;ildi�;, 12nd, equip::'le�t, facility, or other re�l or personal

n

2:

p:v?erty ��ich �ay be r.cccscary, co�venicnt, or desirable in

l.�3/2

1.43/8

1.43/9

1.43/10

1. 52

1.53
1. 53

1.5-l

1.55

1. 60

c-:.- :.:r_c� i:..:-.• r�ccni�ructic�, ��d r0ha�ilitation c� housi�;

.. :,.

••- '-· ....,__--..,.. .,,.. , .• , ••. -· ,#............ , t... ..... , ,:_•f•: --�11 ••· •·J•

l.57
1.59

cc.-:.i..\::.cr. c.! ex:3cing struct�rcc, t�c �cquisit:on,

1. 60/l

)

11/ a reasonable period thereafter.
11

( 5)

"Lending ins"itution• mc�ns any bank or trust

lioc:sir.g
15/ and loan association, insurance co:c,pany, t:�e Florida
tion or
16/ Development Corporatior,, or other financial institu

'C ..

1 • • � I•

1.60/5

1. 60/o

l1.s01,
I
.

,. I\
, ""'
6;; 9
ll.•. o�/.,

I. , , ,,··
1···-·
.,

1

• {,,V, _....,.

11 .. ,,,
jl. �j/l'.";

!1.sc1�-

s in this
17/ governmental ;igency .authorized to tr;ins.ict busines
11.6-�/iS
131 state and which custo:nrily pr.)vides service or ocr,erwi=e ;lids
1?/ in the financing of mortgages located in the state.

,0

(6)

.... �'·;1
11 .......

•·Qualify�:'lg hcusir.', develo�m�nt· �eans any hol!sing I 1 -1

21 I development which a housing !ln3ncc 11utr.o: ity !ir.ds \llll

221 assist in alleviating the shortage of housi:l; in the area of
231 operation of such authority.
74

Section 4.

Creation of housing finance authorities.-

Each county in this state may create by ordinance
26 a separate public body cor;:,orate and politic to be kno·.-:'I as
it i£
the "Housing Finance Authority· of the county for w�!ch
A
.act.
this
created, to carry out only the powers granted in

21

(1)

:1

any o��ir.e:: or
housing finance authority £��!1 not ttJr.ca=t
30 I cxc-rci5c il!'.Y r.-v,.,,;crs ur-,c!cr thiz c.=t L,;.it:l t�� �o·,�r:-.l::1 :..v..::y v�
y ti er��: .. .;
,ii t:'.c county !or ._,:1ic� ��,:� r.o\.:.:ir.q t�r..i.::..:� .. -..t.'"..:>rtt
,�� .... ;:-.. -·-c. ·• ..-.... ...._._. .... , •• •·•

1·-•·

I,

1. 43/7

l. 58

·--�.��e�c�ts, the acquisition of property, the re�oval or

•• b1..'/ �

n.itior.;i! I
13/ company, mortgage banker, savings ban)<, credit union,
-t.ion, b:.=ildir.g
1�1 banking azsociation, s.:ivings 3nd lot:ln "-�socia

1. 43/6

��cili�ies rel�ted o�d £��ordin�te to nouzing, and also
1:-:=�:,;Cc-s si�c p�c?nracicn, the p!ur.ning of housing and

ent to any
financing thereof (including reimbursem
it�res �adc witr. t�c
nwn��ipality, county or entity for ex?c�ci

I, .. ',

1.43/�

l.56

�: hea!tt, recreational, and educational facilities, and other
:-;

other expenses
housing development, administrative and
p:ne:'lt and the
necessary or incident to the housing devclc

p.. C0/1

icy for tr.e ::iousir.g
9 approval of the hol!sir.g fin.ince autjor
1
construction ar.d ior
lC developn-.ent), .J:id in�e:ezt accrued a·u:-ing

1..:j/3

con:'lection therewith, including ztreetz, sewers, water and

:s: utility services, parks, gardening, administrative, co�munity,

�

other expenses
co�t of consult�nt and lcgul scrvic�s,
fea�ibility of the
necessary or incide:'lt to determining the

1.42

n/ :�e co�nty withi� �hich such outsi�e area is located approves. 1.43/5

1,/

connectlon therewith,
1! and i�prove�ents, and all other work in
without li�itatio:'I tje
and all costs of financing, including

1.0

I
1� I territorial bou:'ldaries of such county if the governing body of
�I
I

1. 32/8

.i.· •• ..
� ...._ •· •· ., ·•·

_.,,.._ ,·:·

.. ,

-

·-� -··

II::::
.:.. 73

i '·"

,1. ?�/1

• '
i 1 . -I,/.
I·

;2.01:
- ,
!,2.�1, �. :::.1 J
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finance
passes a. res::.luti.on declari.ng the need for a housi.ng
of housing and
2 authority to functi.on to allcvi.ace a shortage
n.
J ca?ital for invest�ent.in housing in its area of operatio

l

In any suit, action, o: p:occeding involvi.ng the
V.!lidit:t or enforce�ent of or relating to any contract of a
:-1ou:: ir:.g :ir.a;1ce aJthority, the housing finance authority shall
(2)

!)

2.0/5

4 years each, except that the terms of the i.nitial =e=bers

2.0/6

shall be as followa:

2.0/8

term of � years.

2.0/9

has qualified.

101 shall be filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the

2.0/15

Jj

2.0/17

15

ho�si�s wit�in its area of o?eratior..

n copy of the ordinance

certi!itd �y the cler� o! the circuit cou�t zt�ll be

i:

ad:-:is�i:,le i� eviC�nc� i� any suit, action, or procceCing.

The county for which the hous:ns finance authority
1,: is created �ay, at its sole discretion, and at any time, alter

i;;

( 3)

or c��n;e t�e �:ructu�e, organization, progra�s or activities

11

of a:,y to�si:,s finance authority, including the power to

ccr=ir.ace s�ch auchcrity, sc�jcct co any limitation on the

i=pair=ent of contracts entered into by such aJthority and

2:

sc�j�c� tc t�e licitation� or requirc�ent� o! this act.

i,,:'_

..

�:

Section 5.

cc::;,cr,zz. tion.-(l)

xc=bcrs; c=ployec5; d�tics and

�ach ho�sing fin�nce authority shall be co=?oscd

:1

c� five ����ers a?pointcd by the soverni�g bcdy of the county

�

w�:� t�Jll �c �esignated ch�ir�an.

:,

for ��ic� t�e hocsing fi�5�ce a�thority is crea:ed, one of
=-'-·:.::.�:s :::�.�11

b,> 1<:,owlccigeable in o:,e o: the follo·..iing fields:

:· ·, l.:.::.,:,r. !t:-. .!�.ce o: co::.:.crce.
(: ._

�ot less t��n three o! the

T�c tcr�s of t�c �e:bcr� ���ll b�

s

• - -.,..:. .,..., ••• '-•!••·•••

t, • ..,

•••'""i

lo ... ; ..

�,c!, �o,ir oJ.:,ri;.-"�•

2.0/16
2.0/18
2.0/19

2.0/20

2.0/22

2.0/23
2.0/25
2.28

2,28/2

2.28/3
2.28/4

2.28/5

2.23/6

A certificate of the ap?oint:::cnt or

reappointment of any me=ber of the housing finar.ce authority

1:; t!':e:re is a sho:tage of housing and ca?ital for investment in

for such a hcusing finance authority and finds that

111 county, and the certificate 'shall be cor.clusive evide:,ce cf

12

1-!

16

the due and proper appoint:::cnt of the me"'bcr. A :ne:::)c� shall
receive no compensation for his services, but shall be

er.titled to ncce5sary expenses, including traveling ex?enscs,

incurred in the discharge of hiz d�tics.
( 2)

The powers o
_ f each hous ir.g !(nar.=e aut�or i ty

171 granted by t!:is act shall be veste:d in the me;:;:,ers of the

12
1?
20

housing finance authority in office from ti�e to ti=e.

?hree
members shull cor.ztitute a quoru�, and action may be taken �y

2.2a;:2

2.2c;u
2.2S/l�

I'

12.2a/l;
.,-;
.-· ...
o -7
...
2.:03/L

! 2 ••�,, /'• ';

2.2e;:,
1
:�.22/2�

i �. 5J

.,
h
' •• J_

12.52

the housing �inance authority upon a vote of a majority o! t�e !2. 53

211 �emb�rs present.

A h��sing finer.cc a�tnority ��y ��ploy s�ch

nl agents and employees, permanent or te=?orary, as it :::ay

731 require and shall determir.e the c;ualification�, dutic,:;, ar.d

24

2.23/ll

Each vacancy shall te filled for the :e:-:ai�der

of the unexpired term.

2. 0/13

r.�e.:i

1.�d/�:

A member of the housing finance authority

shall hold o:fice until his successor has beer. a??Ointed ar.d

:!",e ordi:1ar.::e s:l.:.11 be sufficient if it decla:-es

::i: t:.e;

2.28/9

s hall serve a term of 3 yea:s; and or.e me=ber shall serve a

zed
�a conclusively dee�ed to have teen e5tablished and authori
2.0/10
i·. to �ra:1sa::t ::n;siness a:1d exercise its powe:s under this act
an ordinance by the ap;:iropriate 12.0/11
,., i.:?:.:1 fi:'.'OO! o! the aCo�tion of
\2.0/12
gcve:ni�g tooy declaring the need for the housing finance
i

two me=bers·shall serve a ter= o: l

, 31 year; one member shall serve a term o: 2 years; one =e=ber

2.0/7

)

1;! ac�::orit.y.

2. 25/7

compensation of such agents ar.d employce3,

A ho�sing fi�3nce

2.5�
1

,2.55

i
I:!. so

251 authority may delesate to an ager.tor e:::ployee SJCh
po-.·ets er
j2.57
U: duties as it may dee= proper. A housing finance
authority =ay
VI employ its own legal counsel.
5s
n
(J)
Until the me;:;bers of the housing fir.ancc a�thori
ty .2.5.3/l

12.

are a�pointed, the govcrr.'.ng body of the county !or
w�ich t�e
3C housing finance authority is created a�d the chair=
�� o: t�e
311 bou,:;ing fi�ance author
ity shall have !ult authority to c3rry
19

i

G

CCJINC.: "•'�' ;".-...� � ty;i• c.,. "•'•"••• f,.,. .... ,,.• � i•• .

.. ..

, • ..;:_�r•.'.·_�rl ••• •�J '·•••·

:,.56/;>

: 2. :..;,13

!11-36-5-7

171-36-5-7

out the pcwers of a housing finance authority under this act,

?rovided, however, that the soverning body shall not delegate

3: its a�t�ority to the chair�an under t�is provision.

:l ?rovi�ed

Except as

in this se ction, no �e�ber of t�c housing finance

5 ! a�ttority �ay be an officer o� e�ployee of the county for
wtich the ho�si�g finance a�thority is created.

7

Section 6.

Conflicts o! ir.teres�; dizclosure.--No

:-.e::::>c:r or e::tployee of a hou�ir,g finance authority s�all

2

ac�'.,;ire a-:-l y i:-.te:est, direct or ir.dircct, in ilr.y qualifying

;

nousinq develop::1er.t or ir. any property included or planned to

=.e i:-.�luC�C in such a develo?r.,ent, nor $hall he h.J.ve any

�!

12i ir.terest, direct or indirect, in any contract or proposed

u;
i

�ont:act for �cterials or servic�s to be fur�ished or used in

1�1 cor.nccticn ,.i�h any c::ualifying housing develop::1ent.

If any

15 1 :cecc-.:,er or e�ployee of a ho ucin g finance a·Jthority owns or

1\ ccc.trols an interest, direct or inc:irect, in any property

1;j '.r.cb::eci or plar.ned to oe incluc-=d ir, any qualifyi ng housing

10; ;:,rojec::t, :1e 5�all irn:;:eciately cicclosc the sar.oe in writing to
lil t�e �ousi�g fi�ance authority.

Such disclosure ehall be

I

e�tered �?on the �i�utes o! the housing fin3�Ce authority.

2:' i'ailure so to disclose such interest sh.ill constitute

:2; =isco:-.Ccct in office.
:ii
;

S ection 7.

71: r..ir;rr,n,},ir:t-

Re;;ioval o: :nc::ibcrs.--For neglect of duty or

in nff;c"', ., r.ir-mh"r nf u hnur.inq finn:ice c:!�thority

iS; -::.::i.y be re:;:oved by the governing t.cdy of the coun:y •

.,

,;

1
I

,,

'i1

t

A ::,ember

=.a 1 ::ie rec-.o•,ec only after he ;;a:;; t.een given a copy of the

cr..Hses .ot lea:st 10 dc,ys r,r le,r to n.c: r,e;,r lc.<J th<.:rcon und h.o�

�. had an O�?ortunity to be heard in person or by counsel.

If a

�· :e=jer is re:oved, a record of the proceedir,gc, together with
,.

; � '.

t.:.c cn;,r•;c:. ,.,.c finclingc thereon , ::.h.:ill be filed in the offtce
7

CO::;-.�: "•·0\ •• � �- ty;,• ore �e1 .. ,ion1, from ui1,tin9 low; wo,dt. un�t-rlined or• addition,.

2.SS/4

11 of the clerk where the certifica te of a??Oir.t�ent !or sue�

2.58/5

r.:embcr is filed.

2.58/6

Section

2.58/7

2. 70

2. 71
2. 72

2.73

2.74

2. 75
2. 76

3.0/l

3.C/2
3.0/3

3.G/·l

1
3.0/5
13.0/6

3.e;1

goverr.�ental functio�z set forth in t�is act, a�d s�a!l

3.8/2

exercise its power to borrow cnly for the purpose as provided

2.66

2.69

3. 8

corporate ar.d politic, exercising the p��lic and essential

2.65

2.68

Powers of r.oucing finance a�thorities.-A

housing finance ai.:t�o rity shall ccnstituce a public body

2.58/8

2.67

e:

3.C/7

herein:

To sue ar.:l be zued, to have a zezl 2nd to alter

lul the same at pleas:ire, to l'.ave �r,;etual succession, to ita�e
(1)

11 I and execute contracts ar.d ot�er instr�::-1e=1tz neces.5.3.:y o:
121 convenient to the exercise of the po·.. ers of the �ousir,g

3.8/J

13.13

1

3.

H

lz.15

131 finance authority, and to r.:ake and fro.:. tine to tiire a-::end ar.d \3.!c

l�I repeal bylaws, rules, .;nd re ')ulations, r,ot ir.consi:;tcr.t wit�

15
16

1

17

this act, to carry into effect the powers and pi.:rposes of the
h ousing finance authority.
(2)

To purchase or make cc;;imicmer.ts to purchase, and

181 to take assignr.,ents of, frorr, lending ir.ztitctions �ctir..;
as a
19 principal or as an agent of the housir.g finance authority,

I,--· ·'
,3.!3

.3.:c/1
j3.:2;:;

�I ::1ort gage loans and promissory notes a�cccpanying :;�ch �or�gage '3. :Z/]

21

22

,

loans, including federally in:;ured rr.ortgagc :o�ns or

p articipations with l�nciing institutions in such �ror.issory

231 notes and �ortgagc loz.:1s for t!"le co:--.�truction, pL:rc:ia!:e,

251 d evelo;:,:r.er.t or ;:,artier. theree,f; provided t:iat tl',e :xccee:cs o:
241

rcconGtructior,,

i6

sale or equivalent :none:y:: sh.:ill b.o reinv ested in :r.ortga')e

21

1

281

loanc.

{3'

or

rehahil\t,,tion

of

tht•

<111.,1\fyi.;a,q

hnu:,\r.•J

To make loar.s to lcr,c.lir,g ir.stitutions u:-.c!er te:-::s

291 �nd conditions rcq uiri::g t!.e proceed:; thereof to be t:zed !:;y

301 tuch lcndi.n<)

in:;titution::. fur tt.c m.::i�i.n-.J of nc.., m·Jrt�.:g�::; [vr

Jl I any qualifying l',ousing devclopmc::t, or 20rtion _thcreo�,
8
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/ 3. lS/ll
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'\ lccated wjolly or partially within the area of C?eration of

2 I such housing finance authority.
,I

•t
I
!I

�e�di�g i�stitut{cn which ���es such loans or ?COVides cuch
fi�a�cir.;, t�e lending institution �i.;st agree to use the

� i ?roceEds

l'.
I

Prior to making a loan to a

of such loan wi thin a reasonable period of time to

;:aic.e loans or to otherwise provide :'inancing fo r the

7 acc;uisition, construc tion, reconstruction, or rehab ilitation
vf .:. :"".oi.;si:-.g d1;velop:::ent or ?Ortio:1 :.::e:reof, and the housing

s1 finance a�thority �ust find t hat such loan will as$ist in

e

i

1:: alleviati:-.:, the shcrtage of housing ar.d of C.'lpital for
11 ! i:i·,es�:::e:-i:. in housing within its area of operation.
( 4)

To invest, at the direction of the lending

i.3, \r.s-:itut:on, ar.y fur,ds held i;; rezerves or sinking f unds or

!1 I

l!i .:i:-,y fu:-.ds r.ot requir�d for i��cdiate disbursement in propert y

ui or se curities in which lenaing :nctitutions may legally invest

,I
;: Ii
:. i

f unCs s'..l::ject to t�eir control.
Section 9.

!.i:r.itat io:1.--:-:o housir.g fi:,J.r.CE: a..:tr,ori ty

snall fina:-:ce tr,e ac�uisit:cn, construction, reconstruction,

or reha�ilitatlon of nny qualifying housi ng development for

:-;j its c�n profit or as a source of revenue to the state or any

1
9

\

:!

:1

local gover n:c.ental unit.
Si2::tiO:-L 10.

�o pcwer of c�inent co�ain.--No housing

2:·. f:nc:1.:c i.L!thority s�all r.ave :he F,Ower to acquire a;1y real
pro�erty by the exerc!se of the power of e�inent domain to

15: accc�?l.ish a:-1 y of. the p"Jrpo::es specified in t;)is act.
�

�

s�cticn 11.

Pl�r.nin;, zor.ing, and builcing laws.--Each

����ify��g hcusi�s �evclc���nt sh�ll be �u�ject to the

�l���i�s, zoni�g. he�lth, a�d building laws, ordinances, and
rc;�la:io�� ��?lic�blc to the place in whi ch zuch qualifying
:.��=��� ���clc��e�t i� $it��te.
::c:•:t�c� 1::.

�Jr.c�.--

.... •·· - ·-·-....... -�- •·• , .... -· ...... .,,,, ... ·•- .••. ,. :::.1•·· .,, ..... ,,.,.""" •.
')

(.

3.ld/12

(1)

3.18/14

finance authority :or the purposes of this act.

3.10/18

3.18/22

3.18/23

3.18/25

3.47

3.48
3.50

3.51

3.52

3,53

3.5�

3.55

3.56

3.57

! 3. �7

:I
91

10 I

issued by it.

.. � J. ::;

A housing finance au thority may issue such

). 5 7/5

,3.57/i

princi?al ar.d interest on �uch �or.d� are p�ya�le solely 2.nd
(al

The repay�ent of any loans made �y the ho using

(bl

The sale of ar.y housing loans or co=�it=ents to

i 3. :: �

!
3.6�/l

111 finance authority pursuant -to the provisions of section 6 o r
1

12

13 I

jJ.6�/2

p urchased b y the housing finance authority pursuant to secti on

8; or

j,.w,
I

15 purch;ise hoJsi�g lo�r.s which are pu:chased pur�uar.t to �cction
lJ
I

I

161

1
71
131

:: I

8.

r·': •

Any bor.ds is�ued pu:su��t to t�e �:ovisio�� of

t his act shall be secured by a �crtgagc or other ��-=urity
dev i ce.
( 2)

3. 57 ;:

13 -- r

types of bonds as it may determine; provided that the

only fro:n:

13.Si/:

1).57/3

purpose of pa ying, retiring, or refuncing bonds ?reviously

3.18/17

3.18/21

A housing

finance authority may also issue refunding bonds for t�e

3.18/16

3.18/20

1

bonds from time to time in the discretion of the housir.g

3.18/15

3.18/19

A housing finance authority may issue revenue

i J .. ::..-./:,

13.6,/6
13
-• ,.
In no event shall any bends issued pursuant to the : .. e-.,:)

provisions of this net be payable from the general reven:.1es o� 13.�,/.
22 I the housing finance authority.
!3.£�;::
23
(4) Neither the ��cbcrz of a ho�si�g !i�ance a�t�ori:y : :; .£.;;s
191

24

( 3)

! " �

nor any person executing the boncc :hall be li�bl� p�rso��ll ,

25! on the bonds by reason of the iszuar.ce thc-reof.

7:-:c bc.:'lc!!:

26j isc!.lcd pursuar.t to the: prcvi5io:--.s hereof, ar.d t:-,e .:.or.Cs z:�a.11

Vj so state on their face, shall not be a cebt of the co�:-:ty �•
l
n t'hc s�ate, or any political :;u�di·Ji!:ion t:'.�rcof; .l:-:d r.c�t.,�r

2?\ the county, nor any St.lte or pvlitic.-1! s;..:�ivicion t.:....erc::.�.

::iO/ �:'l.:lll be liaOlc t!'",er20:-.; r.or in '-r.�· cve'r.t ::.--:J:l z:...:..:� !,e:--...;�

.,;r

Jl1

� .J

cc:. ... :;:, .. _,� ·• ._. � ,,;• ., .. '-• ... -· , ......... ... . ,

'4•

--,. ,.

�-,- • ·""j •-

I J . c. ..· 1-..,

13. 6-l/i.0
I

,3.5,;:;
I

.J.C�/;�

.....

IL �I:
--
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4.0/3

obligatio�s be pay3ble cut of a�y funds o: properties other

'!

4.0/4

t�an tho�� o! t�e ho�si�g fi:1ar.ce nut�or�ty.
Section 13.

.i
(ll
:1 pc:rs"a�.:: to

4.0/4

Car�. a:10 sal� of bonds.--

4.0/5

Bonds of a housi�g finance authority issued

this act shall be authorized by a resolution of

l; :he �ousi�g fi�ance ac:thority and ::iay be issued in one or �ore
7; �e�ie� ��o =��ll bc�r s�ch C�tes, �ature at such ti�eJ, bear

c! in�erest a� such rates, be in s�ch de:1o�i�atior.s, be in sue�

�; !er�, either coupor. o: register�d, carry such conversion or

:u: re:;i==tr.:?.:.ion pri•;i!e<;es, h.::ave sech ra:1k or priority, be

4.0/6

1

4.0/7

4.0/8

4.0/9

4.0/10

li j c:.,;ccuted 'oy :.uch :::e-�bcrs o: thC: !"-:Ou£;ing :inarice ;;iuthor i ty a:1d

4.0/ll

1;: ;:,la.:es, a�= be SCibj ect to sc:ch ter;;:s of rec:-2::1;:,c ion, with or

4.0/12

I

in s�c� �2��cr, b� ?ayah!e in SJch mean of p�y�cnt �: such

:I
11

(3)

•
In cace any me�ber of the housing finance

authority whose signature a;:,;:,ears on che bonds or co�pons

shall cease to be a :r.e::-.:ocr before the ciel i·1ery of the bonds or

61 re::iained in office until such deli•10ry.

;�,y prc·,isi_;n o! law

to the cont:ary notwithstJnding, a�y bJ�ds tlsucd p�rsu,nt tQ

this act shall be fully negotiable.
(4)

In any suit, ::icticn, or proceedir,g ir.volvir.g the

10 validity or enforcea::iilit:t of any boc.d of a housing finar.ce
1
1

.:iuthority or the scc�rity tl"\crefor i!'.;sued ?:.1rsu3r.t !":crcto, a:1y

121 such t:ond reciting in s:.ibctar.ce th�t it hils been issc:eci by i;r.e

131 housing finance authority to assi&c ir, provldir.g fir.ar.cir.g o!

0/25

; �.c;n
.; . :::/�:

.;.0/23

c oupons, such bonds shall, r.evertheless, be valid and

sufficient for all purposes, t�e sa:ne as if sc:ch ::ie:ber h3d

11

1�-

! �- 0;;3

I.

")o

l.,, 'w /

!�.0/]:

!,,.G/.
. ' ;�,.c;;,
1

�-J/35

,.om

�it�o�� ?rE:�i��, as such resolution or any trust ind�nture

4.0/13

141 a qualifying housing devclopr.icnt to alleviate the shortage of

I ' Q I/'.
, ...
:, J

E

i,rc•:idec, i:o.-cver, that the provisior.s of s. 215.685 shall

4. 0/14

161 to have been lzsued for

1

•1;

=,,i �::.e a:utt,ority at p�:llic sale subctanti.;.lly in the :nunner

e;.cercC i:-,to �:..:rsuc..!;.t to s..:ch· resolution :-:.ay provide,

�� . .:�;.!:,;.

21

,5
�

(2) (a)

'.:'he bo�.ds issued by the authority ,;i:all be sold

?rovi::e::: by s. 2!5. cS (5) (=l ar.d (c), unless otherwise

S?�C�fically a?�roveC by ��c State aoard of Ad�ini�cration,

'J:iich is ht7!reby given the powe: to waive such re:q..iirement.

4 .0/15
4.0/H

4.0/17

15/ housing in its area of O?t':rJtion Eha!l be co:-,clu�i·,�ly C!tJ;e::cd

171 zc:ch character.

Section 14.

18

.:i

qualifying housir.g cevelop:ocnt of

Provisions of bo�ds and trust

191 indenturcs.--In connection with t�.e issuance of bo:ids a:1C i:1

201 order to secure the pay:n.,,nt of z-1ch bonds, a housin-, :ir,ance
221 this act, shall ho.ve power:

4.0/20

U

sale of sue� Cur.cs u�ce:r such rates a�d ter�s us are

4.0/21

26

sol6 or d�!ivered o� tcr�s less favor3�le than the terms

4.0/23

t�c �er:s co�=�i�ed in the r.otice of public sale if no bids

4.0/24

!n the e�cnt �n o�f�r of an issue of �ands at

;: �b: ic sal-e produces r.o bid, or i.r. t�e c·,cnt all bids received
are rejected, t.he aucnoricy is authorized to negotiate for the
acce;:table; ;:,rovided, however, that no such bonds shall be so
c=�tai�ed in ar.y bids rejected at the public sale ths2reo f, or
-��c r�=ci�cd at sue� pu�!ic sale.

...... - � �

11

•i.,c', ·• ----� � '11• ot• d.:.,1 • .._, (1,>m •• ,,,;ng low; word1, unC�rlinr�_c:r., odd,rion,.

4.0/19

4.0/22

4.0/25

! .; . :?�

i C 32/:

! . �-1
") "") , 4. .._ •

211 aut!'-.ority, in addition to t'.--.e ot�cr ?<)\.Jers granted ?ursc.:ir,t �o :�.32/3

4.0/18

(�)

r-

23

"

I

(1)

To pledge �11 o� a�y ;:,art of any pay���t =2de to

the housing fin2�ce authority �ursu�nt to �ny loan agrec=c�t
or pursuant to a sale of a�y loan or lc3n co:�it�ent.
(2)

To covenant. against pled9ing er ��signi�g all or

VI any part of any pay�e�cs :nade pursc:a�t to a�y loan agree:e�t
3

or pursuant to the sale o! any loan or loan co::i�it=ent or

291 agair,st p,cr�itcing or suffering �ny lie� on Sl!c:--1 r:,�y::c:its; ar.d
:;01 to covenant as to what ot!":cr, or addition:il, debts or

31

12
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y
by the housing finance authorit
c,::>�igations ';C,ay l:e incurrec
I
ng r.ousing develop�ent.
·.·it:1 res?ect to any q�alifyi
:?
ed and U5 to
To covenant as to the ::>ones to be issu
JI
( 3)
to
s in esc:ow or otherwise and as
: ' t�e i�s�a�cc of s�ch Cond
'
eecs tr.erec-f; ar.d to
!.! :.::-e u�e and disposition of the proc
, cestroyed or wutilated
;;rc·1i..Ca :or the replace�ent of lost
ent
extending the time for the paym
l'. oc:--.=z; to covenant against
eon; and to recee� the other
a. o:. i.t� :..o�as o: interest tr.er
;:-.ption, ar.C provide the terms
<;'. �=:-.d$, ccve:--,a:it for tf.eir rec!e

1l

i

4.42
4.42/1

��t c��jitio�s t�ercof.

(4 l

creation of special
?o create or to authorize the
on costs, debt service,
f��ds !or noneys held for constructi
to covenant as to the
rescr�cs, or ocher pcrposes; and
moneys held in such
l! cc.�.ztruct ion and dis.,03ition o� the

il

sre.:ie.l f�:-.�s.

any, by which the
To prescrice t�e procedure, if
��
(5)
holder of any bonds may be
i; t.er=,s of any contract with the
the bonds the holders of
1�. o::.c:-iCl?C or .J:'.Jrogated, the a�oun� of
in which such
c=r.se�t thereto, 2nd the �anner
w��c�

��=�

co�se�t ��Y be given.
li�bilitie5, powers,
To covenant as to the ri9hts,
(6)
1:
h by the housing finance
d,.;t i(::; arising u�on the breac
ition, or obligation; and to
a�t�crity o� any covena�t, co�d
c·;cn ts of dcfoult �nd terms and
co�e�ant and prescribe as to
all of its bor,ds or oblig2tions
:;· cc�.:::tions upon ·.nich any or
before mJturity and as to
s:-.a:.l beco:::e or �!Y �c Geclared Gue

the �ends; to vest in a tr�stee or trustees the right, in the

e vent of a default by said housicg finance authority, to

such declaration a�d its
t�2 :e:�s ��d conditions upon w�ich
cc��c�u��c�s ��y be wai-ved.
rs of
To vest in a trustee or trustees or the ho:de
(7)
right to enforce the
�•��� cc any pro�oction o� the� the
ing or relating to
;!j���t of t�c bonds or any covenants secur

collect the pay�ents ��Je pursuant to any loan agree�ent er

,:.42/2

4.49
�.50

4.51
4.52

4.52/1

4.52/2

4.52/3

l3
•• ,. ·• � � ,,>• ,,,. d•ltt.o"" t,o,.. ••i1.11nq low; wonh u,,e�,li"('� or• 0ddit;on1.

4.52/4

4.52/5
4.52/6

4.52/7

4. 52/fl
4.61

4.61/1

4.61/2

j

hous:ng finance authority with said trustee; to provide fer

7/ the po·..iers and duties of a trt:stee or trustees .;nd to li:r.it

4.42/6

.:.c:;.:

I �. c_-, 1.:,

dispose of such rights in accc,rdance with the agreement of the

4.42/5

L 6:/J

I�- e::/�

pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan co�mitcent and to

�.�2/4

4.0/7

I

�.cl/7

.: . 6!/C.

· the liabilities the�cof; and to p�ovidc t�c t�rws a:1d

I

,�-��,.�

conditions u;,on which the trustee or trustees of the holders

101 of bonds or any proporti.or. of -=.hc:n r.'l�Y c.::or;:Q zr.y cove:1.?:1� or ;,.c./J.J
11 rights securing or relating to the bonds.

12

Section 15.

.; • 7::!

Validation of ::>or.cs and proc eedin')s.--.;

131 housing fin.:rnce authority shall determir.e its authority to

..: . 72/2

1.!I is�uc ��y of its bonci.s, ar.d the lcg.1li.ty o! �11 t>rocec.:!i:1.;:=

151 had or ta%en in connection therewith, in t�.e same c�nner a:-:d

. /
!4 72 3

16j to the car.ie extent as provided in cha;,ter 75, Florica

js.0;1

1&1 taxing district, or other ,::,olitical su:xlivision of its

j S. C/2
!s.C/3

nj Statutes, for the determination by a county, municipa:ity,

l?I authority to incur bor.d.::c debt or to issue certificates c:

201 indebtedness ar.d of the legality of all proceedi�.gs h.:id o�

211 taken in connection there·.,ith.
22

Section 16.

Actions to contest validity c! bonds.--An

lll action or proceeding to contest the validity of any bone

2JI issued u:-idcr thiu act, other tho:1 a ?rocce:di.�g �J:sua:-.t to

251 section 15, must b., comr.,enced within JO cays .;fter

261 notification in a newspa;,er of general circulatior. withi�. t.':e

VI area of the pass�ge by the houcing finance authority of the
DI resolution authorizing the issuance of �uch bonj.

29

30
31

1

Section 17.

Re�edies of an obligee of a housing

finance .:iuthority.--An obllgee of a hou�ing fin.H:ce aut:iority
shall have the right, in addition to all- other rights -.·hie:�

COOING: Wor:, in�
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,�i.,

1-,p•

a,• .::i.l.tic.ru {rQ'" ••iir;r,; lo ....... o,J1�....ri�1• c..tJ.,,.,.._

is.,;,

;5.0/5
I
I< ' .
i-'• V / �
js.C/7

!�.G/c
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's �;
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I
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5.41

1 :i:ay t,e conferred en sue� oblic;ee, subject cnly to any
1
:; ccntr.?c�i;�l res�ric::.ior.s =>i:idir.g L:pon such obligec:

(l} By ::ianda:ous, suit, action, or ;:,:o::eeding at law or
cl
I
! in equity, to co�pel the housing fin�nce authority and the
ea:� a�d every ter�, provision, a�d cove�a�t co�tair.cd in any

, : ccn�:.:ict o: the l':ous:.:1g fi:".a:ic� au�hority with or for the

5.0

of an express trust,

s.�4

shortage of housing exists, a housing finance authority shall

s. 4G

qualifying housing develo?mcnt U?On res�est.

"; =.e:-:t?!it of SL!Ch otil isec and to require tr.e c.J.rryi:i.g out cf any

5.0

i:: a;;-:.:-:orit:t a:-.c t:":c f1,;lfill:::er:t o!: all duties irr:�:Jsed upon the

5.50

5.51

r.o-..:$.i:l; :i::c:--.ce aJt:',ority by thi:; �ct.
(2)

Ey

sJit, c..:tic:-., or procecdi�g in eql1ity, to

5.52

::. e;jjoiri a';".y acts c: thi:1gs w:iich ::-.ay :>e t.:nlaw:ul or the

l!' viol.:,tion of any of the rigt:ts of the o:iligee :iy the housing
fi�a�ce ��c�ori�y.
Section !.d.

>.ddi�ior.41 re::7:edies. ccr.!.::rr2.0l2 by a

t=��i�s fi�a�ce a�thority.--A housin9 fina�ce �ethority sh�ll
na'lc ���:
i:
:-;
�!

-

:�

by

resolution, truct i�denture, or other contract

i

5.53
5. 54
5,55

�o confer �per. any obli��e holding or r�prc�enting a cpecificd

5.56

c.t:.<:rwt.:.i.(; L{: ccr.!\:rrc:c.!, uf,c..:-. t::c h.::q_.:.rJcr-ii:-,y vt .:.n e:vcr.t of

5,56/2

s����t i� bo�ds, t�� ri��t, i� addition to all rights that �ay
C::��lt as a�:i�ed in s�ch resolwtio� or i�stru��nt, �y suit,
.a-::t1on, o:- proceeci:ig tn any court of competent jurizdiccion;
(l)

7o o�ta:n the c??Oi�txent of a �eceiver of any

��y���ts �a�e �u:sue�t to a�y lc�n agrec�e�c or sale of any
lea�.

If such recciv�r �e �r�oi�tcd, he mJy collect and

:�cei�e all �ay�cnts �adc pursu�n: to ��y s�ch lean agreement
or sale o! any loan or loan cc��it�ent and s�all �eep such

���0y� i� � 3�23r�te �ccou�t c: �cco�nts a�d apply the same in
3::0:ja�ce with the o:ilisations of :aid housing fina�ce
••t��:ity as t�c court shall �irect,
15

(:,:,..,

••·i, '" .....,__ � 11;;• 1-r• Cir!e1i�n\. fro:n ••i1otin9 lc.w; wo,d1, UP'.dt>,lir, .. d er• cdditlcn1,.

Section 19,

5.56/1
5.56/3

5.60
5.61

5.62
5.63

5,64

5,65

IS.60
I
IC
�7

I�.�

Availability of financing.--As lcng as a

15,67/�

not unrca$On�bly refuse to p�rticipate in the fin3ncing a! any
!5.67/3
Section 20.

S.€7/�

Liabilities of a housing finance

S.67/,

authority.--In no event shall the lia�ilities, whether ex
10 contractu or ex delicto, o! a hou$i�g fina�ce cuttorit
y

5.�9

Y! er all o: t!:c covenants and agrac:r.ents of the hoi;sing fir.ance

To require t�e housing finance a�thority and the

members thereof to account as if it and they �ere the trustees

5.43

5� =�:7.�e:-s, o!:ticers, agents, or e::1ployees therco! to ?erforrr.

:!

(2)

5.71

73
j s, 7,

1s.

11 arisi�g fron the financing of ·3ny su�li!yi�g tousi�g
12 development be p.:,yable from any funds ether than
c�e revenues
n or receipts of such qualifying �ousing C�vclo?�
ent.

14

Section 21.

is. 75

Housing bonds excm;:,tcd from taxation.--The

s. 75/1
1

15 b o�ds of a housing fin�nce auttcrity issued und�r
this act,
16 togcth0r, wi�h interest tr.erco:-i c::d ir:co:nQ t:-,erc.:ro::·
., s:-.�!1 C e
17 exempt from all taxes. The exc�pcio� gra�:ed by t�is section

: o.
� _,

6,2

18

shall not be a?plicable to any tax i�poscd �y chapc�r 2:0,
19 Florida Statutes, on interest, income, or
profi:s on dett
20, obligations owned by cor?�ta:ionz.
5�ctlon 22.

21i

6.3

6.�

Th� provi�lons of �his act �hall �e

6, 5

22 liber3lly construed in order to effect
ive�y carry c�t the
n purposes of this uct.

24

25

26
17

23
2')

)

Section 23,

io.6

If ��y ?�Vvisior. of t�is act or the

.7
i6

application thereof to �ny �crson or circ��sca�ce
is �eld
invalid, the invalidity s�all r.ot affect other ?rovi�i
v;.s or
applications of :he act ��ic� c2:n be given eff�ct withc�t
::.c
inval1.d provision or a??lic.:itior,, a:--.d to ttis er.d
L"':e

,;,

Sectio� 24.

This �ct sh�ll ta�e e!!cct Ccto�e� l,
16

COO:NC: Wo,d1- in��� 'tP• �'• d.1.-,;o:i, l,o� ui.rit:tJ lciw; -�ud, �:_.�ti.,. •di••••�.

.:,

6.S

6.10

provi�io�s of this act �:e dacl�rcd scvcr�b!e.
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Amend. or cs Attached X
Bill No. and Sponsor:

Subject:

CS/SB 1244

Public Financing for Housing

Senator P. Thomas

REFERENCES: Commerce; ECCA, Finance, Taxation, & Claims
I.

BILL SUMMARY:
The bill creates the Florida Housing Finance Authority Law
and provides for the creation of a housing finance authority
within each county to aid in the financing of housing through
the issuance of revenue bonds.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The Florida Housing Act of 1972 created the Florida Housing
Development Corporation. This legislation made it possible
for savings and loan associations, banks, and insurance companies
to come together to form a profit-making corporation which
would mobilize capital for financing new or rehabilitated housing
for low or moderate income individuals.
It was felt that this private enterprise mechanism would
achieve the state's housing goals. However, the corporation's
efforts have been stymied by the economic downturn and
record interest rates.
The need to further evaluate alternatives in the housing area
as a result of the lagging recovery in the housing industry,
inadequate housing supplies and cyclical downturns in the
availability of mortgage money have caused renewed interest in
providing some public involvement in the area of home
financing.
B.
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Effect on Present Situation:

This bill interfaces with section 103 of the federal Internal
Revenue Code (which states that interest on revenue bonds is
tax-exempt if they are issued to provide residential real
property for family units) by authorizing each county in
Florida to activate a local housing finance authority if a
shortage of housing or housing capital exists in such county.
Each authority, to be composed of 5 persons appointed by the
governing body of the county,can issue revenue bonds and use
the proceeds to make loans to financial institutions or developers,
or to buy and sell mortgages, all to directly or indirectly
provide housing. The revenue bonds are payable solely and only
from the repayment of the loan or sale of the mortgages, so
the revenue bonds would be sold on the credit of the financial
institution or developer to whom the loan is made or mortgages
sold. Housing developments for any income group can be
financed under the bill. The revenue bonds would not constitute
an obligation of the state or county and no tax funds would
be used. A county which creates an authority has the power
to, at any time, alter or change the structure, organization,
programs or activities of the authority (including the power
to terminate the authority.)
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:

X Yes

No

3B 1244
(Cont.)

A.

Senator P. Thomas

Public Financing for Housing

Economic Impact on the Public:

The subsidy provided by this bill lies in the difference in mortgage
rates which results from passing on the tax-exempt savings from the
bonds. Administrative costs would be underwritten by fees charged
by the authority and there would be no debt incurred by the county.
In a sense, it is the federal government which would be subsidizing
the efforts of housing finance authorities through its willingness
to forego taxation on the income of the revenue bonds that would be
issued. It is expected that the revenue bonds should be saleable
at 1 to 2 percentage points lower than the prevailing mortgage
interest rate, allowing the home buyer better mortgage terms.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

In a housing-dependent state like Florida, this bill would add a
tool for dealing with recession-related problems. It would help
alleviate Florida's dependence on the largesse of the federal
government and its fluctuating commitments to housing.
Since the bonds would be revenue bonds, no pledge of any tax source
would be involved.
The 7.5% interest cap in s. 215.685, would apply to the bonds of
the authorities. While the State Board of Administration would have
the authority to waive this rule, it would not seem expedient to do
so. The purpose of the bill is to assist in the finaDcing of housing.
If the bonds can't be issued at less than 7.5% interest, the loans
from their sale would not be competitive.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors:

None noted.

DA':E: .Mc:y 1.5, 1977
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Amen?ed - May 17, 1977
SENATE
STA.PF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Economic, Community & Consumer Affairs Comm.

C Gilmore

Bill No. and Sponsor:

CS/SB 1244 - Senator P. Thomas

REFERENCES:

I.

l

2.
3.

-------

Amend. XXlX� Attacned_4_
Subject:

Public Financing for Housing

Commerce Committee
Economic, Community, and Consumer Affairs Committee
Finance, Taxation, & Claims Committee

BILL SUMMARY:
The bill creates the Florida Housing Finance Authority Law
and provides for the creation of a housing finance authority
within each county to aid in the financing of housing through
the issuance of revenue bonds.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The need to further evaluate alternatives in the housing area
as a result of the lagging recovery in the housing industry,
inadequate housing supplies and cyclical downturns in the
availability of mortgage money have caused renewed interest in
providing some public involvement in the area of home financing.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill interfaces with section 103 of the federal Internal
Revenue Code (which states that interest on revenue bonds• is
tax-exempt if they are issued to provide residential real
property for family units) by authorizing each county in
Florida to activate a local housing finance authority if a
_shortage of housing or housing capital exists in such county.
Each authority, to be composed of 5 persons appointed by the
governing body of the county, can issue revenue bonds and use
the proceeds to make loans to financial institutions ·or developers,
or to buy and sell mortgages, all to directly or indirectly
provide housing. The financial institutions must then use the
money received to provide more ho'using mortgages.
The revenue bonds are payable solely and only from the repayment
of the loan or sale of the mortgages, so the revenue bonds
would be sold on the credit of the financial institution or
developer to whom the loan is made or mortgages sold. Housing
developments for any income group can be financed under the bill.
The revenue bonds would not constitute an obligation of the state
or county and no tax funds would be used.
A county which creates an authority has the power to, at any
time, alter or change the structure, organization, programs or
activities of the authority (including the power to terminate the
authority).
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III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

Yes X

No

Economic Impact on the Public:

The subsidy provided by this bill lies in the difference in mortgage
rates which results from passing on the tax-exempt savings from
the bonds. Administrative costs would be underwritten by fees
charged by the authority and there would be no debt incurred by
the county. In a sense, it is the federal government which would
be subsidizing the efforts of housing finance authorities through
its willingness to forego taxation on the income of the revenue
bonds that would be issued.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agencies:

In a housing-dependent state like Florida, this bill would add
a tool for dealing with recession-related problems. It would
help alleviate Florida's dependence on the largesse of the federal
government and its fluctuating commitments to housing.
Since the bonds would be revenue bonds, no pledge of any tax
source would be involved.
The 7.5% interest cap in s. 215.685, would apply to the bonds of
the authorities. The lending institution would have the option
of a private offering, but the issuance of the bond would other
wise be as provided in s. 215.685, F.S.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors:

None noted.

Last year, a similar bill, SB 602, died on the Senate Calendar.
Another similar bill, HB 4233, passed the House and died in
Messages.
This year CS/HB 1787 (Ready) was reported favorably by House
Community Affairs Committee and has been referred to Finance
and Tax.

Proposed Committee Substitute for HB 1787

l

l

2

2

3

A bill to be entitled

4

An act relating to public financing for

5

housing; creating the ''Florida Housing Finance

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Authority Law"; providing definitions; authorizing
the creation of a housing finance authority by
ordinance; providing for the functioning of such
authorities to alleviate a shortage of housing
and capital for investment in housing; providing
!or membership, powers, and duties; authorizing
a county to exercise the powers of such authority
until members are appointed; prohibiting members

14

and employees from acquiring or having certain

15

interest with respect to a qualifying housing

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

development; requiring disclosures of interest;
providing for removal of members; authorizing
such authorities to make, purchase, and sell
loans for qualifying housing developments;
prohibiting the financing of qualifying housing
developments for profit; authorizing such
authorities to issue bonds and limiting sources
from which such.bonds are payable; providing for
validation proceedings; providing for remedies
of an obligee;· �xempting bonds together with
income and interest thereon from taxation; pro
viding severability; providing an effective
date.

4
5

- l -

Section l.

Short title.--This act shall be known and

6 may be cited as the "Florida Housing Finance Author!ty Law."
7

Section 2.

Finding and declaration of necessity.--It

8 is found and declared that:
9

(1)

Within this state there is a shortgage of housing

10 available at prices or _rentals which many persons and families
11 can afford and a shortage of capital for investment in such
12 housing.

This shortage constitutes a threat to the health,

13 safety, morals, and welfare of the residents of the state,
14

deprives the state of an adequate tax base, and causes the

15 state to make excessive expenditures for crime prevention and
16 control, public health, welfare and safety, fire and accident
17 protect�on, and other public services and facilities,
18
19

(2)

Such shortage cannot be relieved except through

the encouragement of investment by private enterprise and the

20 stimulation of construction and rehabilitation of housing
21 through the use of public financing.
22

(3)

The financing, acquisition, construction,

23 reconstruction, and rehabilitation of housing and of the real
24

and personal property and other facilities necessary,

25

incidental, and appurtenant thereto are exclusively public

26

uses and purposes for-which public money may be spent, advanced,

27 loaned, or granted and are governmental functions of public
28 concern.
29

30
3J.

3 'De It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

(4)

The Congress of the United States has, by the

30 enactment of amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
!
- 2 .
31

l found and determined that housing may be financed by means of

l facilities related and subordinate to housing, and also in-

3 the interest on which obligations is exempt from federal income

) ments, the acquisition of property, the removal or demolition

2 obligations issued by any state or local governmental unit,

2 eludes site preparation, the planning of housing and improve

4 taxation, and bas thereby provided a method to aid state and

4

5

of existing structures, the acquisition, construction, recon-

5

struction, and rehabilitation of housing and improvements,

6
7
8
9

10

11

local governmental units to provide assistance to meet the need
!or housing.
(5)

6

The provisions of this act are found and declared

be necessary and in the public interest as a matter of

legislative determination.
Section 3.
(1)

8
9

Definitions.--As used in this act:

"Area of operation" means the area within the

12 territorial boundaries of the county for which the housing
13 finance authority is created, and any area outside the
14

7

13 tures made with the approval of the housing finance authority

16 The approval may be a general approval or an approval only for

16

specified qualifying housing developments or only for a

18 specified number of qualifying housing developments.

19

(2)

"Bonds" means any bonds, notes, debentures, interim

20 ��rti!icates,or other evidences of financial indebtedness issued
21

22

the housing finance authority under and pursuant to this act.
(3)

"Housing finance authority" means a housing

(4)

"Housing development" means any residential

23 finance authority created pursuant to section 4 of this act.
24

and legal services, other expenses necessary or incident to

12 imbursement to any municipality, county or entity for expendi
14

17

financing, including without limitation the cost or consultant

determining the feasibility of the housing development, admin
10 istrative and other expenses necessary or incident to the
11 housing development and the financing thereof (including re

territorial boundaries of such county if the governing body

15 of the county within which such outside area is located approve

and all other work in connection therewith, and all costs of

for the housing development), and interest accrued during

15 construction and for a reasonable period thereafter.
(5)

"Lending institution" means any bank or trust

17 company, mortgage banker, savings bank, credit union, national
18 banking association, savings and loan association, building

19 land loan association, insurance company, the Florida Housing
20

Development Corporation, or other financial institution or

21 governmental agency authorized to transact business in this

22 state and which customarily provides service or otherwise aids
23 in the financing of mortgages located in the state.

24

25 building, land, equipment, facility, or other real or personal

( 6) "Qua_lifying housing development" means any housing
25 development which a housing finance authority finds will assist

27 connection therewith, including streets, sewers, water and

27 of such authority.

26

property which may be necessary, convenient, or desirable in

28 utility services, parks, gardening, administrative, community,
29 'health, recreational, and educational facilities, and other
30

_31 I

- 3 -

26

28
29

in alleviating the shortage of housing in the area of operation
Section 4.
(1)

Creation of housing finance autborities.-

Each county in this state may create by ordinance a

30 separate public body corporate and political to be known as
31

- 4 -

1 the "Housing Finance Authority" of the county for which it is

2 created, to carry out only the powers granted in this act.

3 A housing finance authority shall not transact any business or
4 exercise any powers under this act until the governing body

(1)

1

Each housing finance authority shall be composed

2 of five members appointed by the governing body of the county

3 for which the housing finance authority is created, one of whom

4

shall be designated chairman.

6

labor, finance or commerce.

Not less than three of the

5 of the county for which such housing finance authority is
'
6 created passes a resolution declaring the need for a housing

5 members shall be knowledgeable in one of the following fields:

8 J--d capital for investment in housing in its area of operation.

8 1shall be as follows:

7

9

!ipance authority to function to alleviate a shortage of housin
(2)

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

The terms of the members shall be

7

4 years each, except that the terms of the initial members

9

one member shall serve a term of 2 years; one member shall

two members shall serve a term of 1 year;

10 I validity or enforcement of or relating to any contract of a

lO I serve a term of 3 years; and one member shall serve a term of

13 to transact business and exercise its powers under this act

13 Each vacancy shall be filled for the remainder of the unexpired

11 housing finance authority, the housing finance authority shall

12 be conclusively deemed to have been established and authorized

11 4 years,

12 office until his successor has been appointed and has qualified.

14

upon proof of the adoption of an ordinance by the appropriate

14

16

authority.

16

18

there is a shortgage of housing and capital for investment in

15

governing body declaring the need for the housing finance

The ordinance shall be sufficient if it declares

17 the need for such a housing finance authority and finds that
19

housing within its area of operation.

A copy of the ordinance

'
20 certified by the Clerk of the Circuit Court, shall be admissibl
21

22

evidence in any suit, action, or proceeding.
(3)

The county for which the housing finance authority

23 is created may, at its sole discretion, and at any time, alter

24

or change the structure, organization, programs or activities

26

ate such authority, subject to any limitation on the impairment

25
27

of any housing finance authority, including the power to termin
of contracts entered into by such authority and subject to the

28 I limitations or requirements of this act.

29

30

31

Section 5.

Members; employees; duties and compensation.
- 5 -

A member of the housing finance authority shall hold

15

17

18

19

term.

A certificate of the appointment or reappointment of

any member of the housing finance authority shall be filed

with the Clerk of the Circuit Court for such county, and the

certificate shall be conclusive evidence of the due and proper

appointment of the member.

A member shall receive no com-

pensation for his services, but shall be entitled to necessary

20 expenses, including traveling expenses, incurred in the dis21 charge of his duties.
22

(2)

The powers of each housing finance authority

23 granted by tpis act shall be vested in the members of the
24

housing finance authority in office from time to time.

27

members presen,t.

Three

25 members shall constitute a quorum, and action may be taken by
!
26 the housing finance authority upon a vote of a majority of the
A housing finance authority may employ such

28 agents and employees, permanent or temporary, as it may require
29 land shall determine the qualifications, duties, and compensation.
30

31

- 6 -

l

of such agents and employees.

2

delegate to an agent or employee such powers or duties as it

may deem proper.

3

4 I own legal counsel.
5

6

7
8

9

10

A housing finance authority may

(3)

I

A housing finance authority may employ its

Until the members of the housing finance authority

are appointed, the governing body of the county for which the

housing finance authority is created and the chairman of the
,using finance authority shall have full authority to carry

out the powers of a housing finance authority under this act,

provided, however, that the governing body shall not delegate

11

its authority to the chairman under this provision.

13

authority may be an officer or employee of the county for

12

Except,

as provided in this section, no member of the housing finance

14

which the housing finance authority is created.

16

member or employee of a housing finance authority shall acquire

18

development or in any property included or planned to be includ

15
17
19

20

21

Section 6.

Conflicts of interest; disclosure.--No

any interest, direct or indirect, in any qualifying housing

ed in such a development, nor shall he have any interest, direc

or indirect, in any contract or proposed contract for materials
services to be furnished or used in connection with any

22 qualifying housing development.

Il any member or employee of

23 a housing finance authority owns or controls an interest,
24

25

direct or indirect, in any property included or planned to be

included in any qualifying housing project, he shall immediatel

26 disclose the same in writing to the housing finance authority.

27 Such disclosure shall be entered upon the minutes of the housin

28 finance authority.

Failure so to disclose such interest shall

29 constitute misconduct in office.
30

Section 7.

Removal of members.--For neglect of duty or

31,lmisconduct in office, a member of a housing finance authority
may be removed by the governing body of the county.
- 7 -

A member

l may be removed only after he has been given a copy of the
l
2 charges at least 10 days prior to the hearing thereon and has
3 I had an opportunity to be heard in person or by counsel.
4

If

a member is removed, a record of the proceedings, together with

5 the charges and findings thereon, shall be filed in the olfice
6 of the clerk where the certificate of appointment for such
7 I member is filed.
8

Section 8.

Powers of housing finance authorities.--A

9 housing finance authority shall constitute a public body

10 corporate and politic, exercising the public and essential

11 governmental _functions set forth in this act, and having all

12 the powers necessary or convenient to carry out and effectuate
13 the purpose and provisions of this act, including, without

14 limitation, the following powers in addition to others herein

15 granted:
16

(1)

To sue and be sued, to have a seal and to alter

17 the same at pleasure, to have perpetual succession, to make

18 and execute contracts and other instruments necessary or

19 convenient to the exercise of the powers of the housing finance

20 authority, and to make and from time to time amend and repeal
21 bylaws, rules, and regulations, not inconsistent with this
22 act, to carry into effect the powers and purposes of the
23 housing finance authority.
24

(2)

To purchase or make commitments to purchase, and

25 to take assignments of,from lending institutions acting as a
26 principal or as an agent of the housing finance authority,
27 mortgage loans and promissory notes accompanying such

28 mortgage loans, including federally insured mortgage loans or
2 9 participations with lending institutions in such promissory
30

31

- 8 -

l notes and mortgage loans for the construction, purchase, recon-

1 lin such housing.

2 struction, or rehabilitation of the qualifying housing develop

2

4 equivalent monies shall be reinvested in mortgage loans.

4 or rehabilitation of any qualifying housing development for

) ment or portion thereof; provided that the proceeds of sale or

5

6

(3)

To make loans to lending institutions under terms

and conditions requiring the proceeds thereof to be used by

l
7 such lending institutions for the making of new mortgages for

8 IRny qualifying housing development, or portion thereof, located

Section 9.

Limitation.--No housing finance authority

3 shall finance the acquisition, construction, reconstruction,

5 its own profit or as a source of revenue to the state or any
6

7

local governmental unit.
Section 10.

No power of eminent domain.--No housing

8 finance authority shall have the power to acquire any real

9

Jolly or partially within the area of operation of such hous-

ll

institution which makes such loans or provides such financing,

11

13

loan within a reasonable period of time to make loans or to

13 zoning, health, and building laws, ordinances, and regulations

15

reconstruction, or rehabilitation of a housing development or

15 development is situate.

17

that such loan will assist in alleviating the shortage of

17

10 ing finance authority.

Prior to making a loan to a lending

12 the lending institution must agree to use the proceeds of such
1 4 otherwise provide financing for the acquisition, construction,
16

portion thereof, and the housing finance authority must find

9 property by the exercise of the power of eminent domain to

10

accomplish any of the purposes specified in this act.
Section 11.

Planning, zoning, and building laws.--Each

12 qualifying housing development shall be subject to the planning,
14

16

applicable to the place in which such qualifying housing
Section 12.
(1)

Bonds.--

A housing finance authority may issue revenue

18 housing and of capital for investment in housing within its

18 bonds from time to time in the discretion of the housing !inane

20

20 authority may also issue refunding bonds for the purpose of

19

21

area of operation.
(4)

To invest any funds held in reserves or sinking

nds or any funds not required for immediate disbursement in

22 property or securities in which lending institutions may
23

legally invest funds subject to their control.

25

or securities if the purchasers and holders of such bonds

27

or otherwise.

24

26

-) 28

The proceeds

A housing finance

21 paying, retiring, or refunding bonds previously issued by it.
22 A housing finance authority may issue such types of bonds as

23 it may determine; provided that the principal and interest on

from the sale of any bonds may be invested in other property

24

such bonds are payable solely and only from:

consent to or authorize such investments, whether in a trust

26

finance authority pursuant to the provisions of section 8

28

section 8; or

(5)

To purchase its bonds at any price , all bonds so

(6)

Within its area o! operation, to determine whether

29

purchased to be canceled.

31

there exists a shortage of housing and capital for investment.

30

19 authority for the purposes of this act.

-9-

25
27

29

30

,31

(a)

The repayment of any loans made by the housing

or purchased by the housing finance authority pursuant to
(b)

The sale of any housing loans or commitments to

purchase housing loans which are purchased pursuant to section
- 10 -

1

2

18.

(2)

Any debentures issued pursuant to the provisions

3 of this act shall be secured by a mortgage or other
'
4 security device.
5 I

6

l

(3)

In no event shall any bonds issued pursuant to

tte provisions of this act be payable from the general revenues

7 of the housing finance authority.

8

(4)

Neither the members of a housing finance authority

9 nor any person executing the bonds shall be liable personally

10 on the bonds by reason of the issuance thereof.

The bonds

11 issued pursuant to the provisions hereof, and the bonds shall

12 so state on their face, shall not be a debt of the county or th

1 3 state, or any political subdivision thereof; and neither the
14

county, nor any state or political subdivision thereof, shall

16

obligations be payable out of any funds or properties other

15

be liable thereon; nor in any event shall such bonds or

1 7 than those of the housing finance authority.
18

19

Section 13.
(1)

Form and sale of bonds.--

Bonds of a housing finance authority issued

l I entered into pursuant to such resolution may provide, provided,
2 I however, that the provision of s. 215.685
3

4

5

(2)(a)

shall apply.

The bonds issued by the authority shall be sold

by the authority at public sale substantially in the manner

provided by paragraphs (b) & (c) of subsection (5) of section

6

215.68, unless otherwise specifically approved by the state

8

waive such requirement.

7
9

board of administration, which is hereby given the power to
(b)

In the event an offer of an issue of bonds at

10

public sale produces no bid, or in the event all bids received

12

sale of such bonds under such rates and terms as are accept-

14

or delivered on terms less favorable than the terms contained

16

terms contained in the notice of public sale if no bids were

11

are rejected, the authority is authorized to negotiate for the

13 able; provided, however, that no such bonds shall be so sold
15

in any bids rejected at the public sale, thereof, or the

17 received at such public sale.

18

(3)

In case any member of the housing finance authority

19 whose signature appears on the bond or coupons shall cease to

20 'pursuant to this act shall be authorized by a resolution of
21
, housing finance authority and may be issued in one or more

20 be a member.before the delivery of the bond or coupons, such

23 interest at such rates, be in such denominations, be in such

23 until such delivery.

21 bonds shall, nevertheless, be valid and sufficient for all

22 series and shall bear such dates, mature at such times, bear

22 purposes, the same as if such member had remained in office

24

form, either coupon or registered, carry such conversion or

24 notwithstanding, any bonds issued pursuant to this act shall

26

executed by such members of the housing finance authority and

25

27

28

29

30

31-

Any provision of law to the contrary

registration privileges, have such rank or priority, be.

25 be fully negotiable.

in such manner, be payable in such mean of payment at such

27 validity or enforceability of any bond of a housing finance

places, and be subject to such terms of redemption, with or

without premium, as such resolution or any trust indenture
- 11 -

26

(4)

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

28 authority or the security tharefor issued pursuant hereto, any
29 such bond reciting in substance that it has been issued by the
30

31

-12-

l

housing finance authority to assist in providing financing of a

2

qualifying housing development to alleviate the shortage of

3

housing in its area of operation shall be conclusively deemed

4
5
6
7

to have been issued for a qualifying housing development of
such character.
Section 14.

Provisions of bonds and trust indentures.-

In connection with the issuance of bonds and in order to secure

1

2

(4)

To create. or to authorize the creation of special

funds for moneys held for construction costs, debt service,

3 reserves, or other purposes; and to covenant as to the construe
4
5

tion and disposition of the moneys held in such special funds.
(5)

To prescribe the procedure, if any, by which the

6

terms of any contract with the holder of any bonds may be

7

amended or abrogated, the amount of the bonds the holders of

8

·he payment of such bonds, a housing finance authority, in

8

which must consent thereto, and the manner in which such con

·9

dddition to the other powers granted pursuant to this act,

9

sent may be given.

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

shall have power:
(1)

To pledge all or any part of any payment made to

the housing finance authority pursuant to any loan agreement
or pursuant to a sale of any loan or loan commitment.
(2)

To covenant against pledging or assigning all or

any part of any payments made pursuant to any loan agreement
or pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan commitment or
against permitting or suffering any lien on such payments; and
to covenant as to what other, or additional, debts or obliga
tions may be incurred by the housing finance authority with
respect to any qualifying housing development.
(3)

To convenant as to the bond to be issued and as to

22

the issuance of such bonds in escrow or otherwise and as to

23

the use and disposition of the proceeds thereof; and to provide

24

for the replacement of lost, destroyed or mutilated bonds; to

25

covenant against extending the time for the payment of its

26
27
28
29

bonds or interest thereon; and to redeem the other bonds,
covenant for their redemption, and provide the terms and
conditions thereof.

11

12

(6)

To covenant as to the rights, liabilities, powers,

and duties arising upon the breach by the housing finance
authority of any covenant, condition, or obligation; and to

13

covenant and prescribe as to events of default and terms and

14

conditions upon which any or all of its bonds or obligations

15

shall become or may be declared due before maturity and as to

16

the terms and conditions upon which such declaration and its

17

consequences may be waived.

18

(7)

To vest in a trustee or trustees or the holders of

19

bonds or any proportion of them the right to enforce the pay

20

ment of the bonds or any covenants securing or relating to the

21

bonds; to vest in a trustee or trustees the right, in the event

22

of a default by said housing finance authority, to collect the

23

payments made pursuant to any loan agreement or pursuant to the

24

sale of any loan or loan commitment and to dispose of such

25
26
27
28
29

rights in accordance with the agreement of the housing finance
authority with said trustee; to provide for the powers and
duties of a trustee or trustees and to limit the liabilities
thereof; and to provide the terms and conditions upon which the
trustee or trustees of the holders of bonds or any proportion

30

30

3;l

10

- 13 -

31
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1 of them may enforce any convenant or rights securing or relating
l
2 to the bonds.
3

4

Section 15.
(1)

Validation of bonds and proceedings.-

A housing finance authority shall determine its

5 authority to issue any of its bonds, and the legality of all

6 proceedings had or taken in connection therewith, in the same
7 manner and to the same extent as provided in chapter 75,
8

srida Statutes, for the determination by a county, municipal-

9 lC}", taxing district, or other political subdivision
lO of its authority to incur bonded debt or to issue certificates
11 o! indebtedness and of the legality of all proceedings had or
12 taken in connection therewith.
13
Section 16. Actions to contest validity of bonds,-14 An action or proceeding to contest the validity of any bond
15 issued under this act, other than a proceeding pursuant to

16 section 1-5, must be commenced within 30 days after notification
17 in a newspaper or general circulation within the area of the
18 passage by the housing finance authority of the resolution

19 authorizing the issuance of such bond.
20
Section 17. Remedies of an obligee of a housing finance
21
bority.--An obligee of a housing finance authority shall
22 have the right, in addition to all other rights which may be
23

24

25

26

conferred on such obligee, subject only to any contractual

1 authority and the fulfillment of all duties imposed upon the
I
2 housing finance authority by this act.
4

9 have power by resolution, trust indenture, or other contract

10

12 otherwise be conferred, upon the happening of an event of

13 default as defined in such resolution or instrument, by suit,

14

15

(1)

To obtain the appointment of a receiver of any

If such receiver be appointed, he may collect and

17

loan.

19

or sale of any loan or loan commitment and shall keep such

18 receive all payments made pursuant to any such loan agreement
20 moneys in a separate account or accounts and apply the same in

21 accordance with the obligations of said housing finance author22 ity as the court shall direct.
23

25

29

contract of the housing finance authority with or for the

29

31.lor all of the covenants and agreements of the housing finance

31

-15-

action, or proceeding in any court of competent jurisdiction:

16 payments made pursuant to any loan agreement or sale of any

26

benefit of such obligee and to require the carrying out of any

to confer upon any obligee holding or representing a specified

11 amount in bonds, the right, in addition to all rights that may

members, officers, agents, or employees thereof to perform

30

Additional remedies conferrable by a

8 housing finance authority.--A housing finance authority shall

in equity, to compel the housing finance authority and the

each and every term, provision, and covenant contained in any

Section 18.

7

27

28

enjoin any acts or things which may be unlawful or the violatio

6 authority.

24

By mandamus,. suit, action, or proceeding at law or

By suit, action, or proceeding in equity, to

5 of any of the rights of the obligee by the housing finance

restrictions binding upon such obligee:
(1)

(2)

3

27

(2)

!

--.

To require the housing finance authority and the

members thereof to account as if it and they were the trustees
of an express trust.
Section 19.

Availability of financing.--As long as a

shortage of housing exists, a housing finance authority shall

28 not unreasonably refuse to participate in the.financing of any
30

qualifying housing development upon request.
-16-

Section 20.

1

Liabilities of a housing finance author- 2

ity.--In no event shall the liabilities, whether ex contractu 3

I

I

or ex delicto, of a housing finance authority arising from the 4

I

financing of any qualifying housing development be payable
5 I from any funds other than the revenues or receipts of such
6

I qualifying

housing development.
Section 21. Housing bonds exempted from taxation.--

7
8 !The bonds of a housing finance authority issued under this act,
9 I together with interest thereon and income therefrom, shall be
lO·lexempt from all taxes. The exemption granted by this
section 11 I shall not be applicable to any tax imposed by chapter
220,

12 I Florida Statutes, on interest, income, or profits on debt
13 I obligations owned by corporations.
14

Section 22.

The provisions of this act shall be

15 I liberally construed in order to effectively carry out the
23. If any provision of this act or the
Section
17 I purposes of
this act.
16
18 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
'
19 invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or 20
1applications of the act which can be given effect without the

21 invalid provision or application, and to this end the provi!
22 sions of this act are declared severable.
Section 24. This act shall take effect October 1, 1977.
23

24
25

26
27

28

29

30

31
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STAFF SUMMARY OF
PROPOSED COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE
FOR HB 1787
Sponsor: Community Affairs & Rep. Ready
Other Reference : � Af,_1__,, aruL -3,u;.{,CL�
A)

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE /\RCfllVES
DEPARTMENT OF ST,\ fE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahasr, FL 32399-0�Q
�
Serles
Carton 1.../

....L:l-

f'

Problem Addressed -The lagging recovery in the housing industry, inadequate housing supplies,
and cyclical downturns in the availability of mortgage money have
caused renewed interest in providing some public involvement in the
area of home financing.

B)

What the Bill Does -The bill authorizes the creation of a county housing finance authority
upon adoption of an ordinance and with a declaration of need. The
five member board, appointed by the county commission, is empowered to
issue bonds, the proceeds from the sale of which may be used to purchase
mortgages and make loans to lending institutions. Such monies must
then be "re-cycled"into more housing mortgagesby the lending institutions.
Another provision authorizes the investment of the proceeds of the sale
of bonds in a manner agreeable to the holders of its bonds.
The procedures for the issuance of the bonds is the same as that pro
vided under the State Bond Act (Chapter 215) except that the authority,
not the division of bond finance, shall sell its own bonds. If no
acceptable bid on its bonds is received from public sale, then the
authority is authorized to negotiate for the private sale of its bonds.
All bonds must be validated pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 75,
Florida Statutes.

C)

Similar Legislation
HB 1787, for which the proposed draft is a substitute, differs from
the substitute in several significant areas. It would have created an
authority in all cities and counties in the state, while the CS/HB 1787
provides for ordinance creation in counties only. The original bill
would have established an entirely new set of bonding procedures,
(allowing any rate of interest, private sale without public bids, and
only permissive validation of the bonds).

D)

Economic Impact State -The subsidy provided by this bill lies in the difference in mortgage
rates which results from passing on the tax-exempt savings from the
bonds. Administrative costs would be underwritten by fees charged by
the authority and there would be no debt incurred by the county. In a
since, it is the federal government which would be subsidizing the
efforts of housing finance authorities through its willingness to forego

taxation on the income of the revenue bonds that would be issued.
It is expected that the revenue bonds should be s�leable at 1 to 2
percentage points lower than the prevailing mortgage interest rate,
allowing the home buyer better mortgage terms.
E)

Staff Comments -In a housing-dependent state like Florida, this bill would add a tool
for dealing with recession-related problems. It would help alleviate
Florida's dependence on the largesse of the federal government and its
fluctuating commitments to housing.
Since the bonds would be revenue bonds, no pledge of any tax source
would be involved.
The 7.5% interest cap in s. 215.685, would apply to the bonds of
the authorities. While the State Board of Administration would have
the authority to waive this rule, it would not seem expedient to do
so. The purpose of the bill is to assist in the financing of housing.
If the bonds can't be issued at less than 7½% interest, the loans
from their sale would not be competitive.

GLVO
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-a companion measure, was substituted therefor and read the of the deposit money or advance rent provisions of the landlord
second time by title. Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to and tenant law; providing an effective date.
the Engrossing Clerk.
-was read the second time by title.
By the Committees on Finance & Taxation and Community
Affairs and Representative ReadyCS for CS for HB 1787-A bill to be entitled An act relating
to public financing for housing; creating the "Florida Housing
Finance Authority Law"; providing definitions; authorizing the
creation of a housing finance authority by ordinance; pro
viding for the functioning of such authorities to alleviate a
shortage of housing and capital for investment in housing;
providing for membership, powers, and duties; authorizing
a county to exercise the powers of such authority until mem
bers are appointed; prohibiting members and employees from
acquiring or having certain interests with respect to a quali
fying housing development; requiring disclosures of interest;
providing for removal of members; authorizing such authori
ties to make, purchase, and sell loans for qualifying housing

developments; prohibiting the financing of qualifying housing
developments for profit; authorizing such authorities to issue
bonds and limiting sources from which such bonds are payable;
providing for validation proceedings; providing for remedies
of an obligee; exempting bonds together with income and in
terest thereon from taxation; providing severability; providing
an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 1787 and CS for
HB 1787 were laid on the table. On motion by Mr. Ready, the
rules were waived and CS for CS for HB 1787 was rend the
second time by title.
The Committee on Rules & Calendar offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 13, line 13, strike "convenant" and
insert: covenant
Mr. Ready moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representatives McPherson and Boyd offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 11, lines 21-22, strike "directed by
the lending institutions involved in financing" and insert:
approved by the State Board of Administration
Mr. McPherson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representative Pajcic offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 4, line 23, insert a new subsection (7)
to read: (7) "Eligible persons" means persons or families, Ir
respective of race, creed, national origin or sex, determined by
the authority under rule adopted pursuant to chapter 120, to

be of low or moderate income requiring such assistance as is

made available P,Ursuant to this act on account of insufficient
personal or family income taking into consideration such facts
as:
(a) The amount of the total income of such persons and
families available for housing needs;
(b) The size of the family;
(c) The cost and condition of housing facilities available;
(d) The ability of such persons and families to compete suc
cessfully in the normal private housing market and to pay
the amounts at which private enterprise is providing sanitary,
decent and safe housing; and
(e) If appropriate, standards established for various federal
programs determining eligibility based on income of such per
sons and families.
Mr. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment. On motion
by Mr. Williams, the amendment was laid on the table.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE IN THE CHAIR
HB 196-1-A bill to be entitled An act relating to landlord
and tenant law; amending s. 83.49(1), Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, authorizing landlords to post an irrevocable letter
of credit with the clerk of the circuit court from certain banking
institutions as an alternative to the _present requirements

Representatives Becker and Steinberg offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 2, strike lines 18 and 19 and insert:
Section 2. Subsection (JO) of s. 83.43, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
83.43 Definitions.-As used in this part, the following words
and terms shall have the following meaning unless some other
meaning is plainly indicated:
(10) "Transient occupancy" means occupancy wl><,» K ;,, ti><>
� .,; ti><> � tl,a.1; ti><> eee..�ARey wfil &e temp�
where the p,·emises are not to be used as the sole domicile of
the occupant.
Section 3. This net shall take effect upon becoming law.
Mr. Steinberg moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representatives Pajcic and Mixson offered the following

amendment:

Amendment 2-On page 2, strike all of lines 18-19, and
insert: Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 83.43, Florida Stat.
utes, is amended to read:
83.43 Definitions.-As used in this part, the following words
and terms shall have the following meanings unless some
other meaning is plainly indicated:
(2) "Dwelling unit" mea�s:
(a) A structure or part of a structure that is rented for
use as a home, residence, or' sleeping place by one person
or by two or more persons who maintain a common household.
(b) A mobile home rented by a tenant.
(c) A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that is
rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the
. mobile home located on the lot.
(di A structure or vart of a structure that is furnished. ,oith
or without rent, as an incident of employment for use as a home,
residence, or sleeping place by one or more persons.
Section 3. Section 83.46, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
83.46 Rent; duration of tenancies.(1) Unless otherwise a�eed, rent is payable without demand
or notice; periodic rent 1s payable at the beginning of each
rent payment period; and rent is uniformly apportionab1e from
-day to day.
(2) If the rental agreement contains no provision as to
duration of the tenancy, the duration is determined by the
periods for which the rent is payable. If the rent is payable
weekly, then the tenancy is from week to week; if payable
monthly, tenancy is from month to month; if payable quarterly,
tenancy is from quarter to quarter; if payable yearly, tenancy
is from year to year.
(SI If the dwelling unit is furnished without rent as an
inc iden t of e1nployment and there is no agreem.en t as to the dura
tion of tenancy, the d1lratinn fa determined b11 the periods for
which wages are payable. If wages are payable weekl 11 or more
frequentlu. then the tenanc11 fa from week to week; and if wages
are payable nwnthly, then the tenancy fa front 11t0nth to -month.
Section 4. Section 83.67, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
83.57 Remedies; termination of tenancy without specific
term.-A tenancy without a specific duration, as defined in
s. 83.46(2) and (3), may be terminated by either party giving
written notice in the manner provided in s. 83.66(4) l[F. S.
1973], as follows:
( 1) When the tenancy is from year to year, by giving not
less than 60 days' notice prior to the end of any annual period;
(2) When the tenancy is from quarter to quarter, by giving
not less than 30 days' notice prior to the end of any quarterly
period;
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•.' class. Under House Rules 5.1 and 5.10, it seems appropriate
• for me to abstain from voting and offer this brief explanation
for doing so.

Representative Tom R. Moore

Su the joint resolution passed, as further amended, by the
req uired Constitutional three-fifths vote of the membership and
was immediately certified to the Senate after engrossment.

SB GM-A bill to be entitled An act relating to dispensing
opticians; amending s. 484.08, Florida Statutes, relating to
the renewal of licenses, fees therefor, expenditure of reve
nues, and annual reports; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-102
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Fechtel
Fontana
Fortune
Foster
Fox
Frank
Gallagher
Girardeau

Hutto
James
Jennings
Jones
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis, T.
Lockward
Gordon
Malloy
Grizzle
Mann
Margolis
Grosse
Gustafson
Martin
Hagler
Maxwell
Hattaway
McCall
Hawkins
McDonald
Hazelton
McKnight
Hazouri
McPherson
Healey
Melvin
Hector
Mica
Hieber
Mixson
Hodes
Moore, R.
Hollingsworth Moore, T.

Morgan
Nelson
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'.Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Poindexter
Poole
Ready
Redman
Richard
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Thompson
"\Varner
Woodruff
Young

Nnys-1
Ncnl
Votes after roll call:
Yens-Hodges, J. W. Lewis, Gersten
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
Under Rule 7.11, HB 935 was laid on the table.
CS for CS for HB 1787-A bill to be entitled An act relating
to_ public financing for !!housinir; creating the "Florida Housing
Finar:cc Authority Law ; providing- definitions; authorizing the
creation of a housing finance authority by ordinance; pro
vidin� for the functioning of such authorities to alleviate a
shorta1sc of housing and capital for investment in housing;
pronding for membership, powers, and duties; authorizing
ty to e:i::ercise the powers of such authority until membcrcoun
s. a_rc appointed; prohibiting members and employees from
nc9uinng- o_r having certain interests with respect to a quali
fym� _housmg development; requiring disclosures of interest;
p_ roviding for removal of members; authorizing such authori
ti'es to make, purchase, and sell loans for qualifying housing
'c,_clopments; prohibiting the financing of qualifying housing
�cvclopments _f�r profit; authorizing such authorities to issue
ond_s !ind hm,tmg_ sources from which such bonds are payable;
Providing . for validation
proceedings; providing for remedies
� an obhi;ee; exempting bonds together with income and in
crest th�reon from taxation; providing severability; providing
an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.

Mr. Ready moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted by two-thirds vote.
Representative Patterson offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-0n page 10, line 2, strike

MR. FULFORD IN THE CHAIR

Adams
Allen
Andrews
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Blackburn
Bloom
Boyd
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Considine
Conway
Cox
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Davis
Dixon
Dyer

Representative Patterson offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-0n page 6, line 20, after "present" insert: ,
however, any order, judgment or decision of the board must have
the concurrence of the majority of its members to be effective.

11

in" and insert: at

.Mr. Ready moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted by two-thirds vote.
The question recurred on the passage of CS for CS for HB
1787. The vote was:
Yeas-109
The Chair
Adams
Allen
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Blackburn
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Cassens
Cherry
Considine
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Davis
Dixon
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart

Evans
Fontana
Forbes
Fortune
Foster
Fox
Frank
Gallagher
Girardeau
Gordon
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Hutto
,James
Jennings

Jones
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lcwis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
�largolis

Ewing

Fechtel

l\lartin

Maxwell
McCall
.McDonald
McKnight
McPherson
Melvin
Mica
Mixson
Moffitt
Moore, R.
Moore, T.
Morgan
Neal
Nelson

Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Patchett
Patterson
Poindexter
Poole
Ready
Redman
Richard
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Thompson
Warner
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-5
Andrews
Danson

Pajcic

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-"·ard, Gersten
Yeas to Nays-J. W. Lewis
So the bill passed, as further amended, and was immediately
certified to the Senate after engrossment.
H B 1964-A bill to be entitled An act relating to landlord
and tenant law; amending s. 83.49(1), Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, authorizing landlords to post an irrevocable letter
of credit with the clerk of the circuit court from certain bank
ing institutions as an alternative to the present requirements
of the deposit money or advance rent provisions of the land
lord anri tenant law; amending ss. 83.43(2), 83.46, and 83.57,
Florida Statutes, providing for the inclusion of dwelling units
provided as an incident of employment; providing an effective
date.
-was read the third time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-112
The Chair
Adams
Allen
Andrews
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Bell

Black
Blackburn
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton

C:1ssens
Cherry
Considine
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw

Culurca�h
Danson
Davis
Dixon
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
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30
Forbes
Fulford
Grizzle
Hattaway
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Hutto
James

Jennings
Kirkwood
Kiser
Langley
McCall
McDonald
Melvin
Mica

Mixson
Moore, R.
Moore, T.
Nelson
Nuckolls
Patchett
Patterson
Poole

Richmond
Sample
Steinberg
Thompson
Ward
Williams

Dyer
Eckhart
Evans
Fontana
Foster
Fox
Frank
Gallagher
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grosse
Haben
Hagler
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri

Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Kershaw
Kutun
Lewis, J. W.
Lewis, T.
Lockward
lllalloy
lllann
lllargolis
lllartin
McKnight
McPherson
Moffitt
Morgan

Neal
O'Malley
Papy
Poindexter
Ready
Richard
Rish
Robinson
Ryals
Sadowski
Sheldon
Smith
Taylor
Warner
Young

Nays-66
The Chair
Adams
Allen
Andrews
Becker
Bell
Black
Blackburn
Boyd
Brown
Cherry
Considine
Conway
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Davis
Dixon

Votes after roll call:
Nays to Yeas-Gallagher, Hawkins
Therefore, HJR 37-B was not admitted for introduction.
Recess
At 9 :37 a.m. the House stood in formal recess, to reconvene
upon call of the Speaker.
Reconvened
The House was called to order by the Speaker at 9:50 a.m.
A quorum was present.

Communications
The House took up the following vetoed Act of the 1977
Regular Session, which had been transmitted by the Secretary
of State with the objections of the Governor:
CS for CS for HB 1787
Honorable Bruce A. Smathers
Secretarv of State

June 18, 1977

Dear Secretary Smathers:
By the authority vested in me as Governor of Florida, under
the provisions of Article III, Section 8, of the Constitution of
the State of Florida, I hereby withhold my approval of and
transmit to you with my objections Committee Substitute for
Committee Substitute for House Bill 1787, enacted by the Fifth
Legislature of Florida under the Florida Constitution, 1968
Revision, during the Regular Session of 1977, and entitled:
"An act relating to public financing for housing; creating
the "Florida Housing Finance Authority Law"; providing
definitions; authorizing the creation of a housing finance
authority by ordinance; providing for the functioning of such
authorities to alleviate a shortage of housing and capital
for investment in housing; providing for membership, powers,
and duties; authorizing a county to exercise the powers of
such authority until members are appointed; prohibiting mem
bers and employees from acquiring or having certain in
.terests with respect to a qualifying housing development;
requiring disclosures of interest; providing for removal of
members; authorizing such authorities to make, purchase, and
sell loans for qualifyin� housing developments; prohibiting
the financing of qualifying housing developments for profit;
authorizing such authorities to issue bonds and limiting
sources from which such bonds are payable; providing for
validation proceedings; providing for remedies of an obligee;

exempting bonds to�ether with income and interest thereon
from taxation; providing severability; providing an effective
date."
This act is meant to provide a mechanism for creating county
housing finance authorities to alleviate a shortage of capital
for housing. I have long supported this laudable goal and, last
year, proposed and supported a constitutional amendment to
grant the State authority to assist in meeting this need. Un.
fortunately, protections against misuse of public autr.ority which
I insisted upon in last year's act have not been included in this
proposal.
The act contains a very broad definition of "housing develop.
ment" which would authorize the use of tax-free public bond
money for virtually any development activity in any income
range, including projects only marginally related to housing.
It is not restricted to the public purpose of providing low and
moderate-income housing. In addition, the act does not con.
tain the protections against misuse of the bond power contained
in the State bond act.
The act appears to violate the provisions of Article VII, Sec
tion 10 of the Florida Constitution prohibiting the lending of
public credit to private companies. The constitutional principle
that public powers shall not be delegated to private bodies is
also violated. In fact, the act grants great power to the private
lending institution which stands to make a profit from its
activities. This bill even permits the lending institution involved
to make the sole decision whether there will be a public sale
or whether the bond will be sold by private negotiations. This
violation of public policy is further compounded by permitting
the private lending institution to direct the investment of bond
moneys not immediately required for the purpose of the
bond issue.
Admittedly, federal regulation and bond validations in court
provide some protection against misuse; however, it is especially
incumbent upon the State to assure proper use of public tax
free bonds. I have not only highlighted this need to the Legis
lature, but also in my meetings in New York with representa
tives of the national bond market. Since the fiscal problems of
New York became evident, it is absolutely necessary to insure
the proper management of our governmental bonds.
Because of the serious constitutional and public policy prob.
!ems I have outlined above, I am withholding my approval of
Committee Substitute for Committee Substitute for House
Bill 1787, Regular Session of the Legislature commencing on
April 5, 1977, and do hereby veto the same.
Sincerely,

REUBIN ASKEW
Governor

Mr. Martin moved the previous question, which was agreed
to. Mr. Ready suggested the absence of a quorum. A quorum
of 110 Members was present. The question recurred on the pas
sage of CS for CS for RB 1787, the veto of the Governor to
the contrary notwithstanding. The vote was:
Yeas-63
Adams
Barrett
Becker
Bell
Blackburn
Bloom
Boyd
Burnsed
Burrall
Considine
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Dyer
Easley

Eckhart
Evans
Fortune
Foster
Fox
Fulford
Gallagher
Gordon
Grizzle
Haben
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector

Hieber
Hill
Hodges
Hollingsworth
James
Jennings
Jones
Kirkwood
Kiser
Langley
Lewis, T.
Margolis
Maxwell
McCall
Melvin
Mica

Mixson
Moore, R.
Morgan
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Patchett
Poindexter
Poole
Ready
Redman
Steinberg
Thompson
Ward
Warner
Williams

Carlton
Cherry
,Crenshaw
Danson

Davis
Dixon
Fechtel
Fontana

Frank
Girardeau
Grosse.,
Hagler

Nays-43
Allen
Andrews
Batchelor
Black
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A bill to be entitled

ENROLLED
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I

l:qq

housing; creating the "Florida Housing Finance

Authority Law"; providing definitions;

authorizing the creation of a housing finance

1.4/3

functioning of such authorities to alleviate a

1.4/4

in housing; providing for membership, powers,

1.4/5

authority by ordinance; providing for the

shortage of housing and capital for investment
and duties; authorizing a county to exercise

11

the powers of such authority until members are

13

from acquiring or having certain interests with

12

u

l:btc

1.4/6

1.4/7

appointed; prohibiting members and employees

1.4/8

respect to a qualifying housing development;

u

19

prohibiting the financing of qualifying housing

l.4/11

authorities to issue bonds and limiting sources

1.4/12

22

from which such bonds are payable; providing

21

23

l.4/13

for validation proceedings; providing for

2,

remedies of an obligee; exempting bonds

l.4/14

26

taxation; providing severability; providing an

1.4/15

25
27

28

29

30

together with income and interest thereon from

e ffective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

· •l :enc

31
l
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1.21

1.21

can afford and a shortage of capital for investment in such

1.21/3

safety, morals, and welfare of the residents of the state,

1.21/5

11 control, public health, welfare and safety, fire and accident
13 protection, and other public services and facilities.

17

developments for profit; authorizing such

Within this state there is a shortage of housing

111 state to make excessive expenditures for crime prevention and

l.4/10

20

1.19/2

10 deprives the state of an adequate tax base, and causes the

authorities to make, purchase, and sell loans
for qualifying housing developments;

Finding and declaration o: necessity.--It

housing. This shortage constitutes a threat to the health,

17

18

Section 2.

1.19/2

available at prices or rentals which many persons and families 1. 21/1

15

for removal of members; authorizing such

1.19

(1)

1.4/9

16

Short title.--This act shall be known and

41 is found and declared that:

requiring disclosures of interest; providing

15

Section 1.

may be cited as the "Florida Housing Finance Authority Law.•

1.4

An act relating to public financing for

10

CSCSHB1787, First Engrossed

16

18

(2)

Such shortage cannot be relieved except through

the encouragement of investment by private enterprise and the

stimulation of construction and rehabilitation of housi�g
. ,-.:: .... ·_. . .
through the use of public financing.

1.21/4
1.21/6

1.21/7
l.21/8

1.21/8

1.21/9

1.21/10

(3) The financing, acquisition, construction,
19 reconstruction, and rehabilitation of housing and of the real

1. 31

21

1.32/1

20 and personal property and other facilities necessary,

incidental, and appurtenant thereto are exclusively public

22 uses and purposes for which public money may be spent,
23 advanced, loaned, or granted and are governmental functions of

1.32

1.32/2

1.32/3

24 public concern.
25
(4) The Congress of the United States has, by the
26 enactment of amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

l.32/4

28

l.32/6

27

29

found and determined that housing may be financed by means of

obligations issued by any state or local governmental unit,

the interest on which obligations is exempt from federal
30 income taxation, and has thereby provided a method to aid
31
2
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1.32/5
1.32/7
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state

and local governmental units to provide assistance to

21 meet the need for housing.
(5)

4

The provisions of this act are found and declared

to be necessa ry and in the public interest as a matter of

51 legislative determination.
Section 3.
(1)

Definitions.--As used in this act:

"Area of operation• means the area within the

sl territorial boundaries of the county for which the housing
91 finance authority is created; and any area outside the

and all costs of financing, including without limitation the

1.60/2

1.42

necessary or incident to determining the feasibility of the

1.60/4

1.43

necessary or incident to the housing development and the

1.60/5

municipality, county or entity for expenditures made with the

1.60/8

13 specified qualifying housing developments or only for a
14 specified number of qualifying housing developments,
15

(2) "Bonds" means any bonds, notes, debentures,
1
16 interim certificates, or other evidences of financial
17 indebtedness issued by a housing finance authority under and

18 pursuant to this act.
19

20

21

(3)

(4)

1.43/3

25 utility services, parks, gardening, administrative, community,

27

28

29

1.43/7
1.43/8

1.43/9
1.43/10

1.53

24 c onnection therewith, including streets, sewers, water and

26

1.43/6

"Housing development" means any residential

23 property which may be necessary, convenient, or desirable in
health, recreational, and educational facilities, and other
facilities related and subordinate to housing, and also

includes site preparation, the planning of housing and

improvements, the acquisition of property, the removal or
30 demolition of existing structures, the acquisition,

31 construction, reconstruction, and rehabilitation of housing
3
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financing thereof (including reimbursement to any

1.43/2

1. 52

22 building, land, equipment, facility, or other real or personal

housing development, administrative and other expenses

1.43/1

"Housing finance authority" means a housing

finance authority created pursuant to section 4 of this act.

cost of consultant and legal services, other expenses

1.41

10 territorial boundaries of such county if the governing body of 1.43/4
111 the county within which such outside area is located approves. I 1.43/5
12 The approval may be a general approval or an approval only for

and improvements, and all other work in connection therewith,

1.32/8

1.53

1.54
1.55
1.56

1.57
1.58

1.59
1.60
1.60/1

approval of the housing finance authority for the housing

101 development), and interest accrued during construction and for

11 a reasonable period thereafter.
12

(5)

"Lending institution" means any bank or trust

13 company, mortgage banker, savings bank, credit union, national
141 banking association, savings and loan association, building

15 and loan association, insurance company, or other financial
1
16 institution authorized to transact business in this state and
17 which customarily provides service or otherwise aids in the

18 f inancing of mortgages located in the state.
19

21 assist in alleviating the shortage of housing in the area of

22 operation of such authority.
23
Section 4. Creation of housing finance authorities.--

24

Each county in this state may create by ordinance
(1)
25 a separate public body corporate and politic to be known as
26 the "Housing Finance Authority" of the county for which it is
27 created, to carry out only the powers granted in this act. A
29

1.60/6

1.60/9
1.60/10
1.60/11

1. 60/12

1.60/13

l. 60/14

1.60/15

1.60/16

"Qualifying housing development" means any housing IL 71

(6)
20 development which a housing finance authority finds will

28

1.60/3

housing finance authority shall not transact a�y business or

exercise any powers under this act until the governing body of

30 the county for which such housing finance authority is created
31 passes a resolution declaring the need for a housing finance
4
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1.72

l. 73
l.74

1.74/1

1.74/2
2.0/1
2.0/2
2.0/3

2.0/4
2.0/5
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authority to function to alleviate a shortage of housing and

2 1 capital for investment in housing in its area of operation.
(2)

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

,1 validity or enforcement of or relating to any contract of a

2.0/6

shall be as follows:

21 year; one member shall serve a term of 2 years; one member

to transact business and exercise its powers under this act

Bl upon proof of the adoption of an ordinance by the appropriate

91 governing body declaring the need for the housing finance

10 authority.

The ordinance shall be sufficient if it declares

11 1 the need for such a housing finance authority and finds that

2.0/8

term of

181 or change the structure, organization, programs or activities

2.0/20

(3)

19
21

20

of any housing finance authority, including the power to

terminate such authority, subject to any limitation on the

impairment of contracts entered into by such authority and

22 1 subject to the limitations or requirements of this act.
13

Section 5.

�I compensation.-25

(1)

Members; employees; duties and

Each housing finance authority shall be composed

� 1 of five members appointed by the governing body of the county
VI for which the housing finance authority is created, one of
�I whom shall be designated chairman.

Not less than three of the

2.0/23

5
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2.28/15

12 receive no compensation for his services, but shall be
1
13 entitled to necessary expenses, including traveling expenses,

2.28/19

1

T£

�)

(2)

1651 granted by this act shall be vested in the members of the
17 housing finance authority in office from time to time. Three
1
18 members shall constitute a quorum, and action may be taken by

2.28/7

2.28/20

2.28/20

2.50

2.50/1

2.50/2

19 the housing finance authority upon a vote of a majority of the 2.50/3
20 members present:(however, any order, judgment or decision o� 1,
.ii:[,
21 the board must have the concurrence of the majority of its

26

2.28/4

2.28/18

The powers of each housing finance authority

2.28/3

2.28/2

2.28/17

A member shall

2.28

29 members shall be knowledgeable in one of the following fields: 2.28/5
,
1
30 labor, finance or commerce. The terms of the members shall be 2.28/6
311 4 years each, except that the terms of the initial members

91 shall be filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the

22 members to be effective. A housing finance authority may
1
13 employ such agents and employees, permanent or temporary, as

2.0/25

2.28/H

14 I incurred in the discharge of his duties.

2.0/17

2.0/22

A certificate of the appointment or

111 the due and proper appointment of the member.

The county for which the housing finance authority 12.0/19

171 is created may, at its sole discretion, and at any time, alter
16

Each vacancy shall be filled for the remainder 12.28/13

101 county, and the certificate shall be conclusive evidence of

2.0/13

2.0/18

2.28/12

reappointment of any member of the housing finance authority

A copy of the ordinance 12.0/16

141 certified by the clerk of the circuit court shall be

A member of the housing finance authority

of the unexpired term.

2.0/12

151 admissible in evidence in any suit, action, or proceeding.

131 housing within its area of operation.

4

61 has qualified.

2 .0/11

2.0/15

years.

2.28/11

51 shall hold office until his successor has been appointed and

2.0/10

121 there is a shortage of housing and capital for investment in

2.28/10

shall serve a term of 3 years; and one member shall serve a

2.0/7

51 housing finance authority, the housing finance authority shall 12.0/9

61 be conclusively deemed to have been established and authorized

2.28/9

two members shall serve a term of 1

·,\'

,.!:.

�·

2.50/4
'

. ''.

2.50/5
2.50/6

241 it may require and shall determine the qualifications, duties; 12.50/7

"I

and compensation of such agents and employees)

A housing

finance authority may delegate to an agent or employee such

VI powers or duties as it may deem proper.

A housing finance

�I authority may employ its own legal counsel.
29

(3)

2.50/8
2.50/9

2.50/10

Until the members of the housing finance authority 12.50/11

30 are appointed, the governing body of the county for which the
1
� housing finance authority is created and the chairman of the
6
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housing finance authority shall have full authority to carry

21 out the powers of a housing finance authority under this act,

provided, however, that the governing body shall not delegate
its authority to the chairman under this provision.

Except as

SI provided in this section, no member of the housing finance

61 authority may be an officer or employee of the county for
which the housing finance authority is created.
Section 6.

Conflicts of interest; disclosure.--No

member or employee of a housing finance authority shall

101 acquire any interest, direct or indirect, in any qualifying

111 h ousing development or in any property included or planned to
17 be included in such a development, nor shall he have any
1
13 i nterest, direct or indirect, in any contract or proposed

"I

contract for materials or services to be furnished or used in

15 connection with any qualifying housing development.

If any

16 member or employee of a housing finance authority owns or
1
17 controls an interest, direct or indirect, in any property

181 included or planned to be included in any qualifying housing

191 project, he shall immediately disclose the same in writing to

�I the housing finance authority.
n

Such disclosure shall be

entered upon the minutes of the housing finance authority.

n Failure so to disclose such interest shall constitute

73 misconduct in office.
24

Section 7.

Removal of members.--A member of a housing

251 f inance authority may be removed without cause by a 3/5 vote

2.58/5

2.58/6
1
2.58/7
2.58/8
2.65

2.66
2.67

2.68.
2.69

2.70

Powers of housing finance authorities.--A

5I housing finance authority shall constitute a public body

corporate and politic, exercising the public and essential
governmental functions set forth in this act, and shall

SI exercise its power to borrow only for the purpose as provided

9 herein:
(1)
101

To sue and be sued, to have a seal and to alter

11 the same at pleasure, to have perpetual succession, to make
11 and execute contracts and other instruments necessary or

13 convenient to the exercise of the powers of the housing

14 finance authority, and to make and from time to time amend and
15 repeal bylaws, rules, and regulations, not inconsistent with

this act, to carry into effect the powers and purposes of the

2.73

191 make loans for such purpose, and to take assignments of, from

2.72

2.74

2.75

2.76

2.76

2.76/1

311 person or by counsel.

3.0/5
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Section 8.

16

3.0/3

7

certificate of appointment for such member is filed.

2.71

27 misconduct in office by a majority vote of the governing oody
1
n of the county. A member may be removed only after he has been

If a member is removed, a record of the

shall be filed in the office of the clerk where the

2.58/4

�I of the governing body of the county, or for neglect of duty or 13.0/1
29 given a copy of the charges at least 10 days prior to the
1
� hearing thereon and has had an opportunity to be heard in

proceedings, together with the charges and findings thereon,

2.58/3

3.0/2
3.0/4

17

18

housing finance authority.
(2)

To purchase or make commitments to purchase or to

WI lending institutions acting as a principal or as an agent of

211 the housing finance authority, mortgage loans and promissory
nl notes accompanying such mortgage loans, including federally

23 insured mortgage loans or participations with lending
1
U institutions in such promissory notes and mortgage loans for

25 the construction, purchase, reconstruction, or rehabilitation
1
M of the qualifying housing development or portion thereof;

27 provided that the proceeds of sale or equivalent moneys shall
n 1 be reinvested in mortgage loans.

(3) To make loans to lending institutions under terms
1
30
29 and conditions requiring the proceeds thereof to be used by
311 such lending institutions for the making of new mortgages for
8
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3.0/6

3.0/7

3.8

3.8/1

3.8/2

3.8/3

13.13
13.14

3.15

3.16

3.17

3.18

3.18/1
,
3.18/2
3.18/3

3.18/4

3.18/5

3.18/6

3.18/7

3.18/8
3.18/9

3.18/10

3.18/11

3.18/12

CDCSHtil/87, First Engrossea

any qualifying housing development, or portion thereof,

21 located wholly or partially within the area of operation of

3.18/13

lending institution which makes such loans or provides such

3.18/16

JI such housing finance authority.

Prior to making a loan to a

51 financing, the lending institution must agree to use the

proceeds of such loan within a reasonable period of time to

make loans or to otherwise provide financing for the

acquisition, construction, reconstruction, or rehabilitation

91 of a housing development or portion thereof, and the housing

101 finance authority must find that such loan will assist in
111 alleviating the shortage of housing and of capital for

111 investment in housing within its area of operation.
13

14

15
16

(4)

To invest, at the direction of the lending

institution, any funds held in reserves or sinking funds or

any funds not required for immediate disbursement in property
Section 9.

Limitation.--No housing finance authority

191 shall finance the acquisition, construction, reconstruction,
201 or rehabilitation of any qualifying housing development for

211 its own profit or as a source of revenue to the state or any
22 local governmental unit.
23

Section 10.

No power of eminent domain.--No housing

2� f inance authority shall have the power to acquire any real

251 p roperty by the exercise of the power of eminent domain to
� accomplish any of the purposes specified in this act.

v

�1

Section 11.

Planning, zoning, and building laws.--Each

n qualifying housing development shall be subject to the

planning, zoning, health, and building laws, ordinances, and

30 r egulations applicable to the place in which such qualifying
311 housing development is situate.
9
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(1)

Bonds.--

A housing finance authority may issue revenue

bonds from time to time at the discretion of the housing

41 finance authority for the purposes of this act.

A housing

finance authority may also issue refunding bonds for the

purpose of paying, retiring, or refunding bonds previously

3.18/17

issued by it.

3.18/18

A housing finance authority may issue such

types of bonds as it may determine; provided that the

3.57

3.57/1

3.57/2

3.57/3

3.57/5
3.57/6

3.57/7

3.18/20

9 principal
and interest on such bonds are payable solely and
_
1
10 only from:

3.18/22

3.57/10
12 finance authority pursuant to the provisions of section 8 or
1
13 p urchased by the housing finance authority pursuant to section

3.18/19
3.18/21

3.18/23

or securities in which lending institutions may legally invest 3.18/24

17 f unds subject to their control.
18

3.18/15

Section 12.

3.18/26
3.47

3.48
3.50

3.51
3.52

(al

The repayment of any loans made by the housing

3.57/9

15

(bl

The sale of any housing loans or commitments to

3. 57/11

18

(2)

Any bonds issued pursuant to the provisions of

3.57/13

11

14 I 8; or

purchase housing loans which are purchased pursuant to section 13.57/12
17 8.
161

191 this act shall be secured by a mortgage or other security
Ml device.

21

(3)

3. 57/14

In no event shall any bonds issued pursuant to the 13.57/14

22 I provisions of this act be payable from the general revenues of I 3. 57/15
23 the housing finance authority.
1
(4) Neither the members of a housing finance authority
24

3.53

251 nor any person executing the bonds shall be liable personally

3.54
1
3.55

27 issued pursuant to the provisions hereof, and the bonds shall
1
� so state on their face, shall not be a debt of the county or

3.56
,
3.57

3.57/8

26 I on the bonds by reason of the issuance thereof.

The bonds

� the state, or any political subdivision thereof; and neither

.30 the county, nor any state or political subdivision thereof,

31 s hall be liable thereon; nor in any event shall such bonds or
10
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3.57il6

3.57/17
3.57/18

3.57/19

3.57/20
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\..,::)\,.�UUJ./UJ,

obligations be payable out of any funds or properties other

21 than those of the housing finance authority.
Section 13.
(1)

Form and sale of bonds.--

Bonds of a housing finance authority issued

51 pursuant to this act shall be authorized by a resolution of

L..11�1.v���u

the terms contained in the notice of public sale if no bids

4.0/3

were received at such public sale.

4.0/4

(3)

4.0/4

In case any member of the housing finance

authority whose signature appears on the bonds or coupons

4.0/5
4.0/6

L· J.Lbl.

61 coupons, such bonds shall, nevertheless, be valid and

81 interest at such rates, be in such denominations, be in such

81 remained in office until such delivery.

4.0/8

91 form, either coupon or registered, carry such conversion or

4.0/9

11 executed by such members of the housing finance authority and

4.0/11

13 places, and be subject to such terms of redemption, with or

4.0/12

101 registration privileges, have such rank or priority, be

n in such manner, be payable in such mean of payment at such

4.0/10

14 without premium, as such resolution or any trust indenture

4.0/13

16 provided, however, that the provisions of s. 215.685 shall

4.0/14

15 entered into pursuant to such resolution may provide,

171 apply.

18

(2) (a) The bonds issued by the authority shall be sold 14 .0/15

191 by the authority at public sale substantially in the manner
10

21

22

provided by �2.l5�-68i•5-rTb"Tand(c), unless otnt!"r"w-i-se--._

p� directed by the lending institutions involve��', 4.0/17

- -- = � 4.0/19
----�f inanc11rg-;--,.,h-i-ch-ai:.e-1\e..r..eh.�\l.ell--Ch�wer---t0-Wa 1 ve such

231 requirement.
24

4.0/16

(bl

In the event an offer of an issue of bonds at

4.0/20

"I public sale produces no bid, or in the event all bids received 14.0/21
�I are rejected, the authority is authorized to negotiate for the
VI sale of such bonds under such rates and terms as are

�I acceptable; provided, however, that no such bonds shall be so

711
�

31

sold or delivered on terms less favorable than the terms

contained in any bids rejected at the public sale thereof, or
11
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4.0/22

4.0/23
4.0/24

4.0/2!>

4.0/26
4.0/27

shall cease to be a member before the delivery of the bonds or j4.0/28

61 the housing finance authority and may be issued in one or more 14.0/7
series and shall bear such dates, mature at such times, bear

4.0/25

sufficient for all purposes, the same as if such member had

'Any provision of law

91 to the contrary notwithstanding, any bonds issued pursuant to

101 this act shall be fully negotiable.

11

(4)

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

12 validity or enforceability of any bond of a housing finance
1
13 a uthority or the security therefor issued pursuant hereto, any

4.0/29

4.0/30

4.0/31
4.0/32
4.0/34

141 such bond reciting in substance that it has been issued by the 14.0/35

15 housing finance authority to assist in providing financing of

4.0/36

17 housing in its area of operation shall be conclusively deemed

4.0/38

16 a qualifying housing development to alleviate the shortage of

18

to have been issued for a qualifying housing development of

19 such character.
20

Section 14.

Provisions of bonds and trust

21 indentures.--In connection with the issuance of bonds and in

4.0/37

4.32

4.32/1

22 order to secure the payment of such bonds, a housing finance

4.32/2

�1

the housing finance authority pursuant to any loan agreement

4.37

711

(2) .To covenant against pledging or assigning all or

any part of any payments made pursuant to any loan agreement

4.38

23 a uthority, in addition to the other powers granted pursuant to l4.32/3
1
24 this act, shall have power:
25

(1)

To pledge all or any part of any payment made to

V or pursuant to a sale of any loan or loan commitment.
�I

JO

or pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan commitment or

311 against permitting or suffering any lien on such payments; and
12
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4.36

4.39

4.40

to covenant as to what other, or additional, debts or

21 obligations may be incurred by the housing finance authority
with respect to any qualifying housing development.
(3)

61 t he use and disposition of the proceeds thereof; and to

provide for the replacement of lost, destroyed or mutilated

b onds; to covenant against extending· the time for the payment
of its bonds or interest thereon; and to redeem the other

10\ b onds, covenant for their redemption, and provide the terms
111 and conditions thereof.
(4)

4.42

To create or to authorize the creation of special

13\ f unds for moneys held for construction costs, debt service,
u\ reserves, or other purposes; and to covenant as to the

15\ construction and disposition of the moneys held in such

16\ special funds.
(5) To prescribe the procedure, if any, by which the
17

4.42/7
4.49
4.50

4.51

To covenant as to the rights, liabilities, powers, j4.52/4

23 and duties arisin� upon the breach by the housing finance
1
u authority of any covenant, condition, or obligation; and to

4.52/5

�I conditions upon which any or all of its bonds or obligations

4.52/7

25\ covenant and prescribe as to events of default and terms and

4.52/6

27 shall become or may be declared due before maturity and as to

4.52/8

n

�

30\

the terms and conditions upon which such declaration and its

consequences may be waived.
(7)

To vest in a trustee or trustees or the holders of

311 bonds or any proportion of them the right to enforce the
13
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101 conditions upon which the trustee or trustees of the holders

11
12

1

13

rights securing or relating to the bonds.
Section 15.

Validation of bonds and proceedings.--A

14\ housing finance authority shall determine its authority to

15 issue any of its bonds, and the legality of all proceedings
16

had or taken in connection therewith, in the same manner and

18

Statutes, for the determination by a county, municipality,

to the same extent as provided in chapter 75, Florida

4.61

4.61/1
1
4.61/2

20\ autho_rity to incur bonded debt or to issue certificates of

21 indebtedness and of the legality of all proceedings had or
1
n taken in connection therewith.
23

4.61/4

C 61/6

4.61/7

4.61/8

4.61/9

of bonds or any proportion of them may enforce any covenant or ,4.61/10

19\ taxing district, or other political subdivision of its

4.52/3

(6)

8 the powers and duties of a trustee or trustees and to limit
1
9 the liabilities thereof; and to provid� the terms and

4.52/2

20\ which must consent thereto, and the manner in which such
22

housing finance authority with said trustee; to provide for

17

4.52/1

211 consent may be given.

4.61/5

4.52

181 terms of any contract with the holder of any bonds may be

19\ amended or abrogated, the amount of the bonds the holders of

collect the payments made pursuant to any loan agreement or

dispose of such rights in accordance with the agreement of the

4.42/4

4.42/6

4.61/3

pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan commitment and to

4.42/2

4.42/5

the bonds; to vest in a trustee or trustees the right, in the

event of a default by said housing finance authority, to

To covenant as to the bonds to be issued and as to 14.42/1

the issuance of such bonds in escrow or otherwise and as to

1'

payment of the bonds or any covenants securing or relating to

4.41

Section 16.

Actions to contest validity of bonds.--An

4.72

4.72/2

4.72/3
5.0/1
5.0/2

5.0/3

5.0/4

5.0/5

U\ action or proceeding to contest the validity of any bond

5.0/6

27 notification in a newspaper of general circulation within the
1
28 area of the passage by the housing finance authority of the

5.0/8

25 issued under this act, other than a proceeding pursuant to
1
� section 15, must be commenced within 30 days after

�1

�

resolution authorizing the issuance of such bond.
Section 17.

Remedies of an obligee of a housing

31\ finance authority.--An obligee of a housing finance authority
14
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shall have the right, in addition to all other rights which

21 may be conferred on such obligee, subject only to any
contractual restrictions binding upon such obligee:

5.41

(1) By mandamus, suit, action, or proceeding at law or 5.42
,1
1
5.43
51 in eguity, to compel the housing finance authority and the

61 members, officers, agents, or employees thereof to perform

each and every term, provision, and covenant contained in any

l5.44

5.46
8 contract of the housing finance authority with or for the
1
9 benefit of such obligee and to require the carrying out of any 5.47

101 or all of the covenants and agreements of the housing finance

5.49

12 housing finance authority by this act.

5.51'

11 authority and the fulfillment of all duties imposed upon the
13

(2)

By suit, action, or proceeding in equity, to

UI enjoin any acts or things which may be unlaw ful or the

151 violation of any of the rights of the obligee by the housing
g

finance authority.

18

housing finance authority.--A housing finance authority shall

17

Section 18.

Additional remedies conferrable by a

191 have power by resolution, trust indenture, or other contract

2�

action, or proceeding in any court of competent jurisdiction:

23 default as defined in such resolution or instrument, by suit,
2 51

(1)

To obtain the appointment of a receiver of any

�I payments made pursuant to any loan agreement or sale of any

v loan. If such receiver be appo1nted, he may collect and
i
� receive all payments made pursuant to any such loan agreement
29

or sale of any loan or loan commitment and shall keep such

m moneys in a separate account or accounts and apply the same in
31

15
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5.66
,
41 members thereof to account as if it and they were the trustees 5.67
(2)

To require the housing finance �uthority and the

51 of an express trust.
Section 19.

Availability of financing.--As long as a

shortage of housing exists, a housing finance authority shall

15.67/1

s not unreasonably refuse to participate in the financing of any 5.67/3
9 qualifying housing development upon request.

10

Section 20.

Liabilities of a housing finance

5.67/4

5.67/4

11 authority.--In no event shall the liabilities, whether ex

5.71

5.52

13 arising from the financing of any qualifying housing

5.74

5.53
5.54

5.55

211 amount in bonds, the right, in addition to all rights that may 5.56/1
otherwise be conferred, upon the happening of an event of

21 a uthority as the court shall direct.

5.65

5.50

201 to confer upon any obligee holding or representing a specified 5.56
22

accordance with the obligations of said housing finance

5.56/2
5.56/3

12 contractu or ex delicto, of a housing finance authority

14 development be payable from any funds other than the revenues
1
15 or receipts of such qualifying housing development.

16

17

Section 21.

bonds of a housing finance authority issued under this act,

191 exempt from all taxes.

The exemption granted by this section

201 shall not be applicable to any tax imposed by chapter 220,

211 Florida Statutes, on interest, income, or profits on debt

221 obligations owned by corporations.
Section 22.

The provisions of this act shall be

241 liberally construed in order to ef fectively carry out the

5.60

25 I purposes of this act.

5.62

V application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

5.61

5.63

5.64

a

n

Section 23.

5.75

Housing bonds exempted from taxation.--The 5.75/1

18 together with interest thereon and income therefrom, shall be

231

5.73

If any provision of this act or the

invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

29 applications of the act which can be given effect without the
1
m invalid provision or application, and to this end the

311 provisions of this act are declared severable.
16
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6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7
6.8

6.9

6.9/l
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Section 24.

Limitation on Rates.--The intent of this

21 legislation is that consumer s receive maximum pos sible

31 benefits; therefore, no lending institution receiving proceeds
of bond issues pur suant to this act may loan any of the

5 proceeds of such bond issue at the rate violative of federal
1
6 a rbitr age regulations.
81 1977.

Section 25.

This act shall take effect October 1,

9

10
11
11

13
;4
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
:18
29
30
31

17
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to public financing for
housing; creating the "Florida Housing Finance
4

Authority Law"; �roviding definitions;

5

authorizing the creation of a housing finance

6

authority by ordinance; providing for the
functioning of such authorities to alleviate a

8

shortage of housing and capital for investment

9

in housing; providing for membership, powers,

10

and duties; authorizing a county to exercise

11

the powers of such authority until members are

12

appointed; prohibiting members and employees

13
14

respect to a qualifying housing development;

15

requiring disclosures of interest; providing

16

for removal of members; �uthorizing such

17

authorities to make, purchase, and sell loans

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

n
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effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section 1.

Short title.--This act shall be known and

2 may be cited as the "Florida Housing Finance Authority Law."
3

Section 2.

Finding and declaration of necessity.--It

4 is found and declared that:
(1)

Within this state there is a shortage of housing

6 available at prices or rentals which many persons and families
can afford and a shortage of capital for investment in such
8 housing.

This shortage constitutes a threat to the health,

9 safety, morals, and welfare of the residents of the state,
10 deprives the state of an adequate tax base, and causes the
11 state to make excessive expenditures for crime prevention and
12 control, public health, welfare and safety, fire and accident
13 protection, and other public services and facilities.
14

(2)

Such shortage cannot be relieved except through

15 the encouragement of investment by private enterprise and the
16 stimulation of construction and rehabilitation of housing

17 through the use of public financing.
18

(3)

The financing, acquisition, construction,

19 reconstruction, and rehabilitation of housing and of the real
20 and personal property and other facilities necessary,

21 incidental, and appurtenant thereto are exclusively public
22 uses and purposes for which public money may be spent,

23 advanced, loaned, or granted and are governmental functions of
24 public concern.
25

( 4)

The Congress of the United States has, by the

26 enactment of amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
27 found and determined that housing may be financed by means of

28 obligations issued by any state or local governmental unit,

29 the interest on which obligations is exempt from federal

30 income taxation, and has thereby provided a method to aid

31

2
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state and local governmental units to provide assistance to
2 meet the need for housing.
( 5)

The provisions of this act are found and declared

4 to be necessary and in"the public interest as a matter of
5 legislative determination.
6

Section 3.
(1)

Definitions.--As used in this act�

"Area of operation" means the area within the

8 territorial boundaries of the county for which the housing
9 finance authority is created, and any area outside the
10 territorial boundaries of such county if the governing body of
11 the county within which such outside area is located approves.
12 The approval may be a general approval or an approval only for
13 specified qualifying housing developments or only for a
14 specified number of qualifying housing developments.
15

(2)

"Bonds" means any bonds, notes, debentures,

16 interim certificates, or other �vidences of financial
17 indebtedness issued by a housing finance authority under and
18 pursuant to this act.
19

(3)

"Housing finance:authority" means a housing

(4)

"Housing development" means any residential

20 finance authority created pursuant to section 4 of this act.
21

22 building, land, equipment, facility, or other real or personal
23 property which may be necessary, convenient, or desirable in
� connection therewith, including streets, sewers, water and

25 utility services, parks, gard-ening, administrative, community,

26 health, recreational, and educational facilities, and other
27 facilities related and subordinate to moderate, middle, or

28 lesser income housing, and also includes site preparation, the

29 planning of housing and improvements, the acquisition of

30 property, the removal or demolition of existing structures,
31 the acquisition, construction, reconstruction, and
3
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rehabilitation of housing and improvements, and all other work
2 in connection therewith, and all costs of financing, including
3 without limitation the cost of consultant and legal services,
4 other expenses necessary or incident to determining the
5 feasibility of the housing development, administrative and
6 other expenses necessary or incident to the housing
7 development and the financing thereof (including reimbursement
8 to any municipality, county or entity for expenditures made
9 with the approval of the housing finance authority for the

10 housing development), and interest accrued during construction
11 and for a reasonable period thereafter.
12

(5)

"Lending institution" means any bank or trust

13 company, mortgage banker, savings bank, credit union, national
14 banking association, savings and loan association, building
15 and loan association, insurance company, or other financial
16 institution authorized to transact business in this state and

17 which customarily provides service or otherwise aids in the
18 financing of mortgages located in the state.
19

( 6)

"Qualifying housing development" means any housing

20 development which a housing finance authority finds will
21 assist in alleviating the shortage of housing in the area of

22 operation of such authority.
23

(7)

"Eligible persons" means persons or families,

� irrespective of race, creed, national origin or sex,
25 determined by the housing finance authority by rule to be of

26 moderate, middle or lesser income requiring such assistance as
27 is made available pursuant to this act on account of

28 insufficient personal or family income and taking into

29 consideration such facts as:
30

(a)

The amount of the total income of such persons and

31 families available for housing needs.
4
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2

(b)

The size of the family.

(c)

The cost and condition of available housing

3 facilities .
.j

(d)

The ability of such persons and families to

5 compete successfully in the normal, private housing market and
6 to pay the amounts for which private enterprise is providing
sanitary, decent-and safe housing.
8

( e)

If appropriate, the standards established for

9 various federal programs determining eligibility based on
10 income of such persons and families.
11
12

Section 4.
(1)

Creation of housing finance authorities.--

Each county in this state may create by ordinance

13 a separate public body corporate and politic to be known as
14 the "Housing Finance Authority" of the county for which it is
15 created, to carry out only the powers granted in this act.

A

�6 housing finance authority shall not transact any business or
17 exercise any powers under this act until the governing body of

18 the county for which such housing finance authority is created
19 passes a resolution declaring the need for a housing finance

20 authority to function to alleviate a shortage of housing and
21 capital for investment in housing in its area of operation.

22

(2)

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

23 validity or enforcement of or relating to any contract of a

24 housing finance authority, the housing finance authority shall
25 be conclusively deemed to have been established and authorized
26

to transact business and exercise its powers under this act

27 upon proof of the adoption of an ordinance by the appropriate

28 governing body declaring the need for the housing fina·nce

29 authority.

The ordinance shall be suf ficient if it declares

30 the need for such a housing finance authority and finds that
31

there is a shortage of housing and capital for investment in
5
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housing within its area of operation.

A copy of the ordinance

2 certified by the clerk of the circuit court shall be
3 admissible in evidence in any suit, action, or proceeding.

4

(3)

The county for which the housing finance authority

5 is created may, at its sole discretion, and at any time, alter
6 or change the structure, organization, programs or activities
7 of any housing finance authority, including the power to
8 terminate such authority, subject to any limitation on the
9 impairment of contracts entered into by such authority and

lO subject to the limitations or requirements of this act.
11

Section 5.

Members; employees; duties and

12 compensation. -13

(1)

Each housing finance authority shall be composed

14 of five members appointed by the governing body of the county
15 f or which the housing finance authority is created, one of
16 whom shall be designated chairman.

Not less than three of the

17 members shall be knowledgeable in one of the following fields:

18 labor, finance or commerce.

The terms of the members shall be

19 4 years each, except that the terms of the initial members

20 shall be as follows:

two members shall serve a term of 1

21 year; one member shall serve a term of 2 years; one member

22 shall serve a term of 3 years; and one member shall serve a
23 term of 4 years.

A member of the housing finance authority

24 shall hold office until his successor has been appointed and
25 has qualified.

Each vacancy shall be filled for the remainder

26 of the unexpired term.

A certificate of the appointment or

27 reappointment of any member of the housing finance authority
28 shall be filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the

29 county, and the certificate shall be conclusive evidence of
30 the due and proper appointment of the member.

A member shall

31 receive no compensation for his services, but shall be
6
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entitled to necessary expenses, including traveling expenses,
2 incurred in the discharge of his duties.
3

(2)

The powers of each housing finance authority

4 granted by this act shall be vested in the members of the
5 housing finance authority in office from time to time.

Three

6 members shall constitute a quorum, and action may be- taken by
7 the housing finance authority upon a vote of a major-ity of the
8 members present.

A housing finance authority may employ such

9 agents and employees, permanent or temporary, as it may
10 require and shall determine the qualifications, duties, and
11 compensation of such agents and employees.

A housing finance

12 authority may delegate to an agent or employee such powers or
13 duties as it may deem proper.

A housing finance authority may

14 employ its own legal counsel.
15

(3)

Until the members of the housing finance authority

16 are appointed, the governing body- of the county for which the
17 housing finance authority is created and the chairman of the
18 housing finance authority shall have full authority to carry
19 out the powers of a housing finance authority under this act,
20 p rovided, however, that the governing body shall not delegate
21 its authority to the chairman under this provision.

Except as

22 provided in this section, no member of the housing finance
23 authority may be an officer or employee of the county for

24 which the housing finance authority is created.
25

Section 6.

Conflicts of interest; disclosure.--No

26 member or employee of a housing finance authority shall

TI acquire any interest, direct or indirect, in any qualifying

28 housing development or in any property included or planned to
29 be included in such a development, nor shall he have any

30 interest, direct or indirect, in any contract or proposed

31 contract for materials or services to be furnished or used in
7
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connection with any qualifying housing development.

If any

2 member or employee of a housing finance authority owns or
3 controls an interest, direct or indirect, in any property
4 included or planned to be included in any qualifying housing
5 project, he shall immediately disclose the same in writing to
6 the housing finance authority.

Such disclosure shall be

entered upon the minutes of the housing finance authority.
8 Failure so to disclose such interest shall constitute
9 misconduct in office.

10

Section 7.

Removal of members.--A member of a housing

11 finance authority may be removed without cause by a 3/5 vote
12 of the governing body of the county, or for neglect of duty or

13 misconduct in office by a majority vote of the governing body
14 of the county.

A member may be removed only after he has been

15 given a copy of the charges at least 10 days prior to the
16 hearing ther·eon and has had an opportunity to be heard in
17 person or by counsel.

If a member is removed, a record of the

18 proceedings, together with the charges and findings thereon,
19 shall be filed in the office of the clerk where the

20 certificate of appointment for such member is filed.
21

Section 8.

Powers of housing finance authorities.--A

22 housing finance authority shall constitute a public body

23 corporate and politic, exercising the public and essential
24 governmental functions set forth in this act, and shall

25 exercise its power to borrow only for the purpose as provided
26 herein:
27

(1)

To sue and be sued, to have a seal and to alter

28 the same at pleasure, to have perpetual succession, to make

29 and execute contracts and other instruments necessary or
30 convenient to the exercise of the powers of the housing

31 fin2nce authority, and to make and from time to time amend and
8
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repeal bylaws, rules, and regulations, not inconsistent with
2 this act, to carry into effect the powers and purposes of the
3 housing finance authority.
4

( 2)

To purchase or make commitments to purchase or to

5 make loans for such purpose, and to take assignments of, from
6 lending institutions acting as a principal or as an agent of
7 t he housing finance authority, mortgage loans and promissory
8 notes accompanying such mortgage loans, including federally
9 insured mortgage loans or participations with lending
10 institutions in such promissory notes and mortgage loans for
11 the construction, purchase, reconstruction, or rehabilitation
12 of the qualifying housing development or portion thereof;

13 provided that the proceeds of sale or equivalent moneys shall
14 be reinvested in mortgage loans.

15

(3)

To make loans to lending institutions under terms

16 and conditions requiring the proceeds thereof to be used by
17 s uch lending institutions for the making of new mortgages for
18 any qualifying housing development, or portion thereof,

19 located wholly or partially within the area of operation of
20 such housing finance authority.

Prior to making a loan to a

21 lending institution which makes such loans or provides such

22 financing, the lending institution must agree to use the

23 proceeds of such loan within a reasonable period of time to
24 make loans or to otherwise provide financing for the

25 acquisition, construction, reconstruction, or rehabilitation

26 of a housing development or portion thereof, and the housing
V finance authority must find that such loan will assist .in

28 alleviating the shortage of housing and of capital for
29 investment in housing within its area of operation.

30

(4)

To invest, at the direction of the lending

31 institution, any funds held in reserves or sinking funds or
9
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any funds not required for immediate disbursement in property
2 or securities in which lending institutions may legally invest
3 funds subject to their control.
Section 9.

4

Limitation.--No housing finance authority

5 shall finance the acquisition, construction, reconstruction,
6 or rehabilitation of any qualifying housing development for
its own profit or as a source of revenue to the state or any
8 local governmental unit.
9

Section 10.

No power of eminent domain.--No housing

10 finance authority shall have the power to acquire any real

11 property by the exercise of the power of eminent domain to
12 accomplish any of the purposes specified in this act.
13

Section 11.

Planning, zoning, and building laws.--Each

14 qualifying housing development shall be subject to the
15 planning, zoning, health, and building laws, ordinances, and
I
16 regulations applicable to the place in which such qualifying
17 housing development is situate.

18

Section 12.

19

(1)

Bonds. --

A housing finance authority may issue revenue

20 bonds from time to time in the discretion of the housing
21 finance authority for the purposes of this act.

A housing

22 finance authority may also issue refunding bonds for the

23 purpose of paying, retiring, or refunding bonds previously
24 issued by it.

A housing finance authority may issue such

25 types of bonds as it may determine; provided that the
26 principal and interest on such bonds are payable solely and
27 only from:
28

(a)

The repayment of any loans made by the housing

29 finance authority pursuant to the provisions of section 8 or

30 purchased by the housing finance authority pursuant to section

31 8; or

10
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(b)

The sale of any housing loans or commitments to

2 purchase housing loans which are purchased pursuant to section
3 8.
4

( 2)

Any bonds issued pursuant to the provisions of

5 this act shall be secured by a mortgage or other security
6 device.
(3)

In no event shall any bonds issued pursuant to the

8 provisions of this act be payable from the general revenues of
9 the housing finance authority.
10

(4)

Neither the members of a housing finance authority

11 nor any person executing the bonds shall be liable personally
12 on the bonds by reason of the issuance thereof.

The bonds

13 issued pursuant to the provisions hereof, and the bonds shall
14 so state on their face, shall not be a debt of the county or
15 the state, or any political subdivision thereof; and neither
16 the county, nor any state or political subdivision thereof,
17 shall be liable thereon; nor in any event shall such bonds or

18 obligations be payable out of any funds or properties other
19 than those of the housing finance authority.

M

Section 13.

21

( 1)

Form and sale of bonds.--

Bonds of a housing finance authority issued

22 pursuant to this act shall be authorized by a resolution of

23 the housing finance authority and may be issued in one or more
24 series and shall bear such dates, mature at such times, bear
25 interest at such rates, be in such denominations, be in such
26

form, either coupon or registered, carry such conversion or

27 registration privileges, have such r nk or priority, be
9

28 executed by such members of the housing finance authority and

29 in such manner, be payable in such mean of payment at such

30 places, and be subject to such terms of redemption, with or
31 without premium, as such resolution or any trust indenture
11
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entered into pursuant to such resolution may provide,
2 provided, however, that the provisions of s. 215.685, Florida
3 Statutes, shall apply.
4

(2)

(a)

The bonds issued by the authority shall be sold

5 by the authority at public sale substantially in the manner
6 provided by s. 215.68(5)(b) and (c), Florida Statutes, unless
7 otherwise approved by the State Board of Administration;
8 provided, that such requirement shall be deemed waived if the
9 State Board of Administration has not responded in writing
10 within 30 days from date of application.
11

(b)

In the event an offer of an issue of bonds at

12 public sale produces no bid, or in the event all bids received
13 are rejected, the authority is authorized to negotiate for the
14 sale of such bonds under such rates and terms as are
15 acceptable; provided, however, that no such bonds shall be so
16 sold or delivered on terms less favorable than the terms
17 contained in any bids rejected at the public sale thereof, or
18 the terms contained in the notice of public sale if no bids
19 were received at such public;sale.

20

( 3)

In case any member of the housing finance

21 authority whose signature appears on the bonds or coupons

22 shall cease to be a member before the delivery of the bonds or

23 coupons, such bonds shall, nevertheless, be valid and

24 sufficient for all purposes, the same as if such member had
25 remained in office until such delivery.

Any provision of law

26 to the contrary notwithstanding, any bonds issued pursuant to
27 this act shall be fully negotiable.
28

(4)

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

29 validity or enforceability of any bond of a housing finance

30 authority or the security therefor issued pursuant hereto, any
31 such bond reciting in substance that it has been issued by the
12
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housing finance authority to assist in providing financing of
2 a qualifying housing development to alleviate the shortage of
3 housing in its area of operation shall be conclusively deemed
4 to have been issued for a qualifying housing development of
5 such character.
6

Section 14.

Provisions of bonds and trust

indentures.--In connection with the issuance of bonds and in
8 order to secure the payment of such bonds, a housing finance
9 authority, in addition to the other powers granted pursuant to
10 this act, shall have power:
11

(1)

To pledge all or any part of any payment made to

12 the housing finance authority pursuant to any loan agreement
13 or pursuant to a sale of any loan or loan commitment.
14

(2)

To covenant against pledging or assigning all or

15 any part of any payments made pursuant to any loan agreement
16 or pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan commitment or
17 against permitting or suffering any lien on such payments; and
18 to covenant as to what other, or additional, debts or
19 obligations may be incurred by the housing finance authority

20 with respect to any qualifying housing development.
21

(3)

To covenant as to the bonds to be issued and as to

22 the issuance of such bonds in escrow or otherwise and as to
23 the use and disposition of the proceeds thereof; and to

24 provide for the replacement of lost, destroyed or mutilated

25 bonds; to covenant against extending the time for the payment
U of its bonds or interest thereon; and to redeem the other

27 bonds, covenant for their redemption, and provide the terms

28 and conditions thereof.
29

(4)

To create or to authorize the creation of special

30 funds for moneys held for construction costs, debt service,
31 reserves, or other purposes; and to covenant as to the
13
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construction and disposition of the moneys held in such

2 special funds.
3

(5)

To prescribe .-the procedure, if any, by which the

4 terms of any contract with the holder of any bonds may be
5 amended or abrogated, the amount of the bonds the holders of
6 which must consent thereto, and the manner in which such
consent may be given.
8

(6)

To covenant as to the rights, liabilities, powers,

9 and duties arising upon the breach by the housing finance
10 authority of any covenant, condition, or obligation; and to
11 covenant and prescribe as to events of default and terms and
12 conditions upon which any or all of its bonds or obligations

13 shall become or may be declared due before maturity and as to
14 the terms and conditions upon which such declaration and its
15 consequences may be waived.
16

(7)

To vest in a trustee or trustees or the holders of

17 bonds or any proportion of them the right to enforce the

18 payment of the bonds or any covenants securing or relating to

19 the bonds; to vest in a trustee or trustees the right, in the
M event of a default by said housing finance authority, to
21 collect the payments made pursuant to any loan agreement or
22 pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan commitment and to

23 dispose of such rights in accordance with the agreement of the

24 housing finance authority with said trustee; to provide for

25 the powers and duties of a trustee or trustees and to limit
26 the liabilities thereof; and to provide the terms and

27 conditions upon which the trustee or trustees of the holders

28 of bonds or any proportion of them may enforce any covenant or

29 rights securing or relating to the bonds.
30

Section 15.

Validation of bonds and proceedings.--A

31 housing finance authority shall determine its authority to
14
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issue any of its bonds, and the legality of all proceedings
2 had or taken in connection therewith, in the same manner and
3 to the same extent as provided in chapter 75, Florida
4 Statutes, for the determination by a county, municipality,
5 taxing district, or other political subdivision of its
6 authority to incur bonded debt or to issue certifica�es of
7 indebtedness and of the legality of all proceedings had or
8 taken in connection therewith.
9

Section 16.

Actions to contest validity of bonds.--An

10 action or proceeding to contest the validity of any bond
11 issued under this act, other than a proceeding pursuant to
12 section 15, must be commenced within 30 days after
13 notification in a newspaper of general circulation within the
14 area of the passage by the housing finance authority of the
15 resolution authorizing the issuance of such bond.

16

Section 17.

Remedies of an obligee of a housing

17

finance authority.--An obligee of a housing finance authority

18

shall have the right, in addition to all other rights which

19 may be conferred on such obligee, subject only to any
20 contractual restrictions binding upon such obligee:
21

(1)

By mandamus, suit, action, or proceeding at law or

22 in equity, to compel the housing finance authority and the
23 members, officers, agents, or employees thereof to perform
24 each and every term, provision, and covenant contained in any
25 contract of the housing finance authority with or for the
26 benefit of such obligee and to require the carrying out of any
27 or all of the covenants and agreements of the housing finance
28 authority and the fulfillment of all duties imposed upon the

29 housing finance authority by this act.
30

(2)

By suit, action, or proceeding in equity, to

31 enjoin any acts or things which may be unlawful or the
15
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violation of any of the rights of the obligee by the housing
2 finance authority.
3

Section 18.

Additional remedies conferrable by a

4 housing finance authority.--A housing finance authority shall
5 have power by resolution, trust indenture, or other contract
6 to confer upon any obligee holding or representing a specified
7 amount in bonds, the right, in addition to all rights that may
8 otherwise be conferred, upon the happening of an event of
9 default as defined in such resolution or instrument, by suit,
10

action, or proceeding in any court of competent jurisdiction:

11

(1)

To obtain the appointment of a receiver of any

12 payments made pursuant to any loan agreement or sale of any
13 loan.

If such receiver be appointed, he may collect and

14 receive all payments made pursuant to any such loan agreement
15

or sale of any loan or loan commitment and shall keep such

16 moneys in a separate account or' accounts and apply the same in
17 accordance with the obligations of said housing finance
18 authority as the court shall direct.

19

(2)

To require the housing finance authority and the

20 members thereof to account as if it and they were the trustees
21 of an express trust.
22

Section 19.

Availability of financing.--As long as a

23 shortage of housing exists, a housing finance authority shall

24 not unreasonably refuse to participate in the financing of any
25 qualifying housing development upon request.
26

Section 20.

Liabilities of a housing finance

27 authority.--In no event shall the liabilities, whether _ex

28 contractu or ex delicto, of a housing finance authority
29 arising from the financing of any qualifying housing

30 development be payable from any funds other than the revenues
31

or receipts of such qualifying housing development.
16
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Section 21.

Housing bonds exempted from taxation.--The

2 bonds of a housing finance authority issued under this act,
3 together with interest thereon and income therefrom, shall be
4 exempt from all taxes.- The exemption granted by this section
5 shall not be applicable to any tax imposed by chapter 220,
6 Florida Statutes, on interest, income, or profits on. debt
7 obligations owned by corporations.
Section 22.

8

The provisions of this act shall be

9 liberally construed in order to effectively carry out the
10

purposes of this act.
Section 23.

11

If any provision of this act or the

12 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
13

invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

14 applications of the act which can be given effect without the
15 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
16 provisions of this act are declared severable.
17

18

Section 24.

Limitation on rates.--The intent of this

legislation is that consumers receive maximum possible

19 benefits; therefore, no lending institution receiving proceeds
W of bond issues pursuant to this act may loan any of the
21 proceeds of such bond issue at the rate violative of federal
22 arbitrage regulations.
23

Section 25.

This act shall take effect October 1,

24 1978.

25
26
27

28
29
30
31
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HOUSE SUMMARY
3
4
5
6

8
9
10

Creates the "Florida Housing Finance Authority Law."
Authorizes each councy to establish a housing finance
authority for the purpose of alleviating any shortage of
housing of a type and price that can be afforded by many
persons and families of moderate, middle, or lesser
income residing in such county. Provides that such
housing authorities shall stimulate construction and
rehabilitation of housing by the sale of bonds, proceeds
from which sale shall be used to make loans to qualified
persons and firms for the provision of housing. Provides
method of selection, terms of office, membership, powers,
duties, and other responsibilities of such housing
authorities.
See bill for details.
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30
31
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section 1.

Short title.--This act shall be known and

2.21

Section 2.

Finding and declaration of necessity.--It

2.23

may be cited as the "Florida Housing Finance Authority Law.•

2.23

meet the need for housing.

2.24

to be necessary and in the public interest as a matter of

4\

is found and declared that:

61

available at prices or rentals which many persons and families

2.25

housing.

2.28

9\

101

11\

121

131

14

(1)

Within this state there is a shortage of housing

can afford and a shortage of capital for investment in such
This shortage constitutes a threat to the health,

safety, morals, and welfare of the residents of the state,

deprives the state of an adequate tax base, and causes the

state to make excessive expenditures for crime prevention and

control, public health, welfare and safety, fire and accident

protection, and other public services and facilities.
(2)

Such shortage cannot be relieved except through

15\ the encouragement of investment by private enterprise and the
NI stimulation of construction and rehabilitation of housing

2.24

2.27

2.29
2.30

2.31

2.34

reconstruction, and rehabilitation of housing and of the real

21

incidental, and appurtenant thereto are exclusively public

23 I

advanced, loaned, or granted and are governmental functions of I 2.39

20\

22\
Ml

25

and personal property and other facilities necessary,

uses and purposes for which public money may be spent,
public concern.
(4)

The Congress of the United States has, by the

a\

enactment of amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

28

obligations issued by any state �r local governmental unit,

30

income taxation, and has thereby provided a method to aid

27

29

31

2.35

the interest on which obligations is exempt from federal

2.43

2.42

finance authority is created, and any area outside the

2.

2.
2.

2.
2.

2.

2.

12

The approval may be a general approval or an approval only for

2.

14\

specified number of qualifying housing developments.

11 I the county within which such outside area is located approves.
specified qualifying housing developments or only for a
(2)

"Bonds" means any bonds, notes, debentures,

16

interim certificates, or other evidences of financial

181

pursuant to this act.

17

21

2.40

"Area of operation" means the area within the

2

10\ territorial boundaries of such county if the governing body of

2.37

2.41
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91

19

I 2.38

Definitions.--As used in this act:

8\ territorial boundaries of the county for which the housing

2.36

found and determined that housing may be financed by means of

2

(1)

15

191

The financing, acquisition, construction,

Section 3.

2.33

2.32

The provisions of this act are found and declared

5\ legislative determination.

2.32

through the use of public financing.
(3)

(5)

1
13

17

18

state and lo�al governmental units to provide assistance to

indebtedness issued by a housing finance authority under and
(3)

"Housing finance authority" means a housing

(4)

"Housing development" means any residential

10

finance authority created pursuant to section 4 of this act.

22

building, land, equipment, facility, or other real or personal

Ml

connection therewith, including streets, sewers, water and

1
23
25

property which may be necessary, convenient, or desirable in

utility services, parks, gardening, administrative, community,

a

health, recreational, and educational facilities, and other

28

lesser income housing, and also includes site preparation, the

2.
2.
2.
2.

2.

2.

2.
2.

2.
l
I 2.
2.
2.

facilities related and subordinate to moderate, middle, or

2.

29

planning of housing and improvements, the acquisition of

2.

31

the acquisition, construction, reconstruction, and

27

30

property, the removal or demolition of existing structures,
3
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2.

2.

2.

without limitation the cost of consultant and legal services,

2.

31· facilities.

feasibility of the housing development, administrative and

2.

5

development and the financing thereof (including reimbursement

2.

in connection therewith, and all costs of financing, including
other expenses necessary or incident to determining the

61

91
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
'.10
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

(bl

rehabilitation of housing and improvements, and all other work

other expenses necessary or incident to the housing

to any municipality, county or entity for expenditures made

with the approval of the housing finance authority for the

housing development), and interest accrued during construction
and for a reasonable period thereafter.
(5)

"Lending institution" means any bank or trust

company, mortgage banker, savings bank, credit union, national

2.

2.
2.

2.

(c)

(e)

10

2.

11
12
13
14

institution authorized to transact business in this state and

3_,

16

financing of mortgages located in the state.
(6)

"Qualifying housing development" means any housing

development which a housing finance authority finds will

assist in alleviating the shortage of housing in the area of

operation of such authority.
(7)

"Eligible persons" means persons or families,

irrespective of race, creed, national origin or sex,

determined by the housing finance authority by rule to be at

3.:

15

3 '

17

3.7

19

3.7

21

3.E

18

3.7

'.10

3.7

3.7

moderate, middle or lesser income requiring such assistance as

3.7

insufficient personal or family income and taking into

3.7

is made available pursuant to this act on account of
cons;deration such facts as:
(a)

3.7

The amount of the total income of such persons and i 3.

families available for housing needs.
4
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3.

3.

3.

If appropriate, the standards established for

3.

91 various federal programs determining eligibility based on

3.:

which customarily provides service or otherwise aids in the

The ability of such persons and families to

The cost and condition of available housing

sanitary, decent and safe housing.

banking association, savings and loan association, building

and loan association, insurance company, or other financial

3,

compete successfully in the normal, private housing market and I 3,
1
6 to pay the amounts for which private enterprise is providing

2.

3.:

(d)

�he size of the family.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

income of such persons and families.
Section 4.
(!)

Creation of housing finance authorities.-

3.

3.

Each county in this state may create by ordinance

3

the "Housing Finance Authority" of the county for which it is

3

housing finance authority shall not transact any business or

I 3.

a separate public body corporate and politic to be known as
created, to carry out only the powers granted in this act.

A

exercise any powers under this act until the governing body of

3

3.

the county for which such housing finance authority is created i 3.
passes a resolution declaring the need for a housing finar.ce

3.

authority to function to alleviate a shortage of housing and

3.

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

3.

capital for investment in housing in its area of operation.
(2)

validity or enforcement of or relating to any contract of a

housing finance authority, the housing finance authority shall

be conclusively deemed to have been established and authorized
to transact business and exercise its power5 under this act

3.
3.
3.

upon proof of the adoption of an ordinance by the appropriate

).

authQrity.

3.

governing body declaring the need for the housing finance

The ordinance shall be sufficient if it declares

the need for such a housing finance authority and finds that

there is a shortage of housing and capital for invest�ent in
5
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3.

housing within its area of operation.

certified by the clerk of the circuit court shall be

admissible in evidence in any suit, action, or proceeding.
(3)

or change the structure, organization, programs or activities

of any housing finance authority, including the power to

11

subject to the limitations or requirements of this act.

3

impairment of contracts entered into by such authority and
Section 5.

Members; employees; duties and

compensation.--

141

of five members appointed by the governing body of the county

16

whom shall be designated chairman.

18

labor, finance or commerce.

15
17

19

20
21

22

Each housing finance authority shall be composed

for which the housing finance authority is created, one of

members shall be knowledgeable in one of the following fields:

shall be as follows:

shall serve a term of 3 years; and one member shall serve a

25

has qualified.

27

28

two members shall serve a term of l

year; one member shall serve a term of 2 years; one member
term of 4 years.

26

The terms of the members shall be

4 years each, except that the terms of the initial members

23

24

Not less than three of the

A member of the housing finance authority

shall hold office until his successor has been appointed and

Each vacancy shall be filled for the remainder

of the unexpired term.

A certificate of the appointment or

reappointment of any member of the housing finance authority
shall be filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the

29

coun�y, and the certificate shall be conclusive evidence of

31

receive no compensation for his services, but shall be

30

the due and proper appointment of the member.

A member shall

6
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3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

The powers of each housing finance authority

housing finance authority in office from time to time.

Three

members shall constitute a quorum, and action may be taken by

3

3.

3.

3.

3.
3.

the housing finance authority upon a vote of a majority of the I 3.

3

3

(1)

(2)

granted by this act shall be vested in the members of the

3

terminate such authority, subject to any limitation on the

12

13

incurred in the discharge of his duties.

3

The county for which the housing finance authority I 3

is created may, at its sole discretion, and at any time, alter

101

entitled to necessary expenses, including traveling expenses,

A copy of the ordinance I 3

members present.

A housing finance authority may employ such

agents and employees, permanent or temporary, as it may

3. I

11

compensation of such agents and employees.

3. l

131

duties as it may deem proper.

101 require and shall determine the qualifications, duties, and

12

141

15

A housing finance

authority may delegate to an agent or employee such powers or

A housing finance authority may

employ its own legal counsel.
(3)

3. (

3. l
3. l

Until the members of the housing finance authority I 3.t

16

are appointee, the governing body of the county for which the

3. f

18

housing finance authority shall have full authority to carry

3. '.

20

provided, however, that the governing body shall not delegate

3. '.

22

provided in this section, no member of the housing finance

3. '.

17

19

21

23

housing finance authority is created and the chairman of the

out the powers of a housing finance authority under this act,

its authority to the chairman under this provision.

Except as I 3. ·

authority may be an officer or employee of the county for

24

which the housing finance authority is created.

26

member or employee of a housing finance authority shall

25

Section 6.

Conflicts of interest; disclosure.--No

27

acquire any interest, direct or indirect, in any qualifying

29

be included in such a development, nor shall he have any

28

30

31 i

3. '.

housing development or in any property included or planned to

interest, direct or indirect, in any contract or proposed

contract for materials or services to be furnished or used in

7
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3.;
3.,
4.1

4.;
4.:

I 4.

If any
connection with any qualifying housing development.
ity owns or
member or employee of a housing finance author

any property
controls an interest, direct or indirect, in
ying housing
included or plannea to be included in any qualif

repeal bylaws, rules, and regulations, not inconsistent with

4

21 this act, to carry into effect the powers and purposes of the

4

in writing to
project, he shall immediately disclose the same
shall be
the housing finance authority. Such disclosure
e authority.
entered upon the minutes of the housing financ
constitute
Failure so to disclose such interest shall

9\ misconduct in office.

housing finance authority.
(2)

4.

make loans for such purpose, and to take assignments of, from

4.

61 lending institutions acting as a principal or as an agent of

4.

the housing finance authority, mortgage loans and promissory

4.

notes accompanying such mortgage loans, including federally

4.

4.
Removal of members.--A member of a housing
4.
t cause by a 3/5 vote
11 finance authority may be removed withou
for neglect of duty or 4.
12 of the governing body of the county, or
4.
1
the governing body
13 misconduct in office by a majority vote of
after he has been 4
of the county. A member may be removed only
14
4
days prior to the
15 I given a copy of the charges at least 10
unity to be heard in
16 hearing thereon and has had an opport
If a member is removed, a record of the 4
17 person or by cou�sel.
4
findings thereon,
181 proceedings, together with the charges and
where the
19 shall be filed in the office of the clerk
4
filed.
WI certificate of appointment for such member is
4
ities.--A
Section 8. Powers of housing finance author
21
4
a public body
n housing finance authority shall constitute
and essential
23 corporate and politic, exercising the public
4.
and shall
N governmental functions set forth in this act,

Section 7.

10

2si
26.
27

n,
29

� rJ

31

e as provided
exercise its power to borrow only for the purpos
herein:

To sue and be sued, to have a seal and to alter
to make
the same at pleasure, to have perpetual succession,
ary or
and execute contracts and other instruments necess
housing
convenient to the exercise of th� ?Owers of the
time amend and\
finance authority, and to make and from time to
(1)

8
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To purchase or make commitments to purchase or to

4.
4.
4.

4.

4.

4

4.
4.
4.

4

4

insured mortgage loans or participations with lending

4

11

the construction, purchase, reconstruction, or rehabilitation

4

14

be reinvested in mortgage loans.

4

16

and conditions requiring the proceeds thereof to be used by

18

any qualifying housing development, or portion thereof,

20

such housing finance authority.

101 institutions in such promissory notes and mortgage loans for

12 of the qualifying housing development or portion thereof;
1
13 provided that the proceeds of sale or equivalent moneys shall
15

17

19

21

22

23

To make loans to lending institutions under terms

4

such lending institutions for the making of new mortgages for

4

located wholly or partially within the area of operation of

4

lending institution which makes such loans or provides such

4.

(3)

Prior to making a loan to a

financing, the lending institution must agree to use the

proceeds of such loan within a reasonable period of time to

24

make loans or to otherwise provide financing for the

26

of a housing development or portion thereof, and the housing

25

acquisition, construction, reconstruction, or rehabilitation

27

finance authority must find that such loan will assist in

29

investment in housing within its area of operation.

31

institution, any funds held in reserves or sinking funds or

28
30

4

alleviating the shortage of housing and of capital for
(4)

To invest, at the direction of the lending
9
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4

4,

4.
4.
4.

4. !

4. '.
4. �
4. !

any funds not required for immediate disbursement in property

(b)

or securities in which lending institutions may legally invest

purchase housing loans which are purchased pursuant to section

funds subject to their control.

4.57

8.

Section 9.

4.58

Limitation.--No housing finance authoricy

shall finance the acquisition, construction, reconstruction,

81

The sale of any housing loans or commitments to

4.55

or rehabilitation of any qualifying housing development for

4.59

its own profit or as a source of revenue to the state or any

4.61

local governmental unit.
Section 10.

4.62

No power of eminent domain.--No housing

(2)

Any bonds issued pursuant to the provisions of

5I

this act shall be secured by a mortgage or other security

61

device.
(3)

In no event shall any bonds issued pursuant to the

Bl

provisions of this act be payable from the general revenues of

91

the housing finance authority.

101

finance authority shall have the power to acquire any real

4.63

10

11

property by the exercise of the power of eminent domain to

4.64

11 I

nor any person executing the bonds shall be liable personally

121

accomplish any of the purposes specified in this act.

12 I

on the bonds by reason of the issuance thereof.

13 I

issued pursuant to the provisions hereof, and the bonds shall

Section 11.

13

4.65

Planning, zoning, and building laws.--Each

141

qualifying housing development shall be subject to the

151

planning, zoning, health, and building laws, ordinances, and

16 I

regulations applicable to the place in which such qualifying
housing development is situate.

4.66

(4)

Neither the members of a housing finance authority

The bonds

141

so state on their far.:e, shall not be a debt of the county or

151

the state, or any political subdivision thereof; and neither

4.67

161

the county, nor any state- or political subdivision thereof,

4.68

17 I

shall be liable thereon; nor in any event shall such bonds or

4.68

181

obligations be payable out of any funds or properties other

4.69

191

than those of the housing finance authority.

bonds from time to time in the discretion of the housing

4.70

20

21

finance authority for the purposes of this act.

4.71

21

221

finance authority may also issue refunding bonds for the

4.73

221

pursuant to this act shall be authorized by a resolution of

D!

purpose of paying, retiring, or refunding bonds previously

241

issued by it.

25:

171
18

�1

Section 12.
(1)

19

Bonds.--

A housing finance authority may issue revenue

A housing

Section 13.
(1)

Form and sale of bonds.--

Bonds of a housing finance authority issued

in

DI

the housing finance authority and may be issued

4.74

2 41

series and shall bear such dates, mature at such times, bear

types of bonds as it may determine; provided that the

4.75

nl

interest at such rates, be in such denominations, be

a,

principal and interest on such bonds are payable solely and

4.76

�I

form, either coupon or registered, carry such conversion or

27 '.

only from:

28

(a)

A housing finance authority may issue such

The repayment of any· loans made by the housing

29:

fina11ce authority pursuant to the provisions of section 8 or

30.

purchased by the housing findnce authority pursuant to section

31:

8; or
10
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I

5
5

one or more

in

such

VI

registration privileges, have such rank or priority, be

.1

�I

executed by such members of the housing finance authority and

.2

291

in such manner, be payable in such mean of payment at such

30 I

places, and be subject to such terms of redemption, with or

31

without premium, as such resolution or any trust indenture

11
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entered into pursuant to such resolution may provide,
provided, however, that the provisions of s. 215.685 shall

5.

(2) (a)

The bonds issued by the authority shall be sold I 5.

by the authority at public sale substantially in the manner
61

I 5.

requirement shall be deemed waived if the State Board of

� Administration has not responded in writing within 30 days
10
11
121
13

14

a qualifying housing development to alleviate the shortage of

5

to have been issued for a qualifying housing development of
51 such character.
Section 14.

provided by s. 215.68(5) (bl and (c), unless otherwise approved I 5.
by the State Board of Administration; provided, that such

Bl

5

housing in its area of operation shall be conclusively deemed

apply.
41

housing finance authority to assist in providing financing of

5.
5.

indentures.--In connection with the issuance of bonds and in
SI order to secure the payment of such bonds, a housing finance
91 authority, in addition to the other powers granted pursuant to
10

from date of application.
5.

11

public sale produces no bid, or in the event all bids received I 5.

12

(bl

In the event an offer of an issue of bonds at

are rejected, the authority is authorized to negotiate for the

Provisions of bonds and trust

this act, shall have power:
(1)

To pledge all or any part of any payment made to

the housing finance authority pursuant to any loan agreement

13 I or pursuant to a sale of any loan or loan commitment.

14

(2)

To covenant against pledging or assigning all er

sale of such bonds under such rates and terms as are

5.

15

acceptable; provided, however, that no such bonds shall be so

5.

151 any part of any payments made pursuant to any loan agreement

16

sold or delivered on terms less favorable than the terms

5

17

contained in any bids rejected at the public sale thereof, or

161

17

or pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan commitment or
against permitting or suffering any lien on such payments; and

5

18 I to covenant as to what other, or additional, debts or

19I were received at such public sale.

5

19 I obligations may be incurred by the housing finance authority

20

5

�I with respect to any qualifying housing development.

5

21

181

the terms contained in the notice of public sale if no bids
(3)

In case any member of the housing finance

21

authority whose signature appears on the bonds or coupons

22

shall cease to be a member before the delivery of the bonds or ! 5

23

coupons, such bonds shall, nevertheless, be valid and

24

sufficient for all purposes, the same as if such member had

25

remained in office until such delivery.

26

to the contrary notwithstanding, any bonds issued pursuant to

27

this act shall be fully negotiable.

28

( 4)

29

validity or enforceability of any bond of a housing finance

30

authority or the security therefor issued pursuant hereto, any

31 i

such bend rec.:itir.g in substan<.:e th.it it hds been issued by the

..,...�u �),. type ore dclL"lic,n\ froin e.:isting

the issuance of such bonds in escrow or otherwise and as to

23

the use and disposition of the proceeds thereof; and to

24

provide for the replacement of lost, destroyed or mutilated

25

bonds; to covenant against extending the time for the payment

5

26

of its bonds or interest thereon; and to redeem the other

27

bonds, covenant for their redemption, and provide the terms

5

28

and conditions thereof.

5.
5.

29
30

31

(4)

Tc create or to authorize the creation of special

funds for moneys held for construction costs, debt service,
reserves, or other purposes; and to covenant as to the
13

12
CODING: Words in

To covenant as to the bonds to be issued and as to

22

Any provision of law

In any suit, action, or proceeding involving the

(3)

I.Jw; ... o,ds .!!!1..dcrlin�JLorc odJitions.
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I:

construction and disposition of the moneys held in such

special funds,
(5)

To prescribe the procedure, if any, by which the

5

issue any of its bonds, and the legality of all proceedings

6.

5

to the same extent as provided in chapter 75, Florida

6.

taxing district, or other political subdivision of its

6.

indebtedness and of the legality of all proceedings had or

6.

41 terms of any contract with the holder of any bonds may be

5

61

5

51

amended or abrogated, the amount of the bonds the holders of

which must consent thereto, and the manner in which such
consent may be given.
(6)

5

To covenant as to the rights, liabilities, powers, I 5

and duties arising upon the breach by the housing finance

6

11

covenant and prescribe as to events of default and terms and

6

13

shall become or may be declared due before maturity and as to

101
121

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23

24

25

26
27

28
29

30

31 I

authority of any covenant, condition, or obligation; and to

conditions upon which any or all of its bonds or obligations

41

81
101

the bonds; to vest in a trustee or trustees the right, in the

6

collect the payments made pursuant to any loan agreement or

6

event of a default by said housing finance authority, to

pursuant to the sale of any loan or loan commitment and to

6

dispose of such rights in accordance· with the agreement of the i 6

housing finance authority with said trustee; to provide for

the powers and duties of a trustee or trustees and to limit

the liabilities thereof; and to provide the terms and

conditions upon which the trustee or trustees of the holders

6
6

I 6

of bonds or any proportion of them may enforce any covenant or ! 6
rights securing or relating to the bonds.
Section 15.

Validation of bonds and proceedings.--A

housing finance authority shall determine its authority to
14
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6
6

6.

notification in a newspaper of general circulation within the

6.

16

payment of the bonds or any covenants securing or relating to

action or proceeding to contest the validity of any bond

6.

131

To vest in a trustee or trustees or the holders of I 6

I 6

Actions to contest validity of bonds.--An

6.

141

bonds or any proportion of them the right to enforce the

Section 16.

issued under this act, other than a proceeding pursuant to

6

consequences may be waived.

taken in connection therewith.

6.

11

121

6

Statutes, for the determination by a county, municipality,
authority to incur bonded debt or to issue certificates of

6

the terms and conditions upon which such declaration and its
(7)

had or taken in connection therewith, in the same manner and

15 I
17

section 15, must be commenced within 30 days after

area of the passage by the housing finance authority of the
resolution authorizing the issuance of such bond.
Section 17.

Remedies of an obligee of a housing

shall have the right, in addition to all other rights which

WI

contractual restrictions binding upon such obligee:

21

22

6,

finance authority.--An obligee of a housing finance authority

18\

191

6.

may be conferred on such obligee, subject only to any
(1)

6.

By mandamus, suit, action, or proceeding at law or I 6,

in equity, to compel the housing finance authority and the

6,

231

members, officers, agents, or employees thereof to perform

6.

251

contract of the housing finance authority with or for the

6.

or all of the covenants and agreements of the housing finance

6.

2'l

housing finance authority by this act.

6

31

enjoin any acts or things which may be unlawful or the

�I

26

VI

�:

30

each and every term, provision, and covenant contained in any

benefit of such obligee and to require the carrying out of any I 6.
authority and the fulfillment of all duties imposed upon the
(2)

By suit, action, or proceeding in equity, to
15
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6

6

violation of any of the rights of the obligee by the housing
finance authority.

Section 18.

Additional remedies conferrable by a

housing finilnce authority.--A housing finance authority shall

have power by resolution,

trust indenture, or other contract

otherwise he conferred, upon the happening of an event of

6.

amount in bonds, the right, in addition to all rights that may 16.

101

action, or proceeding in any court of competent jurisdiction:

121

payments milde pursuant to any loan agreement or sale of any

11

(1)

To obtain the appointment of a receiver of any

131

loan.

15I

or sale of ilny loan or loan commitment and shall keep such

141

If such receiver be appointed, he may collect and

receive all payments rr.ade pursuant to any such loan agreement

6.
6.

6.

201
21 I
22

231
241

To require the housing finance authority and the

I 6.
6.

members thereof to account as if it and they were the trustees I 6.

of an expre:::;s trust.

11
12

141

161

17 I

18

19
20

6.

221

not unreasonably refuse to participate in the financing of any I 6.

24 I

Section 19.

Availability of financing.--As long as a

shortage at housing exists, a housing finance authority shall

23

25

6.

271

authority.--In no event shall the liabilities, whether ex

6.

27

29

aris�ng fr0� the financing of any qualifying housing

6.

29

or receipts of such qualifying housing development.

6,

31

26

�I

30

31 I

1

21 I

qualifying housing development upon request.

251

1

151

authority ils the court shall direct.
(2)

101

Section 20.

Liabilities of a housing finance

contractu or ex delicto, of a housing finance authority

development be payable from any funds other than the revenues
16
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6.

6.

The exemption granted by this section

shall not be applicable to any tax imposed by chapter 220,
Florida Statutes, on interest, income, or profits on debt

obligations owned by corporations.
Section 22.

6.

181

19

61

13

moneys in a separate account or accounts and apply the same in I 6.
accordance with the obligations of said housing finance

exempt from all taxes.

6.

16 I

171

bonds of a housing finance authority issued under this act,

6.
6

Housing bonds exempted from taxation.--The

together with interest thereon and income therefrom, shall be

6.

to confer upon any obl igee holding or representing a specified

default as Jefined in such resolution or instrument, by suit,

Section 21.

6.

The provisions of this act shall be

liberally construed in order to effectively carry out the
purposes of this act.
Section 23.

If any provision of this act or the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

invalid, thEl invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

application$ of the act which can be given effect without the

invalid provision or application, and to this end the
provisions of this act are ql;)clared severable.
Section 24.

Limi.tation on rates.--The intent of this

legislation is that consumers receive maximum possible

benefits; therefore, no lending institution receiving proceeds
of bond issues pursuant to this act may loan any of the

proceeds of such bond isi;ue at the rate violative of federal
arbitrage regulations.

19 78.

Section 25.

This act shall take effect October 1,

26

28
I

30
I

17
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HOUSE SUMMARY

l·

Creates the "Florida Housing Finance Authority Law. "
Authorizes each county to establish a housing finance
authority for the purpose of alleviating any shortage of
housing of a type and price that can be afforded by many
persons and families of moderate, middle, or lesser
income residing in such county. Provides that such
housing authorities shall stimulate construction and
rehabilitation of housing by the sale of bnnds, proceeds
from w hich sale shall be used to make loans to qualified
persons and firms for the provision of housing. Provides
method of selection, terms of office, membership, powers,
duties, and other responsibilities of such housing
authorities.

7.
7.
7

See bill for details.

7.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

18
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7.'
7.'
7.'
7.'
7.
7.

STAFF SUMMARY OF HB 54
Sponsor: Rep. Ready
Other Reference: Finance & Taxation
Appropriations
A)

Problem Addressed -Inadequate housing supplies and cyclical downturns in the availability
of mortgage money have caused renewed interest in providing some pub
lic involvement in the area of home financing. Florida's economy is
heavily affected by influences on its immense housing industry, as
demonstrated by the recession a couple years ago.

B)

What the Bill Does -The bill authorizes the creation of a housing finance authority in
counties who adopt an ordinance after making a declaration of need.
The five member board, appointed by the county commission, is em
powered to issue bonds, the proceeds from the sale of which may be
used to purchase mortgages and make loans to lending institutions.
Such monies must then be "re-cycled" into more housing mortgages by
the lending institutions. Another provision authorizes the invest
ment of the proceeds of the sale of bonds in a manner agreeable to
the holders of its bonds.
The procedure for the issuance of the bonds is the same as that pro
vided under the State Bond Act (Chapter 215) except that the authority,
not the division of bond finance, shall sell its own bonds. Only if
the State Board of Administration approves (or fails to act within 30
days after a request by the authority) may the authority sell its bonds
in another manner than provided by Chapter 215.

C)

Similar Legislation -CS/CS/HB 1787 passed the legislature as a similar bill last session,
but was vetoed by the Governor. The only difference is that the pre
sent bill has language relating to eligibility of "moderate, middle or
lesser" income people and a thirty day period of review in which the
State Board of Administration must act on variances in bond issuance
procedures.

D)

Ecnonomic ImQact State -The subsidy provided by this bill lies in the difference in mortgage
rates which results from passing on the tax-exempt savings from the
bonds. Administrative costs would be underwritten by fees charged by
the authority and there would be no debt incurred by the county. In a
sense, it is the federal government which would be subsidizing the
efforts of housing finance authorities through its willingness to forego
It
taxation on the income of the revenue bonds that would be issued.
is expected that the revenue bonds should be saleable at 1 to 2 percent
age points lower than the prevailing mortgage interest rate, allowing
the home buyer better mortgage terms.

E)

Staff Comments -In a housing-dependent state like Florida, this bill would add a tool
for dealing with recession-related problems.
It would help alleviate
Florida's dependence on the largesse of the federal government and its
fluctuating commitments to housing.
Since the bonds would be revenue bonds, no pledge of any tax source
would be involved.
The 7.5% interest cap in s. 215.685, would apply to the bonds of
the authorities. While the State Board of Administration would have
the authority to waive this rule, it would not seem expedient to do
so. The purpose of the bill is to assist in the financing of housing.
If the bonds can't be issued at less than 7½% interest, the loans
from their sale would not be very competititve.
The Governor's veto, which is attached, cited the absence of "protec
tion against misuse of public authority" and "of the bond power con
tained in the State Bond Act." The Governor's Housing Goals Council
subsequently re-inforced the veto on the grounds that the bill lacked
effective state control, that risks of failure were enhanced by the
proliferation of such units, and they found a state-level Housing
Finance Agency preferable.
In response to the Governor's veto, three changes were made in the
bill as it was re-introduced:
(1) on page 3, lines 27-28:

"moderate, middle or lesser income"
was added as a limit to the kinds of
housing in which the authority could
participate.

(2) page 4, line 23 through page 5, line 10: The language regard
ing eligibility of prospective home
buyers was added. (This language is
very similar to that in the State
Housing Finance Agency bill).
(3) page 12, lines 7-10:

GLVO
11/2/77

Language was added which gives 30
days (from the date of request) to
the State Board of Administration be
fore which it must take action to
exempt an authority's bond sale from
compliance with the procedures of the
State Bond Act. Failure to act in
that time would automatically grant
the requested exemption.

@@ [P
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reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES

STAFF SUMMARY OF HB 54
END OF SESSION UPDATE

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING

Taflahassee, FL 32399-0250
Serles

.ii__ Carton �

Senate Amendments:
1. The original bill required public sale of housing
authority bonds, unless otherwise approved by the State Board
of Administration. The Senate amendment provides an additional
exemption from public sale if:
a)
b)
c)
2.
July 1.

the bonds are in one of the three highest classifica
tions;
there is attached an appropriate certification and
opinion of counsel pursuant to federal arbitrage regu
lations; and,
the official statement issued with the bonds is filed
with the State Board of Administration.
The effective date was changed from October 1 to

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

P1r.e.pci,li_-e.d ·12/ 10 / 77
_;t.te.e. on
by -the.,,....... Comm,{
"'

Finance & Taxation

HE- 54

Bil:C.--Nu.mbu

FISCAL NOTE

In ·compliance. wi;th Ru.le. 7.16, -the.1r.e. i-6 .he.1r.e.by -ou.bmi;t;te.d a
6i-ocal no;te. on -the. abo v e. li-6-te.d bill 1r.e.la.ti v e. to the. e.66e.ct
on Jr.e.ve.nu.e.-6, e.xpe.ndi-tu.Jr.e.-6, OIL 6i-ocal liabili;ty 06 .the. S;ta;te..
i.

VESCRIPTION OF BILL:
A. Fu.nd OIL Tax A66e.c-te.d:
B. ·:Ptincipal Age.ncy A66e.c-ted

None
Counties

C. __ S;ta;te.me.n;t 06 Pu.1r.po-6e.
The purpose of this bill is to encourage
•investment in housing by private enterprises and to stimulate the
�onstruction and rehabilitation of housing through the use of public
financing. This will hopefully aid in the recovery of the housing
industry and help provide more adequate housing supplies.
V.

II.

The bill authorizes the creation of
Na1r.1r.a;ti v e. Su.mma�y
a county housing finance authority upon adoption of an ordinance
,\and with a declaration of need. A five member board, appointed by
'•_',;the county commission, is impowered to issue bonds, the proceeds
\from the sale of which may be used to purchase mortgages and
·m1rke loans to lending institutions. Such monies would be used by lend
ing, institutions to make housing loans. Provisions of the State Bond
Acf-must be followed unless waived by the State Board of Administration,
provided it acts within 10 days of such request.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNVS:
A. Non-Re.cu1r.1r.ing OIL Fi1r.6.t Ye.air. S;ta1r.;t-u.p E66e.ct6
None

''

B. '-· 'ie.�-�;:.i_ing
· None

OIL

Ann�aliz e.d · Con.tinu.a.tion E 6 6 e.c.t6

· C. - Long Ru.n E6 6 e.ct-6 othe.1r. than No1r.mal G1r.ow.:th
None

.-·'f V.

·i•,
.-::�;:-_;,,�,
.,

t.;..l.o

I II.

App1r.oplLia.tion-6 Ca n-6 e.q u.e.nc �6 ISa u.1r.ce. a 6 _ F u.nd-6

None

COMMENTS:

SIAIE 0� FLURiUA

Preparc:d ·1 / 31/ 78
by th� Committee on

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Community· Aff�.irs

HB 54
BiZZ. N,:imbe'f:'
As Introduced

FISCAL NOTE/ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

(See Staff Report for Narrative Summary and Statement of Purpose)
I� compliance with Rule 7,l6, there is hereby submitt�d (i) a
fiscal note on the above listed bill relative to the effect on
revenues, expenditures, or fiscal liability of the State, and
(2) a stateme�t of economic impact on local governments, the
private sector, and society as a whole.
FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS:
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
None

"I.

B.
... ... .

-C.
D.

II.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
-None
Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
None

Appropriations Consequencss/Source of Funds
None

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS:
A. Fiscal Impact on Local Governments as a Whole
1. Non-Recurring
Administrative costs are underwritten by fees charged by the
local housing finance authority.
. 2.

Recurring
Same as (1).

B. :Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
N/A
-:c.

'
Differential or Regional Effects
Bill would only affect those areas that have a shortage·of housing
and capital for housing development.
-

D. ·· Effects on Inter-Governmental Funding and Program Administration
Funds made available by local housing authorities might be able
to attract additional federal housing dollars.
.._' .. � .
'

III.

ECONOMIC IM?ACT ON PRIVATE SECTOR/SOCIETY AS A WHOLE:
Magnitude
A. Costs Imposed on
indeterminate
federal government due to their willingness to
forego taxation on the bonds.
Magnitude
indeterminate

B.

Benefits Accrue to
home purchasers
home developers

C.

Broad Economic Effects on Free Enterprise System and Employment
More money in the housing market could benefit the construction
industry. As long as the loans are equally available to all deve
lopers, no adverse effect on competition should ensue.
Net Benefits in Terms of Allocative Efficiency and Social Welfai•e
The creation of a state housing agency would involve less adminis
trative overhead and serve as a more effective conduit for federal
housing dollars.

D.

F1Lepn.·,cd 4 / 3 / "I'd
by the Comm�ttee on

'--' , I\ i

-

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE'

"--1-=
i Ll

'..i 4

B -<-1:. t------rTum5 u

FISCAL NOTE

In compliance with. Rule 7. 16, theAe i6 heAeby 6ubmitted a 6i6cal
note on the above,li6ted bill Aelative to the e66ect on Aevenue6,
expendituAe6, oA 6ilcal liability 06 the State, and 06 Local
GoveAnmentl al a whole.
I.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL
A. Fund or Tax Affected:

None
Counties

B.

Principal Agency Affected:

C.

Statement of Purpose:
The purpose of. this bill is to encourage
investment in housing by private enterprises and to stimulate the
construction and rehabilitation of housing thro�gh the use of public
financing. This will hopefully aid in the recovery of the housing
industry and help provide more adequate housing supplies.

D.

Narrative Summary:
The bill authorizes the creation of a county
housing finance authority upon adoption of an ordinance and with a
declaration of need. A five member board, appointed by the county
commission, is impowered to issue bonds, the proceeds from the sale
of which may be used to purchase mortgages and make loans to any
lending institutions. Such monies would be used by lending insti
tutions to make housing loans. Provisions of the State Bond Act
must be followed unless waived by the State Board of Administration,
provided it acts within 30 days of such request.

II. -�FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
None
B.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
None

C.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
None

D.

Appropriations Consequences/Source of Funds
None

III.

FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AS A WHOLE
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
Administrative costs are underwritten by fees charged by the
local housing finance authority.
Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
Same as (A).

B.
C.
IV.

©@

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth

N/A

COMMENTS:
None
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COMMERCE COMMITTEE

3.
AMEND, OR CS ATTACHED ___

SUBJECT:

BILL No, AND SPONSOR:

Ready

HB 54

1.

Public Financing for
Housing

REFERENCES: Commerce, F&T
I.

SUMMARY:
The bill provides for the creation of a housing finance authority
within each county to aid in the financing of housing through the
issuance of revenue bonds.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The Florida Housing Development Corporation, composed of savings
and loan associations, banks, and insurance companies, was created
in 1972 to mobilize capital for financing new or rehabilitated
housing for low or moderate income individuals. It was thought
that this private enterprise mechanism would achieve the state's
housing goals. However, the corporation's efforts were stymied
by the economic downturn and record interest rates. The inability
to provide adequate housing caused renewed interest in allowing
some public involvement in home financing.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill authorizes each county in Florida to create a 5-member
local housing finance authority if a shortage of housing or housing
capital exists in the county. Attempting to take advantage of the
federal tax exemption for interest on revenue bonds issued to provide
residential opportunities for family units, the bill authorizes
the county authorities to issue revenue bonds and use the proceeds
to make loans to financial institutions or developers, or to buy
and sell mortgages to provide housing.
The revenue bonds would be payable solely from the repayment of
the loan or sale of the mortgages. A county which creates an
authority would have the power to alter the structure, programs or
activities of the authority at any time. Housing developments for
moderate, middle, or lesser income groups could be financed under
the bill.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Im£act on the Public:

YES X

NO

Administrative costs would be underwritten by fees charged by the
authority; no debt would be incurred by the county. It was expected
that the revenue bonds would be saleable at 1 to 2 percentage
points lower than the prevailing mortgage interest rate, allowing
the home buyer better mortgage terms.
This bill would create a mechanism for dealing with recession-related
housing problems. The 7.5% interest cap in s. 215.685, F.S., would
apply to the bonds, although the State Board of Administration would
have the authority to waive this rule.
Since the bonds would be revenue bonds, no pledge of any tax source
would be involved.

DATE:

April 10, 191_

PAGE:

2

BILL NO. : HB 54
SPONSOR: Ready
-�'----SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Commerce Committee ( Branning

B.
IV.

Economic ImEact on the State or Local Government:

YES

NO X

COMMENTS:
A similar bill, CS/HB 1787, passed the Legislature last year and
subsequently was vetoed by the Governor. The Governor in his
veto message stated that the act was "not restricted to the public
purpose of providing low and moderate-income housing." He further
stated that act contained no "protections against misuse of the bond
power contained in the State Bond Act."
This bill attempts to answer these objections by: 1) limiting
the kinds of housing to "moderate, middle or lesser income";
2) providing a definition of eligible persons; and 3) providing
language that states that the State Board of Administration has
30 days in which to take action exempting an authority's bond
sale from compliance with the State Bond Act. Failure to act
would automatically grant the requested exemption.

DATE:� 31, 1978 (FINAL UPDATE)
$TJ\FF D1 RECTOR
fuiA.LY.il
l, Branning

Martin9.'J/

2. ____ -----

COMMITTEE ACTIOH:

FAV.; 5/3/78

2.

SEliATE
STAFF AliALYSIS AIW EC0i'IOl11C STATEMENT

3, ____ -----

1.

COMMERCE COMMITTEE

BILL Ho. AND SPONSOR:

3.
AMEND, OR CS ATTACHED ____
SUBJECT:

Public Financing for
Housing

HB 54
Representative Ready
Chapter 78-89
REFERENCES: Commerce, F&T,
I.

SUMMARY:
The bill provides for the creation of a housing finance authority
within each county to aid in the financing of housing through the
issuance of revenue bonds.

I I.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The Florida Housing Development Corporation, composed of savings
and loan associations, banks, and insurance companies, was created
in 1972 to mobilize capital for financing new or rehabilitated
housing for low or moderate income individuals. It was thought
that this private enterprise mechanism would achieve the state's
housing goals. However, the corporation's efforts were stymied
by the economic downturn and record interest rates. The inability
to provide adequate housing caused renewed interest in allowing
some public involvement in home financing.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill authorizes each county in Florida to create a 5-member
local housing finance authority if a shortage of housing or housing
capital exists in the county. Attempting to take advantage of the
federal tax exemption for interest on revenue bonds issued to provide
residential opportunities for family units, the bill authorizes
the county authorities to issue revenue bonds and use the proceeds
to make loans to financial institutions or developers, or to buy
and sell mortgages to provide housing.
The revenue bonds would be payable solely from the repayment of
the loan or sale of the mortgages. A county which creates an
authority would have the power to alter the structure, programs or
activities of the authority at any time. Housing developments for
moderate, middle, or lesser income groups could be financed under
the bill.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Im£act on the Public:

YES X

NO

Administrative costs would be underwritten by fees charged by the
authority; no debt would be incurred by the county. It was expected
that the revenue bonds would be saleable at 1 to 2 percentage
points lower than the prevailing mortgage interest rate, allowing
the home buyer better mortgage terms.
This bill would create a mechanism for dealing with recession-related
housing problems. The 7.5% interest cap in s. 215.685, F.S., would
apply to the bonds, although the State Board of Administration would
have the authority to waive this rule.
Since the bonds would be revenue bonds, no pledge of any tax source
would be involved.

DATE:
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BILL NO.: _::__:H�B--=5�4____
SPONSOR:
Rep. Ready
SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Branning
Commerce Committee (

B.
IV.

Economic Im£act on the State or Local Government:

YES

NO X

COMMENTS:
A similar bill, CS/HB 1787, passed the Legislature last year and
subsequently was vetoed by the Governor. The Governor in his
veto message stated that the act was "not restricted to the public
purpose of providing low and moderate-income housing." He further
stated that act contained no "protections against misuse of the bond
power contained in the State Bond Act."
This bill attempts to answer these objections by; 1) limiting
the kinds of housing to "moderate, middle or lesser income";
2) providing a definition of eligible persons; and 3) providing
language that states that the State Board of Administration has
30 days in which to take action exempting an authority's bond .
sale from compliance with the State Bond Act. If th� Board �ails
to act within this time or the bonds meet other specified criteria
as described in section 13 of the bill, then the public's sale
requirement is waived.
This bill has passed the Legislature and is now Chapter 78-89,
Laws of Florida.
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S 0452 GENEPAL BILL BY SA YLER ISl�ILAR H 0557, COMPARE S 06861
05/25/78
-HJ 00788
ICSI RESOURCE RECO V ERY l MGT •; PROHI BIT S ANY REQUIREMEl',T FOR ANY CO UNTY
05 /2'l/78 HOUSE READ THIRQ TIME PASSED; YEAS 116 NAYS
O -HJ 00820
OR MUNICIPALITY TO PARTICIPAT E I N A N Y R ESOURCE PECOVERY P ROGRAM P RIOR ,o
06/01/78 S ENATE SIGNED BY OFFIC RS AND P R ESENTED TO GOVE RNOR - SJ 00742
FEA SIBILITY DETERMINATI ON BY L OCAL GOVER NME NT; P R OHIBITS REQUIREMENT FOR
06 /08/7 8
AP PROVED BY GOV �NOR CHAPTER NO. 78-174
PERSON TO SUBSCRIBE TO P RIVATE SOLID WASTE CGLLECTION SERVICE, ETC.
A�ENOS F.S. E FFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/ 78.
S 0455 GENERAL BILL �y HAIR (SIMILA R ENG/H 07481
02/28/78 SENATE PR EFILED
CCUNTY COUR T J'JCGES: ESTA BLISHES MeMBERSHIP IN F L OR IC'A B A R FOR CERTAIN
03/15/78 SENATE REFE R RED TO NATURA L RESCURCES A NO CG NSERVATION,
PERICO IS PRE"EOUISITE TC QUALl'YING GR BEING NOMINATE� FOR SUCH OFF ICE;
FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAI MS, �P,RCP R'.ATIQNS
PROVIDE S EX CEPT ICN, A�i'"'DS 3,.0ZI. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/04/78 SENATE IN TRODUCED , ,EFERRED TC NATURAL R ESCL,CES AND
03/01/78 SENATE PREF ILEO
CONSER VATION, FINANCE , TAXATION AND CL Al�S,
03/15/78 S ENATE REFERRED TC JUD!C!ARY-C!V IL
APPROP RIATIONS -SJ 00050
04/04/7e SENATE IN TRCGUCEC, "EFER,EO TO JUOICIAOY-CIVIL -S J 0�051
04/13/78 SENATE COMM. REP ORT: FAVGFAaL E BY �A TURAL OEScURCES ANO
04/Cb/78 SENA TE COMM. REP:RT: �AVO"ABL E WITH A M END., PLACED CN C ALENDAR
CONSERVATI ON: NOW IN FINAN CE, TAXATIC.� A N D CLAIMS
av JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00102
-SJ OOllq
06/01/78 SENATE P LA CED ON SeECIA L CRC'ER CALENC>R; !DEN.ISi�. HOUSE BILL
04/25/78 SE NATE COMM. REP OR T: F A VO�A8LE WITH AMEND . B Y FINANCE,
SUBST I TUTED: LAID ON TABLE u,rnER RULE,
TA XATICN ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00217
IGEt<./SIM.t(C•P•RE BILL PAS SEC, REFER TO •�8 748 ICH.
04/26/78 SE NA TE NOW IN APPROPRIA TION S -SJ 0021 7
78-3461 -SJ 00706
05/01178 SE NATE EXTENSION OF TIME G R ANTED COMMITTEE APPOCPRIATI ONS
05/10/78 SEN A TE EXTENSION OF TiME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPOGPR!ATIGNS
S 0456 GENERAL BILLEY THO•AS, P. ISl�!LAR CS/H C345, CCMPARE H 0951, H 1787,
05/22/78 SENATE EXT ENSIO N OF TIME GRANTED COM�ITTEE APPRGPRIATIO�S
H 1916, E•JG / S 0681, S 09331
05/23/78 SENATE CC�M. "EPOPT : C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR EY AePRGPRIAT!O�S
ICS! L ANO SALES PRACTICE,; CEF!�ES NJTIES & PCWE,S �F PECEIVERS;
-SJ 00453
PROVIDES AU Tf'GRIT Y TO F!NG,:<PQ(,;T SCBOIV!�ERS & EXChANGE INFO. WITH
05/30/78 SENATE P LACED ON S P EC!AL CRDER CALENDAR; C/S 'E AD FiRST '!ME;
CEOTll'l LA'• ENFCRCEMENT A�E'.CicS; PEA.S I T S ONL Y C.P. A .'S REGIS TEREC IN
C/S P ASSED AS A MEl'<CED; YE AS 29 NAYS
I -SJ 006;4
STATE TC •uDIT FINA�C!AL STA Tc•ENTS SUBMITTED iC LANO SALES l CCNCO.
05/31/78 HCUSE RECEIVED, REFE"RED TO T OURISM & ECCNC�!C QEVELOPMENT
DIV., ETC. •�E·,os CH. 478. EFFECTIVE D>TE: UPCN BECC�!'<G LAW.
-HJ ooq15; WlThDRA�N F R O� TOURISM & ECC,C,<!C
03/01 /78 SENA T E PREF!LED
CEVELCPMENT -HJ C0932; PLACED ON CALE�:•0
0;/15/78 SENATE OEFEOREO "0 ECC"'C,<IC, CCM•UNIT Y AND CGNSUMER AFFA IRS,
06/02/78 H OUSE PLACED C'I SPECIAL ORDER CALENCA,; T�KE� UP IN LIEU CF
C�M:,, c: ,:;:(E, APDQCPFilATIOiJS
HB 557: RE AD SEC ONO T!.�E; ,EID "HI RO Tl"E; P ASSED ; YEAS
04/ 04178 SU•• TE INT"CS.uc=r. '=CF':RP=u T C ECC�C�lC, CC"""'4'J�tTY A"i9
108 NAYS
O -HJ 01099
cc�su�ER ,F C !f=S, CJ��E�CE, APPPSPR!A TIC�S -SJ 00051
06/08/78 SE NA T E SIGNE D BY CFF !CEPS •�D PRESENT ED TO GC,E'�OR
04/14/78 SENATE CG•�- PEPCPT: C/S 9Y ECG�CMIC, CC�M�NITY AND CO'ISC•ER
C HAPTER NO. 78-;2'l
APPROVED BY GCVE""'OQ
06/ 19/78
AFFAIRS -SJ ;Cl45
·
04/19//d SE'�4TE NOW IN �cu�ERCE -SJ C0l�5
S 0 453 G E NERAL 81LL "y SPA HAM AND OTHERS I IDENTICAL H 13951
5
E
'-JA
T.:
Ql,/26/78
EXTPJS :a·. F j ;�E f,R!"1 T EO CCM"1ITTEE cc�.""IE�CE
((,<�UNITY CARE •CR ELD ERLY; PROVICES APPRJPR!AT!CN TO ,•.?.S. TO B E user
05/ 01/78 5" E \JA TE cc.·�1-1. CE�C T: rAv.;�ABLE OY (G"''-4E�CE -SJ 00282
FCR COMMUNITY C ARE FOR THE ELDERLY. A�PRDPR!ATICN : Sl,;12,437.
05/0Z/78 SE'll�E ••,:\.i !'4 APC •:;:R !.lT 1,-'.;5 -SJ 00282
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON EECDMJrlG LA�.
05/10/B 5 !: •1A- E E�7E\SIGN F 7I�E G��NTEO CO�MITTE E APPQC�Rr�rr:Ns
02/28/78 SE�ATE ?REFILED
05/ lt:/78 S!:",A 7E (:""�• ;;;i:P':.•d: Fl\✓0'-hBL E wliH .'..MENO., �LACED CN C.AL!:NDAP
03/15/78 SE NATE REFERRED TO HEALTH A-,D REHABILI TAT !VE S:=v!c<S,
av A?�RCP�!lT:CNS -SJ CG3E4
APP ROPRIATIONS
05/2 ../ 73 St�,A-;: 0LtCEO :•4 :rEC'.lL [QCE� C�LE�C!R; C/S �EAO FJQCT TIME
04/04 /78 SE NATE J,;TRCDUCE.J, !<EFESRE'.l TO f'EALTH A."'C REW!3IL ITATIVE
-SJ J047t; C/S PASSED AS H<El-.uEO; YEAS
34 NHS
1
SERVICES, APPRCPRIATIONS -SJ 00050
-SJ �0472
04/12/78 SENATE CGMM. •HORT: >AVOOAaLE ;;v HEALTH A,;C ':HAgJLI TATiVE
1
05/2.<;/";3 1--�usr: Qf(l:!',EO, �e=�q.:>co Tn QC,GuLATEO l'l0 JSTA:Es [. LI(E-'ISl'-G
SERVICES -SJ 00119
-�J 00:300
04/13/78 SENA TE NOW IN AP PQOPOIAf!C'lS -SJ CJJJQ
Ot/02/7q
rlOU:E 01�0 IN c���ITTEE, IC��./SIM.1 1:C�P,�E SILL PAS)�e.
cc·�"'IT T" E� t,cc: �:)IA.l':�,13
05/01178 SE NATE ="XTENSI0'-1 CF T!"!E co:.,·HEQ
•
�fFER TC �J t3l l(M. /8- 1 6cl
05/10/78 SE �A TE EXiENStCN OF ,.l"1E c, r:u.. �TEO CO ........ ITTi:!: ,A;::: v.�!AT !CNS
EXTE
NSION
CF
r:"'E
(.Rl..
'
HE:i
CC
...
"'!Tr�::
:.�;;;;
;>J:!dT
!C>•,s
SENHE
05/22/78
S G-,'.>'7 GE'lf!:AL 3'.L L fY T "'.0.\, P. l ,..,;u.ILAP E�G/1-i C0'34, '.:C"'Pt.?E H C:?8:JJ
06/02/78 5E��ATE OIEO lN COMMIT-EE C�i APP;;i,:p;:;IAT ICNS
-----rlru:r,,,:, .=1•J:.•.r:.t f. 1 ) ,.·o1ry L.',.,; .:.•-T• L�llES (PE�TICN CF A t-'2tJ';l'.IG ;:fN:.�c.E
�1,-,-.(. .. !TY �y (JC.I', ',"E: .. .i�·1!:::E<:. 1-•�:.. FvN(Tl,-�U�G :F �L(H t.1JT;..1;.,1TIES TO
S 0454 GENEFAL gJLL ev f'A!R (SJ.SIL AO H 1221)
ALLEV{li.iE >.. e,,.• H., E Li'." ,r,;� l',G ': C/:P!Tf.L F':P INVEST.:-4ENT IN hQJ<;l'1 '°:;
JU01C.IAL AG,...l,'-IIST?ATIVE CC'-4.�.; .\')05 A JIJOf.C:: c&: (.'.:,'/1iY r: :r5 T)
.. �- ... 1·.:iz:s �·,�,TY .,.J E\. c .:,: �: :_•,. c..-S r;: S .., (N t.UTrCR!TY U�1 Til ,.,E-..f:.EQS �F-E
� �;.i.:>c:·,
cc��ISStC'-1: PCQ�ICES FOR APPOI��"1E�JT; C�CJIC'ES F(� A["':·. =-�ATIVE
T t:, r::!C.
c.:;:r(J 1-E i:.rE· l,1,Cl/70.
c\,
,..
S!:RVICES T0 =e ;:i:..ovICEO TO CCLi�TY Cr:d.!TS; �=cv:JES f'-it.T ::· ';';'( C.Ju;:r
� ,, - I JI / 7 d :, E \, \ 7 !: ? �CF I l F :1
...::·.oc; 43.16.
BL:OGETS WILL SE (OMet�ED ..ITH c•µER JUOlC!A�Y l:UGG�T�.
O�/l5/7J ,.E•,.:.TE kF"(:.�t_1 ·r ,:_ ... -..1r-:._c, F;,•• .:. '. 1 CE, Ti\-CATICN :.·,O CLA!'-\S,
EFFEC T IVE DATE: 06/08/78.
.'.. ;>►O( pt; ! ' ii: ;;
{
PREFILED
03/01/78 SE�A T E
'j4/04/l➔ �E'.�rt: I•,;,ri: L::-·,. ;:rf�1'd) rr: ,:....., .... �E?Cf, Fl',;.·,CE, r/.XlT 1 GN /\\/2
03/15/78 SE�ATE •E•eo•ED TC JUDICI•••-CIV!L
-l,;u·,, · r .. , -.. tlt 1 · ',) - '" J Q')()SI
04/04/78 SE�ATE Itf-:'PO[I.J'"EJ, f:Ef-ECREi) •c J:_,:-'!Cl,\;:Y-(I',!_ -·.J �0JSI
- r_ J
0 4 / l l / .' .; '- � · ... I :: r ., ,..
r /. I � ·. , 1 [ :-: ( (_ '-' ... r -:'; l : 1
04/06/.,9 :,e· i .1Tt (C""4.. �EP1PT: .::::.\.)F-t.r;LE .. i•1---t .:..,.E',:)., : .. .-..
,:•, (tt[•.·_,t�
••• .• ·.-.c:. ·:.•.\Tl·, :·.o --L,.:ws -':.J 011·;
c ... 1i.1;-, ·-:·_.3,•::
'\Y JIJ[' IC IA�Y-CIVll - <" J .: � . .::
;,
'°'•
:.r.
t-,,·
.
:
:
..
1f
r.''f
Ft•,;.·,�;:,
T."
.
tA
10'1
.l·�c (Lr:.'.u�
J:.
.
/2_'/!3
c:•
.
.\TF
:•
-== •,.•-:-;
04/13/78 SE'-JlTE PLlC(O 0� SPE('.�L r-�'."'£� 1·:...:.E•,·::-; r'.�,:, .. �:
Y EAS 1 3 fl:. 'f 5
� - , : ,l i �� .'
,.. .. I ..., I ' r �:: •• • • ::
,) ,. ,:t,
- J : : !... y '
. ,r
04/18/79 r�1 J�!: PEC('.VEC', :;c=t:�;:�D r
- .•,f;"
- J
\ ' =- - .\ '� :: 'J
_qJ 00241
,..
'"
,'I':
• I( : •
\)4/21/79 ·•':-J :: (CH"'• .:1; � T: �:.,_ .. .:."',
'.'-1. ,.·
I
�'L1
:. P �::r ,.. - :;_ l ,._ r: ,. '; ':
I/ :1l f
- .J
� .:J. - ( •.
•. t. r
O'.i/0//79 t-�,1 r ;:: .., !l:•i.r O.,.', ;�• � J.,.;." , :. [r.T ·
•·l•· . I
/ t , , .\
'
·
'
.: .ll �. I .:. �
I ; ... �
i·E•:!j,I ('-''
05/25/78 'tllJ':� ;-L!..C r 0
CC�" t '1I J -t• <-: "l '• • .., A,,,
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HOUSE Bill ACTIONS REPCR T

07/19/78
04/04/78
0"/ 19/78
Ob/02178

HOUSE
HOUSE

PAGE

83

TAXATION -HJ 000"3
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE II
DIED IN COM�ITTEE CN T RANSPCRTATICN

H 0381 GENERAL Bill BY VETERANS AFFAIRS ANO OTHERS ( IDEl,T !CAL S 0451 I
MOTO• VEHICLE LICENSE TAXES: PROVIDES THAT NATIC�ALLY CHARTE>EO
VETERANS' ORGANIZATIONS, RATHER THAN THE •�EQ !CAN LEG!CN, S,-.ALL EE
ELIGIBLE FOR REDUCED RATE, SERIES •x• LICENSE PLATES. AME�DS 12G.l0.
EFFECTI VE DATE: U PON BECCMING LAW.
12/07/77 HCUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO FIN•�CE ( T>XATION
01/19/78 HOUSE SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE C� GENE•AL LEGISLATJCN
02/01/78 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM FINANCE ( TAXATICN; REREFE,O:D TO
TRANSPGRTATICN, FINANCE ( TAXATION
0 4/04/78 HOUSE INTPGOUCEO, PEFEPPED TO TRANSPCRTATICN, Fl,_,A�CE (
TAXATION -HJ 00043
04/19/78 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ll
Qt,/02/78 HCUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE CN TRANSPC PT<TICN
H 0382 GENERAL BILL BY GERSTEN ANO □THEOS
CA�PAIG N FINANCING: ENTITLES CANDIDATES FCR CAB!�ET CFFICE ro PUBLIC
F�NOS; PRCVIDES LIMITATIONS ON EXPENDITURES FC, CA�DIOATES wHG ACCfPT
PU3LIC FUNCS; PROVIDES PROCEDURES TO :u•LJFY Fe; PU!LIC FU�CS •cccor•�G
TC EITHER A PETITION METHOD CR �•TCHING CCNH,!3UT,C.NS >,'>-CD, ETC.
CPEATES l0b.5C-.55. APPROPRIATICN: saoc,oao. E••ECTIVE CITE• 01/01/79.
12/07/77 HOUSE PREFILEO, REFEP>.ED TG ELEC TIC,,$, FINAl,CE f. THAT!'.:N,
APPRCPRIATICNS
12/22/77 HOUSE !UBAEFERRED TC SUBCC•MITTEE c, c1•P1IGN P,:CFDu•E!
0 4/04/78 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFEPREO TO ELECTIC�S. •r�••,CE f. T!XAT'(',,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00043; !Ue•EFERPcD TQ Su�CCMM!T.EE
ON CAMPAIGN PPCCECURES
06/02/78 HCUSE GIED IN COMMITTEE CN ELECTI:�S
H 0383 GENERAL BILL BY BLOOM CCCMPARE H 02101
CCPPCRATE INCGME TAX; EXE�PTS FRO� TAX INC:�E '.:ERJY�C 9Y T•XP>YEO F•a•
MANUFACTUPE, SALE r. [NSTALLATICN CF SOLAR 1-'E•'I�S � CCCL ll,G u·,rrs.
INSULATION MATEPIALS, HEAT REDUCll,G ( >EFLECiJVE "l'EO!ILS � , Tl-'EP !TE"$
WHICH EFF=ECT CECPEASE IN USAGE CF GE·.i�RATEC E'-IE�GY, ETC. l��·,es 22). ! _;
CREATES 220.145. EFFECTIVE DA T E; 10/01/78.
12/07/77 HGUSE PREFILED, REFER�ED TO NATLR•L RESC�PCES, FJ\I\CE r.
TAXATION

HOUSE SILL ACTIONS REPORT

07/19/78

12/13/77
04/04/78

HCUSE

04/0t,/73

HCVSE

06/02/78

HCUSE

PAGE

8"

OCCUPATIONAL L ICENSING
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO REGULATED JNDc,TA!ES (
LICENSING -HJ 00044; SUBREFERAED TO SU6CCM�ITTEE CN
PROFESSIONAL ( CCCUPATIONAL LICENSl�G
COMM. REPORT: FAVCRABLE WITH A"END., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY REGULATED INDUSTRIES ( LICE�SJ�G -HJ 00144
DIED ON CALE�OAR

H 038b C.ENEAAL BILL BY CGOEN (IDENTICAL S 09511
((SI E'<Gl�EEOS ( LA�D SURVEYORS: POOVIOES FCR 2 ACDITIC'<AL -e-aERS QF
STATE BO. OF PRCFESS ICNAL E.'<GINEEAS ( LANO SURVEYC�S. ;,,ClllDING A PUBLIC
�EMBfO; ESTA�LISHES E�G!�EEPI�G ( [AND SU,VEYII.C cc•"'lPEE5, E7C.
A�E'<DS C><S . 471, 472, EF•ECT!VE CATE: 07/01178.
1 2/07/77 HCIJSE POEFJLEO, REFERQED TO ,EGULHEO INOUSTPIES ( LICENS!IIG
02/28/78 HGUSE SUBOEFEPOEO TO SUBCOM�ITTEE ON PRCFESSICN•L (
OCCUPAT!SNAL LICENSING
04/C4/78 MCUSF iNT>CDUCEO, �EFEAREC TC AEGULATEC l'<CUSTR!FS (
LICENSING -MJ 00044; SUB<EFERREO iJ SUBCC•�ITTEE C"
PROFESSIONtL & OCCUPAi!QNAL LICENSING
04/13/7 8 YCUSE C��M. REPCRT: C/S PLACED CN CALENJAR BY REGULATED
r·,cusr 0 res t LICE�SING -HJ 0019g
04/17/78 �CJSE PL>CED C'< SPE(IIL ��DEP CALENDAP; C/S �EAD FJ�ST IND
SEC0NQ Tl�E -HJ 00:19
0
C4/l 8/7 3 H[ JSE ScAO �,-!RO T;"<E: C/S PASSEC; YEAS It, '<<YS
-HJ cn�.;o
04/21/78 5 E "i.l TI: RF.CE:vto, REF=�QfO TC GCV������T�L lPEPA7[C�S
-SJ 001�3
O�/C2/78 St\, ri:: CC��- ;;EP-:cr: i=.!.V:'?O.CLE, PLACED n� C.CLE',CA':l CY
GOVE�\ME�TAL CPE<•TJC�S -SJ OJ3JO
CS/le/73 SE:-..'\� E FL:.c::o CN Sf-ECI.!L C�CE? (!LE�CtR
05/19/78 SE�ldTC ;�JAJ�.�O �fl �E•�ULAR CALE�DAR
O -SJ OC527
05/25/73 SE NATE PAS,EO; YEA$ 35 NtvS
<:;,-,/Ci.178
cvs:: S!G�EO 8Y CFFICEPS �,o PRES�NTED TO CGVER"OA -HJ Ollq6
Oc/15/78
APP�GVEO �y GUVER�OR (HA?TE� NO. 78-272
1

1
�

H r,397 GE:"-JEPAL RTLL �y CGCE"I
PGI\:=.:P::i f. L!'lC �:.SP\fYc;PS: P�QV!CES FCR A �ESl'H;(TlJC'c!",G .Jc: .. HE �(j;�Q C'F
Fl=CFF:iSI':',:.L E"1s:-..E::;,,s t LA';C SUPVEY2FS. A1"'E 1\CS 471.0�.
:FFE(TJVE CAfE: 07/0l/7e.
12/07/77 ��U�E �R[CfLEO. OECfQREO TC PEGULAT�O !�S0STC!£S l LICE�SING
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HOUSE

ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00621; PASSED; YEAS 39 NAYS
-SJ 00668
SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
BECAME LAW WITH OUT GOVERNOR'S S IGNATURE
CHAPT ER NO. 77-522

0

H 1785 GENERAL BILL BY NIXSC N ISINILAR CS/S 0653, H 11471
STATE AIRCRAFT & M. v.; PROVIDES MOTOR POOL Div. MAY NOT REQUIRE STATE
AGENCY TO TRANSFER TO GENERAL SERVICES DEPT. CWNERSHIP/CUSTODY/CONTROL
OF AIRCRAFT & MOTOR VEHICLES & ASSOCIATED MAINTENANCE FACILITIES t
�QUIP�ENT USED PRINCIPALLY FCR LAW ENF ORCEMENT OR FIRE CONTROL PURPOSES.
AMENDS 287.16. EFFECTIV� O ATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/18/77 HOUSE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO GCVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-HJ 00273
05/05/77 HOUSE COMN. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PUCED ON CALENDAR BY
GOVERNME NTAL OPERATIONS -HJ 00454
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IOEN./SIM./COMPAAE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO S 653 !CH. 77-3961
H l786 GENERAL BILL BY OGDEN
ESTATE TAXES; PROVIDES FOR TAX UPON ESTATES OF RESIDENT DECEDENTS BEYOND
AMOUNT ALLOWED AS CREDIT UNDER FED. REVENUE ACT; PROVIDES FORMULA FOR
COMPUTING FLA. TAXES UPON ESTATES OF NONRESIDENT 1ECEDENTS C UPON
ESTATES OF ALIEN OECE�ENTS, ETC • .U.ENOS 198.02-.04, & .43; REPEALS
lQ�.41. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/79.
04/18/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO FINANCE AND TAXATION,
APPROPRIA T IONS -HJ 00273
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ANO TAXAT!CN
H 1787 GENEqAL BILL BY READY IS!N!LAR CS/S 12441
lCSI PUBLIC FINANCING /HOUSING; CREATES F[A. HOUSING FINANCE AUTHORITY
LAW; AUTHORIZES CREATION CF HJUSING FINANCE AUTHORITIES SY OROINANCE;
� PROVIDES FOR FUNCTIONS OF SUCH AUTHORITIES TO ALLEVIATE SHORTAGE OF
HOUSING C CAPITAL FOR INVEST•ENT IN HOUSING, ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE:
l0/01/77.
04/18/77 HOUSE INTIIOOUCEO, RE<'ERREO TO CCMMUNITY AFFAIRS, ► !NANCE ANO
TAXATION -HJ 00271
05/05177 HOUSE CONM. REPORT: C/S BY COMMUNITY AFF AIRS -HJ 00�55; NOW
REFERRED TO CINANCE ANO TAXATION
05/24/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S FOR C/ S PLACED IJ'I CALENDAR BY FINANCE
ANO TAXATION -HJ 00714
05/ 30/77 HOUSE C/S REAO FIRST ANO SECONO Tl�E; AMENDMENT ACOPTEO
--+-!J 00864
05/31/77 HOUSE RE AD THIRO TIME; AMENONENTS ADOPTED; C/S PISSEO AS
AMENDED; YEAS 109 NAYS
5 -HJ 0088q
05/31/77 SENATE RECE!VE O , PLACED ON CALEl'IDAR; SU�STITUTEO FCA S 1244;
2 -SJ 00672
PASSE'J; Y!:AS 27 NAYS
06/ 03/77 HCUSE SIGNEO BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GCVERNOR
VETOED
BY
GOVERNOR
01,/18/77
0 6/24/77 ��SE VETO MESSAGE RECEIVED -HJ 00030; VETO SUSTAINED; YEAS
61 NAYS 43 -HJ 00010
H 1788 GENERAL BILL BY FECHTEL
CONTINUE □ 1N NEXT PAGE
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GAME & FRESHWATER FISH; INCREASES TO FELONY OF niIRO OEGREE PENALTY FOR
POSSESSION o• TRANSPORTATICN OF COMMERCIAL QUANTITIES OF FRESHWATER GAME
FISH. AMENOS 37z.q903. cCFFCTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/18/77 HOUSE !NTRO □uCco, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES -HJ 00273
05/ll/77 HOUSE co�•- REPORT: F AVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY NATURAL
RES�UR[ES -�J 00521
06/02/77 HOUSE READ SECONO TINE; READ THIRO TINE; PASSEC; Y�AS lCB
NAYS
4 -HJ 01140
06/02/77 SENATE IN H'JUSE MESSAGES
06/01/77 scNATE DIED IN MESSAGES
H L789 LOCAL BILL aY THOMPSON
R ELIEF/WAKULLA CO./JESS!E PORTER; AUTHORIZES & O(RECT� COUNTY TO
C°"PENSATE J�SSIE PORTER FOR INJURIES SUSTAINED A S RESULT OF PURCHASING
PROPERTY CRQM STATE AT TAX SALE. CLAIN: s2qo. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/18/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CLAIMS --"iJ 0027]
05/05/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY CLAIMS
-HJ 00454
05/18/77 HOUSE READ SECCNO TIME --+iJ 00617
05/19/77 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 100 NAYS lO -HJ 00633
05/20/77 SENATE RECE!VEJ, REFERRED TO THE SPECIAL MASTER FOR CLAIM
BILLS, FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLA!NS -SJ OO�l
05/24/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY THE SPECIAL MASTER ►OR CLAI�
BILLS; N'.JW REFERRED TO FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS
-SJ 004 99
05/26/77 SENATE WITHORAWN FROM FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS; PLACEO ON
CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 30 NAYS
O -SJ 00542
05/31/77 HOUSE SIGNEr �y CFF!CERS &NO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ ooq1q
APPROVED av GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-663
06/06/77
H 1790 GENERAL BILL BY THOMPSON
R ELIEF/MIL�REO V. RIVERS: CO•PENSATES HER FOR EMPI..OYMENT WITH STATE F�R
WHICH SHE HAS NOT �EEN PA!n. CLAIM WITH APPROPRIATION: s,,qqo.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/0l/77.
04/la/77 HOUSE INTROOUCEC, REFERRED TO CLAIMS -'-lJ 00273
0 5/17/77 HQUS: CO�M. REPORT: FAVOPABLE WITH AMF�O., PLACED ON CALE�OAR
BY CLAl�S -HJ 00005
05/1�/77 HOUSE READ SE�ONO T[�E; AM ENOMC�T ADQPT:C; AMENDMENT AOCPT�O
TO <TR!Ko ► NACT!NG CLAUSE -HJ J06l8
H 1791 GENERAL 6ILL �y CRAWFOQO
CLA. CO�RECT!Q�S COOE; P�OHIBITS INSTALLATION CF TELEVISlnN SETS I�
CcPTA!N l�O!VIOUAL CELLS. CREATES 9��.0901.
EF=fCT(Vf CATE: 07/)l/71.
04/18/77 HOUS� INTROOIJCEO, REFERRED TO CORAECTT:NS, PROBATION AN0
PIROL� -HJ 00273
06/0J/77 HQUSE OIEQ I� cn�MITTEE ON CORRECTIONS, PRC8&TICN A�O DA,�L =
H l7q2 MEMCP[4L BY �APR ETT
SERVICE CONTRACT ACT; RE�UESTS CONGRESS TO GIVE [TS cull SUPPORT r�
oprPOS►D LEGISLATION AMENO[NG SAID ACT, WHICH WILL EXTEND WAGE
PROTECT[CN TQ CERTi[N PRQFES�!ONALS WORKI�r. AT u.s. r,ovEANMENT
INSTALLATIONS.
04/18/77 HOUSE !NTPnr.uccD. REF=PREO ro IGA!CULTURE ANn GENERAL
LEGISLA�TON --+iJ 00273
CONT[NU:0 ON NEXT DAGE
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RECEIVED, PLACEu ON C�LENOAR; READ SECOND TIME;
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ )J8�7
READ THIRD TIME; ?ASSEO AS AMENDED; YEAS 117 NAYS
0
-HJ 00958
AMENDMENT TO HCUSE AMENDMENT ADOPTED; CCNCURREO IN
HOUSE AMENDMENTS AS AMENDED; REQUESTED HOUSE TO CONCUR;
PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 31 NAYS
u -SJ 00740
CONCURRED IN SENATE A�ENDMENT TO HOUSE AMENDMENT;
PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 104 NAYS
4 -HJ 01101
SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-457

S 1239 GENERAL BILL BY FIRESTONE (COMPARE H 1636)
TURNPIKE PROJECTS; PROVIDES THAT TOLL PER HILE SHALL BE UNIFORM
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
THROUGHOUT LENGTH OF PROJECT. AMENDS 340.12.
05/J2/77 SENATE INTROD�CED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION - SJ 00287
05/10/77 SENATF COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PL�CEO ON CALENDAR
BY TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00366
O -SJ 00469
05/20/77 SENATE PASSED AS AMENCEO; YEAS 31 NAYS
05/24/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00692
06/Jl/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE �ITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY TRANSPORTATION -HJ 01044
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
S 1240 GENERAL BILL BY GALLEN
STATE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS; REQUIRES EMPLOYER t MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS RE
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION PAIO TO CD. C OURT JUDGES FOR TEMPORARY
ASSIGNMENT TO OTHER COURTS; REQUIRES MEMBER OF SUCH SYSTEM PAY ANY
UNPAID MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS RE SUCH ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION BEFORE
RECEIVING BENEFITS, ETC. APP�OPRIATION. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
05/02/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TD PERSONNEL, R ETIREMENT AND
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00287
05/11/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE PERSONNEL,
RETIREMENT AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING -SJ 00367
05/23/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTEO COMMITTEE PFRSONNEL,
RETIREM�NT ANO COLLECTIVE BARGAINING -SJ OJ503
06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON PERSONNEL, RETIREMENT ANO
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
S 1241 LOCAL BILL BY MILSON ANO OTHERS !SIMILAR H 20081
SEMINOLE CQLtjTY: AUTHORIZES so. OF co. COMMISSIONERS Of SEMINOLE co. TO
ISSUE OR GRANT NON-EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE TO ANY PERSON/MUNICIPALITY/
PRIVATE CORPORATION TO CONSTRUCT/MAINTAIN/REPAIR/OPERATE/REMOVE LINES,
POLES t FACILITIES IN UNINCORPORATED AREAS OF CO. FOR TRANSMISSION OF
UTILITIES, Ere. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAM.
05/02/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00287
J5/06/77 SENATE CONSIDERED, PLACED ON LOCAL CALENDAR BY RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 00349
05/20/77 SENATE INDEFINITELY POSTPONED -SJ 00488
S 1242 GENERAL BILL BY GORDON IIOENTICAL H 19411
HEALTH CARE FACILITIES/SERI/ICES; REQUIRES PHYSICIANS/CSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIANS/DENTISTS HAVING INTEREST I N, OR WHO ARE EMPLOYEES/PARTNERS/
DIRECTORS/OMNERS/STOCKHOLDERS/OFFICERS OF SAID FACILITIES, TD FILE
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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ANNUAL REPORT MITH H.R.S. DEPT. OISCLOSING CERT AIN FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS, ETC. AMENDS 395.12. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/02/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AND REHABILITATIIIE
SERVICES, COMMERCE -SJ 00288
05/u9/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY HEALTH ANO
REHABILITAflllE SERI/ICES
05/11177 SENATE NGW REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00364
05/25/77 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00502
06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
S 1243 GENERAL BILL BY TRASK (IDENTICAL H 2119)
AGRI. t CONSUMER SERVICES DEPT.; PROVIDES CORRECT NUMBER Of DIVISIONS;
PERMITS PUBLICATION OF BULLETINS BY ADMINISTRATION DIV.; INCLUDES
CONSUMER SERVICES DIV. & FORESTRY DIV. WITHIN CEPT.; CREATES MGT.
SYSTEMS BUREAU & PUBLIC FAIRS & EXPOSITIONS BUREAU IN ADMINISTRATION
DIV. AMENDS CH. 570. EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/20/77.
05/02/77 SENATE INTµQDUCEO, REFERRED T O AGRICULTURE, GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS -SJ 00288
05/0'U77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY AGRICULTURE
05/10/77 SENATE NOW REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00365
05/23177 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00500
0 5/31/77 SE NA TE PASSED; YEAS 35 NAYS
O -SJ 00649
06/01/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00946
06/02/77 HOUSE SUBSTITUTED FOR H 2119; READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD
TIME; PASSED: YEAS 105 NAYS
l -HJ 01149
06/13/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GCVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-289
06/20/77

-

�

S 12't't GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, P. AND OTHERS

(SIMILAR CS/H 17871
lCSl PUBLIC FINANCING/HOUSING; CREATES FLA. HOUSING FINANCE AUTHORITY
LAW; AUTHORIZES CREATION OF HOUSING FINANCE AUTHORITIES BY ORDINANC E :
PROVIDES FOR FUNCTIONS O F SUCH AUTHORITIES T O ALLEVIATE SHORTAGE Of
HOUSING & CAPITAL FOR INVESTMENT IN HOUSING, ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01/77.
05/02/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS, FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS
-SJ 00288
05/11/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY COMMERCE; NOM REFERRED TO
ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00366
05/16/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY ECONOMIC,
COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/17/77 SENATE NOW REFERRED TO FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00403
05/20/77 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00462;
PLACED ON CALENDAR
05/31/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00621; C/S READ
FIRST TIME: IDEN./SIM. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON
TABLE UNDER RULE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill PASSED, REFER
TO H 1797 (VETOED BY GCVERNOR-06/18/77) -SJ J0672

S 12't5 GENERAL Bill BY THOMAS, J.
PUBLIC OFFICERS & EMPLOYEES: RE GROUP INSURANCE: AUT�ORIZES STATE
GOVERNMENT UNITS TO PROVIDE GROUP INSURANCE FOR THEIR OFFICERS t
EMPLOYEES. AMENDS 112.08. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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P. 0. Box 11144
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
(904) 878-0188

ABSTRACT OF LEGISLATIVE HISTORY DOCUMENTATION

. q,1

Session Law: ----.-,-----7 8-�
Prime Bi11 No. : -------HB 5 4
Other Bill Nos.:

Affected Statute:

159, Part IV

Sponsor: Gene Ready, Lakeland, FL.

SB 457 ( simil ar b il l );

HB 388 ( comparable)

The following is a checklist of documentation located pertaining to
the above referenced legislation. Copies reproduced and supplemental
to this report are indicated by * for items copied in whole and ** for
copies of selected pages only. A more detailed report of findings is
available upon request.
Original Session Law:
Florida Statutes:
l) Bill Histories:

HB 5 4*, SB 457*, HB 388*

2) Prime Bill Versions:

HB 5 4
------------------------

) Similar/Companion Bills:
( 3) Journal Pages:

S enate Jo urna l, May 1 8, 1 97 8, p. 430*: tex t o f

Sen a t e amendmen t s t o HB 5 4
( 4 ) Committee Staff Summaries and Analyses:

(a) House Community Affairs, staff

summaries to HB 54, 11/2/77; (b) House Finance & Tax, fiscal note to HB 54, no
dateL (c) Senate Commerce staff analysis to HB 54, 4/10/78; (d) Senate Finance
Tax, staff analysis to SB 457, 4/20/78. (copies all items attached)
( 5) Committee Meeting Records:
Community Affairs, 11/15/77.
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Florida Information Associates
Abstract of Legislative History
Session Law:

78-89

Materials� relating to 1977 HB 1787 and

( 6) Other Committee Documentation:

SB

1244:

(a) bill histories, (b) cooy of CS/HB 1787 mouse Carnm1mi ty Affairs):

(c) Voting record

&

attached staff summary to HB 1787, House Comrrnmity Affairs,

5/3/77; (d) House Finance & Tax fiscal note with amendments to CS/HB 1787, no date

Floor Debate Recordings:
( 7 )

Miscellaneous Documentation:

Biographical data on Rep. Gene Ready from

1978-1980 Clerk's Manual*.

RECOMMENDA TIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

As this law was a result of a �re�ious session bill, most debate would most likely be
from the 1977 session.

There are some 7 tapes from the involved committees.

the 1978 session there are some 4 tapes.

From

Ah additional 3 to 5 hour�_Q(_ce�earch time

v.Duld be required to review and copy the pertient sections of the ta�s.

At the client's

request, copies of the tapes in entireity could be made.

COMMENTS
Also part of this documentation package is a copy of Governor Askew's veto message
to CS/HB 1787. See 4(a) on reverse.
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BILL ACTION REPORT
(C3-75:

File with Secretary of Senate)

� ( H) B I LL NO . ------54

COMMERCE

COMMITTEE ON
DATE

May 3, 1978

TIME

3:30 p.m.·- 6;30 p.m.

Date Reported
FINAL ACTION:

xx Favorably with

PLACE Room "A", Senate Office Bldg.
OTHER COMMITTEE REFERENCES:
(In ord.er shown)

0

amendments

Favorably with Committee Substitute
Unfavorably

Finance, Taxation and Claims

OTHER:

Appropriations

___Temporarily Passed
Reconsidered

THE VOTE WAS:·

Not Considered
I

FINAL
BILL VOTE
Aye

5/3/78

SENATORS
Aye Nay

Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay ;

!

SENATOR BARRON
SENATOR GALLEN
SENATOR HENDERSON
SENATOR PLANTE
SENATOR THOMAS
SENATOR WARE

'

I

I

�

SENATOR WINN

�

SENATOR CHILDERS

i'
I

l

�
�

i

SENATOR SCARBOROUGH
\ '-

J

I

!

I

I

I

i

I

I

Ave

I Nay

TOTAL

Aye Nay

:\ye Nay

Aye Nay

(Attach additional µage if necessary)
Please Complete:

The key sponsor appeared
A Senator appeared
Sponsor's aide appeared
Other :Jllllr:1 r:io

--

\_

/\ye Nav

I\ Ye
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BILL ACTION REPORT
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File with Secretary of Senate)

COMMITTEE ON
DATE

·sj9

TIME

;;).-S

Date Reported __________
FINAL ACTION:
___Favorably with

OTHER COMMITTEE REFERENCES:
(In order shown)

fGh,

�"'I

Pi-T

tf

U11�

Aye

amendments

Favorably with Committee Substitute

2#·

___Unfavorably
OTHER:

___Temporarily Passed
Reconsidered

THE VOTE WAS:
FINAL
BILL VOTE

No.�/�;)._W�---

COMMERCE

A

PLACE

BILL

Not Considered

SENATORS

Nay

ru)�,

!(ye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nav

Aye Na,·

SENATOR BARRON
SENATOR GALLEN
SENATOR HENDERSON/
SENATOR MACKAY
SENATOR PLANTE

\Y
V

SENATOR J. THOMAS
SENATOR WARE
SENATOR WINN
SENATOR CHILDERS (C

Ave

Nay

TOTAL

Aye Nay

(Attach additional page if necessary)
Please Complete:

The key Sponsor appeareJ
A Senator appeareJ
Sponsor's aiJe appeared
Other appearance

--

·-

BILL ACTION REP□·
(C3-75:

1244
( S) (4� BIL L NO . ------

File with Secretary of Senate)

COMMITTEE ON

COMMERCE
-------------------

DATE

May 10, 1977

TIME

2:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Date Reported

5/11/77

FINAL ACTION:

Committee Room "A"
PLACE ---------------

___Favorably with

OTHER COMMITTEE REFERENCES:
(In order shown)

�Favorably with Committee Substitute

Economic, Community, & Cons. Affairs
Finance, Taxation, & Claims

___Unfavorably
OTHER:

___Temporarily Passed
Reconsidered

THE VOTE WAS:
FINAL
BILL VOTE
Aye

amendments

�ot Considered

SENATORS

Nay

X

SENATOR BARRON

X

SENATOR GALLEN
SENATOR HENDERSON

X

SENATOR MACKAY

X

SENATOR PLANTE

X

SENATOR J. THOMAS

X

SENATOR WARE

X

SENATOR WINN

X

SENATOR CHILDERS (C
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cs

Winn
Aye Nay

Aye Nay I Aye Nay

Aye Nay

Aye Nay

0

I
i

0
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8
Ave

Nay

TOTAL

Aye Nay
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Aye Nay
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MFMRFR
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NAY
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DANSON, TOM
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KUTUN, BARRY
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UM1ITTEE APPEARANCE RECORD

The following persons (other than legislators) appeared before the committee
during the consideration of this bill:
Name

Representing

Address

©

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STA:E
R. A. GRAY BUILDIN(,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Carton
Serles

600 Woodmen Tower, Omaha, Neb.

John L. Wagner

E. F. Hutton

Kinney Il:lrley

Fla. Home Builders Assoc.

P.O. nox 1259, Tallahassee

John LaCapra

Fla. Savings & Loan League

225 S. Calhoun, Tallahassee

NOTE: Please indicate by an "X" any State employee appearing at the
request of ColllIDittee Chairman.

(If additional persons, enter on reverse side and check here_)
Fi 7:!} _g_ copinq 1,11'. th Cforl<,

@ � \]

H-22(1976)

J.:.1._

!;l.:J_

FLORIDA
INFORMATION
ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 1 1 1 44
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32302
(904) 878-01 88

TAPE LISTING

(Research Report L86-011)

Tapes are listed 1-10, circled in red on the "B'' side. reviewed tapes
are stopped at the point where pertinent discussion took place.
Tape Reference (1)
House Community Affairs, sub-committee on Fiscal Impact on Local
Government, 5/3/77. Discussion on HB 1787. Beginning of side A
has discussion already in progress.
Tape Reference (2)
Sarne as above, but full committee, same date. Most discussion centered
on bond financing; some discussion on the over-all intent which is to
keep the government out of the housing business, but to provide a
vehicle for financing when local lending institutions don't have the
ability to fill in. All discussion on side B, midway through. Tape
stopped at beginning of discussion.
Tape Reference (3)
House Finance and Taxation Committee, 5/17/77. Tape 2 only copied as
tape 1 is blank. Tape 2 starts in the middle of discussion on HB 770,
also dealing with housing. No pertinent discussion of HB 1787 located.
Tape Reference (4)
Senate Commerce Committee, 5/10/77, Testimony of Rep. Ready, very
little discussion. Tape stopped at beginning of discussion. Discussion
centered on SB 1244, Senate Companion Bill to HB 1787.
Tape Reference (5)
Second tape of previously cited meeting.
of subject bill on tape 1.

Not reviewed as all discussion

Tape Reference (6)
House Community Affairs, 11/15/77. HB 54. More testirnonty by Rep. Ready.
Makes some definitions on Moderate, middle or lesser income levels to
essentially be those of FHA. Local control of Housing authorities stressed.
Questions over direct state and local financial obligations. Tape stopped
at beginning of discussion.,
Tape Reference (7)
Tape 2 of previously cited meeting.
of subject bill was made on tape 1.

No review made as all discussion

continued

INFORMATION - YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE

Florida Information Associates
Tape Listing for Research Report 186-011
page two
Tape Reference (8)
Senate Commerce Committee, 5/3/78. Subject bill (HB 54) not discussed
on this tape. Note: tape is recorded on a 4-track machine, therefore
side B is garbled.
Tape Reference (9)
Tape 2 of previously cited meeting. HB 54 brought up, but no discussion
as this committee had already approved the similar bill 457. Passed
withou objection. Tape stopped where pertinent discussion begins.
Tape Reference (10)
Tape 3 of previously cited meeting. Not reviewed as subject bill was
considered on tape 2.

Additional Note: On Tape reference (2) Committee Chairman, Tom
McPherson, made statement that this Public Housing Finance Authority
Bill has been introduced for the past 3-4 years.
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Report from Subcommittee on Fiscal Impact on Local Government on the
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Proposed Committee Bill creating an Advisory Council on Inter
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RB c�, (�ixson): provides that persons who offer free
c,;-::-v_-t ,�1r.-'ii' s1..-rvic<:s to Cl'.!Ct.,in persona do not have to bo
l i ,;,�r.�,..- .-J
He 36C (Shcldo�l,
Stu:1y Co��i£sion

crcatea. the State Finance and Taic:ation

PASSED.

10.

PASSED.

ll.

NO ACTION 12·
NO ACTION

13·

IIB 212S (Com.":'littcc on Natural Resources):
fees !or !,untir,g and fishing license&

UB 21�2 (Com.-oittcc on Transportation): pr.:>videa chi�<;.?&
conccrnin� the regul�tion 3nd licen5ing of ?rofess1on�l
driver training 5choola
Proposed committee bill, r•latlng to authorhing the
Comptroll�r to dolc9ate •uthority to •cc�pt •pplic•t10n1
for refunds

Proposed committee bills
on hospitali.,

Subco".mittca II: Ad Valorcm Taic:
Rep. M�rgolis, C�airperson

ua 1718 (Hawkins)

Subcommittea III: Financial lna.titutions
Re?. Ha:ouri, Chainnan

Prior to ad:1·0-i:irrunsnt, Rep. Allen made motion to
reconsider and leave pending

UB 1110 (Considine)

(

Choitm411

...-� ... ,_ -�---

f... ••

-.... �,·

11;..

•• ;. •: •:l)

c,,,,...i tu• :·..,,,,.., La,i,

relating to ••lea tax exer.;,t!ons

Motion to refer the bills listed bolow to subc011:::1itteo's &I abo·..-n:

Pr',;,o,,,:1 CS/11B's 1141 and 1732 (Batchel-,r and Mixson) 1
•���ds the exc�ption granted to out-of-,t�te re■ident■ wno
purchaso autoa and ooat■

I c.r-ci_fy t>ii• l'IOtia• uaa /i. led by ..., i'I ti:., n_rfi ,,.
oft�• S•rg•ar:t at A.- a-,vf tJa. nffi"" ,,_r ,i., rt,rJ· rst
_______o'o lool<. 011 __________, 19_.

increases

Subcommitt�e I: General Lcqisl�tion
Q•K•• .��- :-;ubcl'1r.�mittC1..' Ch.1 irm.,n
HB 2172 (Com.�. on Ilg., Gen. Leg.)
HB 2197 (Cor:im. Veterans Af!air5)

co··-r···to •

..........

,.,::.

Com.min..,,...,...________________

,yux

Co�sideration o! the following bills:

�··•····

{j)

COMl-�!,7EZ ?-�, 1..o'\G

lo _________________

il:>ll Call
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REF', TAf>G
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Florida
Information
Associates

PO. Box 11144
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
(904) 878-0188

March 6, 1986
Mr. Jay Rose
Greater Orlando Legal Services
1036 West Amelia
Orlando, FL 32805
RE: Review of Legislative Committee Tapes
(FIA research report no. L86-0ll)
Dear Mr. Rose,
At your request I had the Archives make copies of tapes we
discussed on the phone yesterday. Additionally they prepared
certifications to go along with the tapes.
I was able to make a quick review of the some 10 tapes involved,
prior to getting this off to you. I did not locate much that
had relevancy to your questions. Pertinent tapes you should
review are tape references (2), (4) and (6), marked in red on
the "B" side of each eape. Also enclosed is a quick tape list
ing I prepared and copies of the meeting agendaes.
The major difficulty I had with these tapes, is that most of
the meetings did not follow the agendaes, therefore some of the
tapes are superflous.
One remark I did notice was on tape reference (2) by House
Community Affairs Chairman, Tom McPherson. He stated that this
bill had been around for the past 3 or 4 years. Since most
of the discussions on these tapes centered around the financial
aspects of the bills, I would conjecture that discussions on
what you are interested in, would probably have been done in
previous sessions.
If you want me to persue the matter further, please give me a
call. A previous commitment will make me unavailable on Friday
afternoon and Monday morning. If you want to discuss this with
me over the weekend, I will be at (904)734-2015.

s/4#/;�
Edward J. �ribble

Fs/1

1

Rt;_.°;ocJ/s, 1'i'/6s3

COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA

f<.EF.

1

''s/10/7 7 /

T/IP�s

{£)

..J-(i)

Commerce

COMMITTEE:
MEMBERS:

W. D. Childers (D-Pensacola) Chairman
Dempsey J. Barron (D-Panama City)
Tom Gallen (D-Bradenton)
Warren S. Henderson (R-Sarasota)
Kenneth H. MacKay (D-Ocala) Vice Chairman
Kenneth A. Plante (R-Winter Park)
Jon Thomas (D-Ft. Lauderdale)
John T. Ware (R-St. Petersburg)
Sherman S. Winn (D-Miami)
TIME AND PLACE:
LL NO. &
TRODUCER
3B 493
.,ewis
(TAB 1)

May 10, 1977; 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm; Room "A"

RELATING TO:

BILL HISTORY

No other references.
Unfavorable on 5/9/77
with a motion to
reconsider.

Applications for licenses to
manufacture, bottle, distribute,
sell, or deal in alcoholic bever
ages.

Insurance; requiring security to
3B 409
::'obiassen be maintained for motor vehicle
upon finding that owner, registran�,
(TAB 2)
or individual driving with consent
of owner or registrant committed
a violation of ch. 316 resulting
in an accident.
3B 871
1acKay,
: inkil
(TAB 3)

Motor vehicle insurance; providing
that stocks and bonds held by
insurers applying for initial
certification shall be appraised
at market value; providing that
personal injury protection coverag�
is mandatory; providing that motor
vehicle liability coverage is
optional.

COMMITTEE
ACTION

-rf{)

No other references.
Unfavorable on 5/9/77
with a motion to
reconsider.

-���
/
) ii /::_

TP'd,on 4/28. Voted
unfaborably on 5/5
with a motion to
reconsider. ReconsideFed
on 5/9 and TP'd.
No other references.

I

Favorable by Jud-Crim
:B 142
Cruelty to animals; prohibits the
1enderson use of any live animal to train gr�y on 4/15. Commerce I
is the last referenc�. ( y
(TAB 4)
hounds, or any dead animal killed
for any purpose which included
training greyhounds.

-r--P

1'f'

38 722
� inkil
( TAB 5)

Consumer protection; requiring
statements of satisfaction as to
the operation or condition of
certain goods delivered to be in
writing and to contain certain
information.

Also referred to
Econ., Comm. and Cons.
Affairs.

3B 928
rrask,
3arron
(TAB 6)

Livestock sales; requiring a draft
given as payment for a livestock
purchase to be deposited as a cast
item.

Also referred to
Jud.-Crim.

ff
�
'?.(i,:
l V tv/2_

d

zi�11

Page
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SENATE COMMITTEE MEETING
COMMERCE

COMMITTEE:
TIME AND PLACE:
[LL NO. &
�TRODUCER

May 10, 1977; 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm; Room "A"

RELATING TO:

BILL HISTORY

Patient records of hospital�
and nursing homes; requiring
hospitals and nursing homes
to furnish patients copies
of records upon payment of
reasonable charge therefor.

No other references.

rn 9 57
lilliamson
;TAB 8)

Construction industry;
requiring applicants for
registration or certificatibn
by the Fla. Construction
Industry Licensing Board
to furnish payment bonds
against certain claims.

No other references.

3B 962

Alcoholic beverage licenses
providing that discriminati�n
by a licensee in favor of o
against any person on the
basis of race, color, creedv
or sex shall be grounds for
suspension or revocation of
license.

No other references.

3B 965
:hamberlin
(TAB 10)

Civil actions for unpaid
wages; authorizing the
award of costs and a
reasonable attorney's fee
to a successful litigant in
an action for unpaid wages.

Also referred to Jud.
Civil.

;a 1007
ogt
'.TAB 11)

Musical compositions;
Also referred to Jud.
Civil.
removing provisions relatin�
to combinations restricting
the use of musical composit�ons.

;B 620

Mobile home parks, travel
trailer parks, & recreation�
al parks; defining such
parks and prescribing regu
lations for the same.

Favorable by HRS with
9 amendments on 4/19.
Commerce is the last
reference.

B 1244

Public financing for
housing; creating the
"Fla. Housing Finance
Authority Law".

Also referred to Econ.,
Comm. & Cons. Affairs
and Finance, Taxation,
& Claims.

:B 734

Practice of massage;
creating the Fla. Board of
Massage.

Also referred to
Appropriations.

;B 934

;cott
:TAB 7)

:hamberlin
(TAB 9)

7

,ewis, et al
T.c1.B 12)

I
'. Thomas,
'oston, et a
T.n..B 13)
,ewis, et a
TAB 14)

;B 1181

�arron
'.TAB 15)

COMMITTEE
ACTION

?W•

a

U )(_f�J.
J

No other references.
Casualty insurance; deletin9
the reference to personal
injury protection insurance
with respect to the rental
or leasing driver of a
rented or leased car;
removing reference to PIP b�nefits.

(}tL,v,

�J

wl

ft1'V' 1' (;
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SENATE COMMITTEE MEETING
COMMITTEE:
TIME AND PLACE:

LL NO. &
TROOUCER
,8 1165
;ordon, et
. TAB 16)

1

of

COMMERCE
May 10, 1977; 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.; Committee Room "A"

RELATING TO:
C

Page

Fla. Human Relations Act;
renaming the act the
Fla Human Rights Act.

BILL HISTORY
Favorable by Econ., Comm.,
and Cons. Affairs.

C<MlI'M'BE
ACTION··

'k .J

tr; £.,

�;\,,

�1
t•
' ' ,;,

�t<l
�3'3�
Notice of

ReF. T1Jles@) �
., u

-------------------

------

COMMITTEE �ING
House of Represent::itlves

October 31
-------, 1 9 -77 -

-------------------:mfmrt���K
(1trlk• lf not •s,pllc•bl•)

Commun! ty Affairs

th .- Committee on

will meet in Committee Room�__
4_1_5·-H--='-O--=B=----------- M
on

I.
II.

III.

\Jn�.
{

�ft' 2-

OrJ l,.{J( I
5i'Jf

B' - -·�

;>

November 15, 1977

�XI·

1 •• 30

p,m.

to consider

fda1•I

Call to Order by Chairman
Roll Call

The following items will be �aken up for consideration:
Proposed Committee Bill relating to the duties of the clerk
of the circuit court in county administrator counties.

1.

3-6

Proposed Committee Bill relating to repealing an unconstitutional provision with respect to the Pinellas County
Housing Authority.

2.

Cl -

I

-r/f

3.

Proposed Committee Bill relating to local charter amendments. '/

{-

4.

Proposed Committee Bill relating to the county budgets and
accounting.

5.

Proposed Committee Bill authorizing creation of county
budget officers.

f

t

6. Proposed Committee Bill relating to submission of county
budgets.

f [ 7.

Proposed Committee Bill to create a State Housing Finance
Agency.

__• 9.

7 r1

j 07"l /1, I'

-z_J

2 ,J, ':s- C

u f JI"

e-o

Oc10 .3/

Vhlt•--To bf' pottrd
(aiiuy--C,: f':i.!Jr
P lr,\,. -- Cv,•,•ut ,r
C"IJ.-r•rPd --t,,, vnur

j

£d/)<--G.�

g-/

�b<;....

I certify this notice w.s received in t/111
Office of the Ser f't at Am,s at JQdO
g:
o'cl.ock, ""
19 T]_.

t:1 ...

1-0
1-0

Open discussion on items relating to committee's purview-
items may be brought up by members or other interested
parties at the meeting.

[ Ii (N._f

11-14(1976)

-O
1-0

HB 54 - Ready - Public Financing for Housing.

8.

,;,
\

,

'-<rtt�'6 �,,.{7.._. �, 8--"-.

CJ

Chairman

I certify this >10tic11 l.lcUI fiZ..,d by m•
i" the Office of th,, Sergee%'1t at Am,s and
thlt Office of t�e CZ11rk <m
J/
19ft a'1d copies have been sent to tho
introducer11 of the biZZs Zist.ed tliereon
a,, required by Hous11 8u•e• 6.2 and 6.4.

tJr..l,

�
0 )(/'/�
conrmZJ�:;;:y- �

R& qoo/s, 1Z/ tS7 '' s/1/12"{P.1

C,_./ 1.,,

ru;,,·,,;)

RcF. TIIPEs

COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA
COMMITTEE:

(j) (i)

6

COMMERCE

MEMBERS:
Dan I. S c ar bo r ough (D-Ja cksonville) Cha irman
Dempse y J. Bar r on (D-Pan ama C i t y)
W. D. C h i l d e r s (D-Pens a c ola) Vi c e C h airman
Tom G a l l en (D-Bra denton)
Warrens. H en d e r s on (R-S ar a s o t a)
Kenne t h A. Plan t e (R-W int e r Park)
Jon Thomas (D-Ft. Laud e r d al e)
John T. W a r e (R-St. Pe tersburg)
Sherm an S. Winn (D-Mi ami)
TIME AND PLACE:

3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.; May 3, 1978; Room "A"

'\I/
�
,L NO. &
�RODUCER
//6' 54

::>p. Ready)
3 1

RELATING TO:

BILL HISTORY

Creates the "Florida Housing Finance A l s o r ef e r r ed t o
Authority Law. " Authorizes each
Pin an ce, T a xa t i on
county to establish a housing finance an d C laims
authority for the purpose of allevia
ting any shortage of housing of a
type and price that can be afforded
by many persons and families of
rroderate, middle, or lesser income
residing in such county.

------+------------- --

(!)

169
Sickle Cell Trait; Prohibits denial o No Other References
<2p. Cherry) or discharge £ran ernployment based
B 2
on fOSsession of such trait; prohibit�
certain mandatory screening for trait

- 192
.ep. Mica)
B 3

(f}

718
urism &
:mornic
velopnent
Jthers
[3 4

@

681
lisson)
13 5

cf)

School Derx>sitories; authorizes
Withdrawn fran Comnittee
district school boards to establish
form of warrants for payirent or dis
burserrent of rroneys out of school
derx>sitory. Authorizes direct
derx>sit of funds under certain
circumstances. Ar'1ends 237. 211.
Requires certain reports be made
annually to Governor and Legislature.
Requires annual preparation of list
of rompanies locating, expanding,
rroving or halting operations in state
and of companies laying off employees

No Other References

Real Estate License Law. Provides
that certain terms re employrrent
relationship include independent
contractor relationship under certain
circumstances. Provides for renewal
fees for certificates of certain non
active salesmen and brokers, etc.

No Other References

1067
Provides tax exemption for sales of
:Jnmittee on alcoholic beverages to military
mierce)
bases. Provides that sales to mili
\ 6
tary bases are ronsidered and report�
as ex;xirt.

Subcomnittee - FavorablE
4/3/78 -- Vote as
Conmittee Bill on
4-19-78. No Other
References

COMMITTEE
ACTION

COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA

TIME AND PLACE:

SB 1068
(Corrmerce
Comnittee)
TAB 7

3B 1069
(Comrerce
::orrmittee)

®

rAB 8

38 1070
(Comnerce
�omnittee)
['AB 9

/6)

iB 1072
:comnerce
'orrmittee)
'AB 11

-

-�

RELATING TO:

BILL HISTORY

Prohibits certain enu:rerated sexual
acts be performed or simulated while
in or upon licensed premises. Pro
hibits exposure of specified parts
of l:xx'ly & prohibits perfonnance of
host or hostess services by licensee,
his agent or entertainer unless
properly clothed.

Subcorrrnittee - Favorable
4/3/78 -- Vote as
Corrmittee Bill on 4-19-78
No Other References.

Provides complete defense in civil
suit or suspension or revocation pro
ceeding to licensee who dispenses
any alcoholic beverage to minor if
certain requirerrents are met.

Subcornnittee -- Favorable
4/3/78 -- Vote as
Corrrnittee Bill 4-19-78.
No Other References.

Defines term "Bottle Club". Prohibit!
any person fran establishing, keeping
rraintaining or operating an unlicensec:
bottle club.

"discount in the usual murse of
business' .

Deletes language authorizing sheriffs
deputy sheriffs and police officers
to search licensed premises without
search warrants.

;s 467
Myers)
'AB 13
;s 758
(Gallen)
CAB 14

Subccmnittee -- Favorable
4/3/78 -- Vote as
Ccmnittee Bill 4-19-78.
No Other References.

Suba:Inmittee -- Favorable
4/3/78 -- Vote as
Ccmnittee Bill 4-19-78.
No Other References.

;3 814

'AB 15
Dunn)

by certain vendors which warehouses ] 4/3/78 -- Vote as
have been approved by U.S. as to pay- Corrmittee Bill 4-19-78.ITent of Federal excise taxes; require No Other References.
all taxes imposed under beverage law
on beverages stored in such warehouse!:
be paid.

Requires inclusion of agreerrent to
Favorable with arrendrrent
particip:i.te in rrroicaid program in jby HRS on 4/25/78.
certain applications for licensing as Corm>erce is the last
hospital or arrbulatory surgical cente reference.
Requires HRS to adopt certain rules;
provides for limited public disclosurE
of certain infonna.tion.
Provides that M3.nufacturer of rralt
beverages or wire not be prohibited
fran obtaining up to two vendor's
beverages.

lir.Pn�P� fnr �rllP nf rllr.nhnlir.

COMMITTEE
ACTION

Subcorrrnittee - Favorabl�
4/3/78 -- Vote as
Cornnittee Bill on 4-19-t8.
No Other References.

@- Permits operation of bonded warehouse Subccmnittee -- Favorable

iB 1073
.Comnerce
:orrmittee)
'AB 12

3

of

3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.; M3.y 3, 1978; Foan "A"

alcoholic beverage rrerchan
(j) Includes
dise discounts in definition of

;s 1071
(Corm>erce
:omnittee)
.'AB 10

2

COMMERCE

COMMITTEE:

BILL NO. &
INTRODUCER

Page

I No Other References.

I

Provides standards for granting of
Referred to ECCA and
license to operate cerretery·; provides Judiciary-Criminal.
circumstances for revocation or sus
pension of license; authorizes circuit
oourt to appoint administrator for
property and operation of cerretery;
provides for personal liability of
cemetery owners, etc.

[/)1 ;( vJft '--"V
(" ,. Y /

�cJ

Uv I'/('.:

iv T/J PE ..2

-------

J
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COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA
COMMI�TEE:

3
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of 3

COMMER CE

TIME AND PLA CE: 3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.; May 3, 1978; Rl:x)m "A"

BILL NO. &
INTRODUCER

BILL HISTORY

Prohibits certain local price controlslNo Other References.
on rents charged. for dwelliTB units in
luxury apartrrent buildings.

B 827

Gallen)
I\B

RELATING TO:

16

B 851
Dunn)
I\B 17

Increases filing fee for establishrrent
so re err to
of any cem?tery & for change of contro propriations.
of cemetery company; iocreases fee for
examination of affairs of any cemetery
company & requires annual fixed. licensb
fee for canpany, broker, sales/managerrent organization, etc.

3 871
-lair)

Provides that if trust oompany estab No Other References.
� ·.
lishes trust service office at locatio
of bank that has trust p::wers, the
shall retain its trust powers unless
otherwise provided. in application to
establish such office, etc.

3 873

I No Other References.
Repeals exemption from employment
agency licensiTB requirerrent for
agencies placiTB persons in positions
for which starting salary is $20,000
per year or greater. Repeals 449.015

\B 18

·'ireston�
\B 19

�

3 901

Requires clerk of circuit court to
I No Other References.
keep a gas pipeline file; requires
excavators who seek permit to excavate
on land which contains a buried. gas
pipeline to provide owner with described notice.

3 963

Prescribes tine period fur which bankslNo Other References.
or trust canpanies are required to
preserve or keep their records or file!:;
or copies thereof; provides that
liability not accure against bank/trust
company which destroy such records/
files/copies after specified. tine, etc,.

)lante)
\B 20

Jare)

\B 21

; 1020

101lo.vay)
B 22

Adopts current versions of certain
I Withdrawn fran Comnittee.
electrical standards; deletes certain
regulations re errergency lightiTB
from list of adopted standards; provides for applicability.

Changes narre of fraudulent claims
Also referred to
.D.Childers) Div. of Ins. Dept. to Insurance fraud Governrrental Operations &
Div.; provides Div. investigatc·rs not App1:-0priations.
B 23
be subject to subp:>ena in certain
civil actions & provides limited.
arrest powers for Div. investigators.

\ 955
1

1308

Garron and
thers)
T/l B 24
._.,,

/JO

I

+

, ),,,rJ
( (;tv.5 1&

1P

Provides that uninsured. notorist
I No Other References
ooverage shall not include darrBges
for pain and suffering except
specified. injuries or death; Provides
definitions of certain types of
M.V. 's. Provides limitations on
rights to damages for pain/suffering/
mental anguish,etc.

COMMITTEE
ACTION
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF STATE

George Firestone
Secretary of State

THIS js to certify that this is a true and correct
copy of the record in the FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES, the
original of which may be found in Series 625; Box 18
WI '1'NESS my l1and th is

_t_; -fl--- duy

of

_}1_�&_1,,e✓,

,

Divis:.on of Archives, l l· i�;;tory, and
Re.cords Management

/1

BY:

�1:((_

/
t-,;,C

)/] •

�<. /f'__--,,�

•

N. p .

FLORI DA S'T'A'l'E ARt?r-11 VES

Notury Pubk St�te of Ff.iri<la
!.'., C:ll .. ,:,,.,;J,1 bpl:11s r::orci1 16, 1987
l.i1J11u,uJ Jliru l1..iy 1a,n · l usi..1.Jn,t1, inc,

FLORIDA-State of the Arts

T he Capitol · Tallahassee, Florida 32301 · (904) 488 -3680
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF STATE
George Firestone
Secretary of State

THIS is to certify that this is a true and correct
copy of the record in the FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES, the
original of which may be found in Series
WITNESS my hand this

�-!7---- day of

625; Box 20

}}L1v1-ef--....

, 19 �.

Division of Archives, History, and
Records Management

BY:

�;

))]

,;/,; ''=

'--(I./(__�
(
FLORIDA
STATE
A Riffi IVES

,

N. p.

Uutdry P��tic, Stule of Fic:rlda
t�\ t C0t\H u1 !:�i8 1 \ E.i:1!:,2$ t.l4ht;,
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Ucn ... t:U Thtu Tt .- Y t.;,u - lr..:.u1 .. ,11• ..:, Inc.

FLORIDA-State of the Arts
T he Capitol · Tallahassee, Florida 32301 · (904) 488 -3680
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF STATE
George Firestone
Secretary of State

THIS is to certify that this is a true and correct
copy of the record in the FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES, the
original of which may be found in Series
WITNESS my hand this

c;-f/� day

of

}Ji

414; Box 347

U/ici

,

l-
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